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Bj recent vote of the Faculty of Denison University, re- 
quirement! for the Baccalaureate Degree have been revised 
'ram those printed in the catalog issue of January, 1940, Vol. 
XI., No. 1. Please attach this supplement to your catalog in 
place of pages 31-34, to bring it up to date. 
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In Uranvllle. Ohio, na mall matter of the Second Claaa. 
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Baccalaureate Degree Requirements 
Since the outstanding characteristic of every person is 
his individuality, the course of study t" approach his objec- 
tives will depend upon several variable factors. These will 
normally include the nature of the students background and 
preparation for college, individual interests and aptitudes, and 
probable life work. 
1 in i student is assigned to an adviser who 
will recommend a schedule of courses designed t" -trenjjthen 
the use of his mother tongue, to develop him as an intelligent 
citizen, and to introduce him to the major fields of human 
knowledge. This means that freshmen will continue their 
ih, for the University expects all students to 
develop the ability  •■ themselves correctly in written 
and spoken English. In addition, their courses normally will 
include fon .     matics, and science, or a social 
study. To promote physical well-being, all students are re- 
quired tn participate in physical education for at least two 
hours a week during their lir-t two years. A 1-hour course in 
Hygiene in tin- si phomore year is recommended. Credit may 
he earned by cl expected of all stu- 
A- students progress in their courses of study -nine will 
wish tn specialize in certain fields, looking inward profession- 
al careers -lent-, nut desiring such complete special- 
ization, ma) wish i" concentrate in a group of related fields 
such a- languages, sciences, or social studies. 
Student- win. wish in specialize in a particular Geld will 
he expected to do from -I in 36 semester hours of acceptable 
work in the department concerned. For those who wish to 
concentrate in a general field, rather thin in one department, 
a minimum of i hours -hall he taken from two or 
three related departments, with not less than IS semester 
hours, ordinarily in sequence, in one of these department-, i \ 
semester hour of credit i- defined a- one hour per week of lec- 
ture m, m two hours per week of laboratory work. 
through one semester of 18 weeks). 
The lnad of the department concerned -hall he the ad\ iser 
of those -tudent- whose field of concentration is within one 
department.   An  appropriate faculty representative will be 
appointed lor each -indent whose field of concentration cros-- 
e- departmental lines. Such appointments will he made by the 
appropriate dean. 
Before the beginning of the advisee'- junior year his ad- 
viser -hall arrange with him a pattern of studies ill his field 
of concentration.   Copies of this pattern, when approved by 
the department heads involved, shall be filed with the registrar 
and with the appropriate dean. 
The remainder of a student's college course shall be de- 
voted I" courses of  study offered  ill  other groups,  so as  to 
bring the total number of semester hours up to a minimum 
of 1*8, For student and adviser the constant aim in choosing 
such courses shall he to develop a well rounded and balanced 
personality.    Weakness  in a particular suhject  or  field  shall 
constitute a strong reason fur undertaking rather than avoid- 
ing iis study. For the sake of guidance these fields are group- 
ed as follows: 
Language and Literature 
Minimum, 12 hours 



















/oi >]i tax 
For all students the minimum requirements are: (A) 
twelve hour- in language and literature with the understand- 
ing that, with the approval of his adviser, three of these hours 
may be taken in the Department of Speech (students who con- 
template graduate study are reminded that they are expected 
Op a reading knowledge of at least one modern foreign 
inguage, whereas graduate schools usually require two lor 
I'lgTI languages lor advanced degrees); ( 1!) twelve hours ill 
social Studies, not all of which may he taken in one depart- 
ment; |C| fourteen hours in natural science and mathematics, 
—B— 
Social Studies 
















not all iii one department and including a one-year laboratory 
cmir.-c in a science (most department! in the natural sciences 
will require students to include Mathematics in their sched- 
ule- i ; three hours in (111, the Arts. 
Merely passing a cert.mi number oi courses, no matter 
how carefully the) ma) lure been integrated, is not sufficient 
evidence that the purposes of four years of study have been 
realized A final comprehensive examination i- necessary to 
judge the al ilitj of a student to correlate his knowledge for 
effective use Consequently, toward the end of his senior year, 
the student shall take an examination covering all his work in 
his field ol concentration This may be followed, at the dls- 
cretion oi the department or departments concerned. by an 
oral conft rence, ai d must he passed it the student is to grad- 
uate. 
The comprehensive examination will he arranged by the 
adviser with whom the student worked out his pattern of 
studies    This . !l he responsible tor arranging the 
general nature and content of tin- examination, in consultation 
with other teachers involved. At the beginning of the senior 
year he -hail file with tin- registrar ami appropriate dean a 
statement of the type and range of the examination agreed 
upon. 
In summary, to secure the A I! degree the student must 
satisfy the following conditions: (1) he must meet the specified 
requirements l English in the fresl man year ami Physical Educa- 
tion in l«>th the freshman an! sophomore years); (2) he must 
meet the requirements in hi- field u( concentration; (.3) he must 
carry a sufficient number of elective course* to bring his total credit 
to 128 semester hour- fordinarily including 4 hours of credit for 
chapel attei  lanci 4)  he mu-t meet the minimum group re- 
guirem .-" i he mu-t pass a comprehensive examination in his 
field nitration;  and   (6)   In-  work   must  conform to the 
scholastic requirements listed on page ,i4 of the current catalog. 
For graduation, the 128 semester hours must have a 
cumulative grade average of at least "C". This is interpreted 
to mean that the entire cumulative record, considering all 
hour- attempted whether passed, repeated, incomplete, de- 
ducted or failed mu-t show .in average of at least one quality 
point per hour .,i credit attempted. 
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Rules for Registration 
1     The  first  studies  to  be  entered on  the registration 
I .u-i l>c 111.• >t- that provide fot the removal of college 
entrance conditions it such exist. 
Tin  freshman requirements in English, and physical 
■      t m \t '" enten ! and cannot be deferred. 
\   rm      ...i-::..;;.      - |."> or 16 hours, including phys- 
Students on probation maj take from 1" t" l I 
nl\     Si.   Catalog. |     141     S'o student  maj   take mure 
than hi hours in.' ''1 this privilege.    See grade 
Mti.: below 
>nal and subject to subsequent ae- 
ration t 
I.    ' '.-41 Catalog I94U 11)41 
changes, excessive hours, late registration and 
refunds. 
.v    Advanced credits  from both secondary schools and 
colleges  art-   subject  t"  revision  at the end of first  year of 
i nee, 
fl.     All college fees are  payable at  the opening of each 
i 
i are should I"- taken t" -ee that the facts asked for 
on the back of the student's registration blank are noted in the 
space !>n   !•!< '1. 
8. Courses numbered from 100 to 199 are for freshmen; 
those from 200 to 299 for sophomores; those from 300—499 
for juniors and seniors. Freshmen cannot register for any 
course above 199 without special permission. Seniors should 
avoid freshman courses. 
Phi ■ egins Monday, September 16 at 
l   I'M     Formei   students  will Be registered  on  Wednesday, 
nl   nn TlHIT n\n\ "i that week. 
N'e«   student* must In   present at  I  I'M., Monday, Sep- 
■     vvvk as an  interesting and 
mportanl program is planned t'"r them.   It i- necessary that 
the) be hen • : ;,, be properly registered. 
Registration Headquarters 
MAIN   FLOOR 
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Religion                                                 ROOM 11                                    Education 
Speech (3rd floor)                            Sociology                                    Psychology 




Baccalaureate Degree Requirements 
Since the outstanding characteristic »l even person i> 
In- individuality, the course of stud) i<» approach 11i — objec- 
tives will depend upon se\eral variable factors. These will 
normall) include the nature ><! the student's background and 
preparation for college, individual interests and aptitudes, and 
]n obable life w I trk 
()n entering, eien student is assigned i" an adviser who 
will recommend a schedule of courses designed t»» strengthen 
the use <-t' his mother tongue, to develop him a* an intelligent 
citizen, and to introduce him to the major fields of human 
knowledge This means that freshmen will continue their 
stud) "i English, tor the L'niversit) expects all students t<- 
develop the abilitj to express themselves correctly in written 
and spoken English. In addition, their courses normal!) will 
include foreign lang tage, mathematics, and science, or a social 
study.   To pi II being, all students are re- 
quired t<» participate in physical education for .'it least two 
hours a week luring theii first two years A I-hour course in 
ne in the sophomore yeai is recomomended Credil ma) 
be earned b) chapel attendance which i- expected <>i all stu 
dents 
\- student- progress in their courses of study some will 
wish to specialize in ceri ^'fI8 toward profession 
al careers; other student? ing such complete special- 
ization, ma)  wish to coi in :i group of related fields 
such .-■- lang i iges, science, 01 social studies. 
Students who wish I ize in a particular field will 
be expected to do from '.* I to 3G semestei hours of acceptable 
\\<>rk in thi ed    For those who wish to 
concentrate in  i gent :'i. rather than in one department, 
;i ininimun taken from two 01 
three  related  departments,  with  not  less  than   !•"■  semester 
- hours, ordinaril)  in sequent ■    ■        ■        these departments.   I \ 
semester hour <»J credil is defined as one hour per week of lei 
ture or recitation   or two hour** per week of laboratory work, 
il rough one semester •»! Is weeks 1. 
The head of the department concerned -hull be tin* ad\ isei 
of those students whose field of concentration i- within one 
department.   An  appropriat representative  will  be 
appointed for each student whose field ->i concentration cross 
es departmental line- sucl appointment.s will l>e made b) the 
appropriate ■ 
I'll- ginning of the ad  isee'-   ntiior t <*.'ir his ad 
ih him a pattern of -tudies in lii- field 
ol con< this pattern, when approved by 
the departmei involved, shall be filed with tli«' registrar 
.  ■   ■ - 
The remainder -.: a student's college course shall be de- 
voted to courses of stud) offered in other groups, -<< ;i> t<> 
bring the total numbei 1 *ter hours up t" :i minimum 
of I'.'s For student and adviser the constant aim in choosing 
such courses shall be t" de\elop a well rounded and balanced 
persoiialit) Weakness in 1 particular subject or field shall 
constitute a strong reason for undertaking rather than avoid- 
ing it-> stud) For the -ake of guidance these fields are group- 
ed ns follows 
—A— —B— 
Language and  Literature Social Studies 
Minimum. 12 hours Minimum. 12 hours 
Knglish (except 111-112) Economics 
Classics Education 
Greek Government 
Lit in I liston 
Mod   Foreign Languages Philosophy 
French Psycholog) 




Natural Science The Arts 
and Mathematics Minimum. 3 hours 
Minimum, 14 hours :\rt 







For all students the minimum requirements are : (A) 
twelve hours in language and literature with the understand- 
ing that, with the approval of lii- adviser, three "i these hours 
may IK- taken iii the Department of Speech [students who con- 
template graduate stud) arc reminded thai they arc expected 
in develop a reading knowledge ol at least one modern foreign 
language, whereas graduate schools usually require two for- 
eign languages for advanced degrees); (B) twelve hours in 
social studies, not all of which may he taken in one depart- 
ment; (C) fourteen hours in natural science ami mathematics. 
imt all in one department ami including a one-year laboratory 
course in a science (most departments in tin- natural sciences 
will require students in include Mathematics in their sched- 
ules i: three hour- in 11 > i. tin- Arts. 
Merel) passing a certain number of courses, no matter 
how carefully they maj have been integrated, i- not sufficient 
evidence that tin- purposes ol four years of study have been 
n ihzed. A final comprehensive examination is necessan t»' 
judge tin- abilitj HI a student in correlate hi- knowledge for 
effective use, Consequently, toward tin- end of In- senior year, 
the student -hail lake an examination covering all hi- work in 
hi- field ni concentration. This may lie followed, at the dis- 
cretion of the department or departments concerned, by an 
oral conference, ami must he passed ii the student i- in grad 
uate. 
The comprehensive examination will he arranged by the 
adviser with whom the student worked oul hi- pattern of 
studies. This adviser -hall he responsible for arranging the 
general nature ami content of the examination, in consultation 
with other teachers involved. At the beginning of the senior 
year he shall file with the registrar anil appropriate dean a 
statement of the type ami range of the examination agreed 
upon. 
In summary, in secure the A.I'., degree the student must 
satisfy the following conditions: il i lie must meet the sf 
requirements (English in the freshman year and Physical Educa- 
tion in hnih the freshman and sophomore fears   :    _' i  he must 
meel the requirements in hi- field of concentration: '.'•< he niusi 
carry a sufficient number of elective courses to bring hi- total credit 
in 1_'S semester hours I ordinarily including 4 hours of ere 
chapel attendance); I4I  he must meel  the minimum   -■• 
quircments; i 5) he must pass a comprehensive examination in his 
field ni concentration; and  (6)  hi- work must conform in the 
scholastic requirements listed mi page 34 of the current catalog. 
For graduation, the 148 semester lumrs must have a 
cumulative grade average, of at least "C". This i- interpreted 
in mean ihat the entire cumulative record, considering all 
hours attempted whether passed, repeated, incomplete, de- 
ducted or failed must show an average ni ai least one nualit\ 
point per hour ni credit attempted. 
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Tentative Schedule 
PROGRAM OF FIRST SEMESTER PROGRAM OF SECOND SEMESTER 
Department     ftj* ■*»■ Period M. T. W. T. F. 
Total i          1 
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Reqd    of majors 
i   : icater only 
233-4 
Required   Lab    \Y.   \'l- 
VII 
IB<.   ii for Rec » 
3i7:  : hra 
Lalioi   Problems 
I'i      .'II-.'   ...     L'M-t 
-- mi itei  only 
233-4 
I   Lab   W.  VI- 
VII 
(See II  foi   Rec i 
Greek ni-2: 3 bra 
Introductory   Qreek 
Open to .«II 
Greek 331-2: 2 Ins. 
New Testament 
I'i      112 
Latin 211: 
Plautua and Olid 
Latin 212: |   In- 






213:   I   hi - . 325 
HI.TI.IV   ol  Bdu< itkw 
316: 1  hra 
Comparative   i !du< itlon 
313-4;    ;   hra 
Methods of Teaching 
Music in tii.-  public 
Schoo 
I'i    Rduc   and   Paych 
M1.SS1 
320: :i hn. 
'   %   ..f   th)      >■"   Mil 
Studien 
Pr.  Educ   :imi   Paych, 
211,  321 
11-.. : hri 
extra  hour ■ 11 
211:  3 hrs. 
412:   1 hr* 
3OT:   t   hrs. 
i-;,ii . ii lonal  Soclown 
401:  i   hr 
Methods of Stud) 
pi    iviu.    and Paycb. 
211,  S2I 
402: I   hr. 
Pi ilonal Readings 
Ailtn   I"   i oneenl  ol 
Instructor 
321; |   hra, 
Methods of T^irhlng 
In   lliirh   BchOOl 
IT   Educ   and  Paych. 
111. 121 
322;   1   hn 
r. md Si 
Recent  I>evelopments 
In   Economic   Though I 
Foi   major ly 
Second Semeater onl) 
Meets :-i» P M   Tuesda, 
■J40: 2 hra 
Oovi rnmenl  and 
Bus) in 
(Washington   i» C 
Kleld Trip) 
■ 
•i'i       ■   .- •■    1-1    fSJIfl 
415. 416;   i-'i hi - 
st mi. nt Teaching 
Adm   b)   coneenl  of 
■ ictoi 
Sei   ■ 
211;   8   hi 
inn    to School   Mgmt, 
Open to fi pshmen by 
perml 
412;  t hra 
IT a     ..(   9 idar) 
Ed i. otlon 
IT   i'i  hra    Ed 
Paych 
414; i-:i bra. 
School   Admlniatral Ion 
iui'1  Supei vision 
IT    Educ,   A-   I'syrh. 
Ri I     W    A   P.   Ill 
Periods 
MATHEMATICS 
Mr. F. B. Wiley 
and others 
Doane 































!'    ,v   Tl, 
IV 
...   Tl 
u     Pel    IV 
■ • :     \. 
«   Tli 
\\      -l-'ll 
\\     ,v    I 





i    M   IV   F I 
\l  T   n, I 
rt      |K i   l\ 










316:   .1   hra 
■ 
lU.J: :; hn 
M t.-ir  m the  Puhltr 
i.      md   Pay. 1, 
320;  I   hi? 
Ti iching "< lh    & 
I'I    i:.iu.     ind   Payeh 







3  hra 
ii    to School  Mgnti. 
■ ii  to i'- ihmi n h> 
:   hi- 
t,    of 8c 
<!uc«1  
81   In.-*    Bdm     A 
... b 
1 
..«.'     A.Inn 
•I   HiipPi ' 
i:.i.i     ,v  payrh. 
\v   .v F. Ill 
i    ... 
■ i   ■ 
211: 3 ht« 
412: x hri 
.V.    VI- 
309: :t hra. 
■ 
40i:   l   hi 
oda ol  Slud) 
Bdui     ind   P " (i 
SSI 
402: 1   hi 
..H..I Reading* 
bj   , onacnl  "i 
■ ructor 
W    VI- 
i i 
\i  thoda <■< T-'.M IIIIIK 
iiL-li School 
1',    Rdui    and  Paych 
322.     :    In- 
md Htatfatli i 
riioughl 
M6i    ■ 
. n\   T<  '■ hint. 
I" !• M 
DC 










in.i: .....-i „i , 
a 
Hlah<i i.   Engln. 
. 'I- n  •■. .it-   .\  .- 
\..l I..- 
N.i   prerequisite 
411:   I   In.. 
-   u.-nii ea 
P 
412i   I   hi- 




Mr. J. L. King 
and others 
Doane, Talbot 
111-2.    :   tin 
211-2 Ins 
Knirllah  Literature 
Pi    ill-: 
321-2: :i hn 
>l .k. apt in 
Pi    .'ii  .' 
326:   I hn 
Sin.it   .Ntni-v 
Open to In   a Si - 
413: 2 in, (Uethodsl 
T< .. hint ol English 
I'i B In- Bduc .iii-l 
i in-   paych 
111-2: 1 ln- 
211 2:    :   hi 
323:   ::   I,   - 
M-H..I. 
Pi    m-l 
334: * In. 
Pi    811-2 
336: :i l,i.- 
Bron nlna 
Ir    211-2 
HIM.   351-2;   1   hra. 
Am. ti, ,iu l.tf.' and LH 
Mi     Klni a   Mr   I HIT 
s. ■   II,-i   Depi 
202;   2 hi- 
HlKhWR}   Tranaporl 
.\,.t    •.  -Mi.    .-I   lii 
311: :. hra 
Pi    MIII,    -'.'.'. 
PI  | -     111   ■•!    L'l2 
314:  -  hra 
Mi.lii    M    
I'l       II  
iii-2.  1 hn 




i'i    -'ii-:' 
329:   | 
Klluili 
I'i    211 I 
330:   J-S In. 
Modern  Mr., 
331:    :   hn 
I'II cr 
Pr    211-2 
111: 2-1 hn   i VII. 
KnKlni ■ ' Ins l irafl Ins 
He II 
oi 
Rend   ..t   i;. . , ,,,,,;.., - 
■ ■ ..  VI-VII 
115: .• hi.   land VII i 
'■.ii Ins 
Pi    ill 
; ■ i -   „>   III 
122:   I   l.i- 
, .    Burvt ,   n,: 
I'I    111  and TriB 
2 rei    and  I hi 
pel   week 
212:   I   lit-    . ind   \ III 
Pi    in 
111.   115.   212 
\ I 
332:   I   hi - 
Pi    It! 
l-'i. Id  | i 
,. i   '.>    \.', 
I.. ,., 
110;    I    I  . 
'..i,   In 
U« III ' M it.-ti.l 
 ;- |riv 
2  III .1,    |.. I    M.-l. |« 






and  others 
Doane Gym 
111-2:  I hn 
211-2:  :: hra. 
125:  .'- ;  hra 
rim- ,-li  Novel 
I"    111-1 
339. 340: 
lotli   i'.lit    Prose 
Novel 
Hull   I'ltit     I'i,.-,. 
Bxi      ol   Novi 
i'i    tu-J 
342:   2- :   hra 
Modern  Novel 
iii-2: I hra. 
211-2: 3 hra. 
2134:    : In- 
\, -.. writing and 
K.lilini: 
I'i     111-3 
315:  !  l 
Adi I ' 'omposltlon 





i2i:   : hn 
l'li>.   A   Human 
Oeograph) 
122: :: hra. 
i;. oKraphy of Ihe 
I'll I  st ,i. ■ 
I'i    1*1 HI   in 
111;       l.t- 
Phyalca   Q >(] 
Ti.   I  . mi,|ii, led 
Iiy   III 
112;    |   In. 
II,-t  
Tn I,., accompanied 
i..   ii.; 
412:   2   dr.. 
Seminar 
115-6: 1  In 
Laborator}  and Field 
Tn   „, . ,iiii|i:i,i\    111-2 
Ijih. mil one 2-hr. ud. 
-M    1-4, Til.   2-1,   W. 
2-1. Th.   2-1.   I 
l» 10-11 in 
320:   2 hra. 
I'l. 1,1   Tin,    i 
\i>i.,l,i. in.iII Region 
I'i    l yi   Qeol   "I Qeoi 
l nirini S|.iiiii; I;.-. . - - 
i:.-tiin.ii..d «-oai $40.00 
322: 2 in  inure lira. 
i'n hi Tti|. in areai 















HISTORY and GOVERNMENT 




111-2:   I lira. 
Modern Ktuopean 
rltetorj 
221-2; .'! In 
I     S   Since 1713 





111.2:  l In. 
311-2;   :i   In. 
Tin-   I'list   ,iii,l   Set...   i 
World   W .,. 
Pr.    111-2   .mil   i-ui,...|,( 
nf instructor 
For   ii-    .v   si. 
351-2: .'. hra. 
in  HI Life and LII 
icr.'cllt  equall)   divided 
between Hist. & KHK.> 
Nl.t   In   I.,-   i„k.-ii   b) 
auiil.'iita who have 
had 221-2 
i..i   ii-   .v Sra. 
.Mr.   Ill.-r mill Ml    Kins 
111-2::  :i   hra, 
317-8; 3   hn. 
Th.   Ancient   Woi   I 
i-i Bern    i .ti.-tii A 
2n.l Bern     Roman 
Hlston 
For -Ir...   .V   Sra   but 
open t,. Sopha   to 
perm'sslon 
324;   1   hra. 
Th.   American Frontlei 
i':    J21-2 or :;".i-2 
327; .1   In... 
ii,.i,,i \  i.r American 
Dlplomacj 
IT    221-2 or 351-2 
333:   1 In. 
Renalssancc and 
Refoi (nation 
I'i     111-2 
111-2;   l  hra 
412; * hra. 
Stuili.-a   In   lliatoiy 
Req I of ..■ 
211: i  hra. 
Ami'i :, 
315: 1   hi 
I'ul.llo Admlnlsl 
w  ill. r  III ,v 
323:    :   In. 
Hi.I..t %   ot   l-olit 
Tli  I 
211: 3 hra. 
315: :l hn    II ii 
Bee   111 
onlj ) 
218: :i In- 
International R<   itioni 
412: :; hra. 
lint    to tit.-  l.„w 
(Jurisprudence! 





319;   1   hra 











MHJ     !■ 
Ill 
I..1.     M     Ol    Tl 
r M 
211.2:   i 
i •■   rtiiMil   \ -i ronomy 
Pi     111-! 
218:   11      \n 
PI ■   I ■ 
..i  ui.-.   v-iitIon 
IT      11 
221-2;   Cl      Mi 
• 
III 
US-4;   2 hr. 
\.|v    II 
An 
I 
Pi    II i and HI 
411-4;   l   hi 
Ol      I'll.    I 
IT     Ml 
I..-.     Tn    VIII 
416-6:   1   In 
KUIII I'litn .,    || 
•On  l«av* Ind  aeir 
ill 
MATHKMATICS MODERN    LANGUAGES 





107 8.       !u- 
M ,il.. ill .'.. , 











215-6:   1   hra 
'I'h.   ,', rulua 
I'l     II'- . 
353:   I hra 
453;   1   hi - 
■      \li ill -   - 
Pi    <'. 
Phya   112 
K 
Si mln II 
Reqd   ..i mi D 
115-6:   I   hra. 
.' 
Math   "i Inveatmenl 
Ailni    Ii 
in-II II. 'II 
■ 
Advanced SI >' 
l'i     DM .„   Ill OF !31 
323:   ;   lira. 
Methodaol Tchi  sinii 
Pi    III ..i   ]'.':•    I'.ilii. 
' 
01 
1 '.,l , -'•   i leonieti > 
A.hn   l.v , onaenl .•• 
in .i, ui 




m-2:  i hra 
Im,    ■,.  ih.   i 
l..,IIK,l   ,-• 
211   2: 
Sinn I St,,i . .   \..\.      ,. ,i 
I" iin - 
Talbot 
GERMAN 
i  111-2;   I   ira 
i ol  German 
Talbot 
SPANISH 
211;   :;   111 
Intermed  it<    !:■     > np 
IT      IH-2   01    I   | i - 
II.  >. Span 
212: I hra, 
■I 
 lulvahml 
213-4:   I hn 
>' posh  and 
i 'onvei - illoi 








150;   ;  hrn 
Ipplh ii 
■ ilrulua to Bconomli 
Atlm,      h\      -■nil-. 
.. lot 
l:-.      \1    tf    W    plUf 
i  hi     in 
211-2;   :   hra 
213 4:   | hn 
■ 'onvei -.ii Ion   'i -i 
Compo 
T iiiHii i   US-Ill, 
811-2 
111.2:   I 
221;   ::   hra 
\i...i.'iii i"!. i ■ ii   •.uthora 
IT    i yr«    H S   Frem ■■ 
..I .   Mil-'     ■ 
lnsinn tOI 
110:    ;   hra 
iMh Century 
i.i'• i iture 
pr, ill, or --i 
313-4;   _'   hn 
Oonvei ration 
411:     I hi 
■]Ti.   Classd   French 
Drama    Mo lew 
IT      HI 
Ml 
Survej   ol   Pi 
ui«i .mi. 
HI; 
19th Centui)  The itra 
pr  112 ■ 
312:  ; hra 
|9th C< i 
.v   I'.■■ 
P 
I   ■ 
Inti    to Oenn 
l.ltei lit lire    Slum 
Stoi It' 
■ i oi I m 
H      S       I.muni 
112 
Tii.'  w ■mi .i   Poeta 
i'.»i.ui IBtIon of 111 
213-4;   | hra. 
i 'onvei   it Ion   ind 
Com pi 
Intend) i   to 
accompany  211-1 bui 
ma)   <>■■ taken 
indepi idenllj 
IT III       .'     Ml        _ 
H    B   German 
111:    :   J 
derma.   Classics— 
in on ..   ,i   i.. 
ind s i. II. ■ 
Pi    .'i i  :. 111. or 111 
oi    l yri    n   8   Oerm 
312;   t   hra. 
Goethe -  \V.>rk*. 
Incl    i mat 
IT      HI   |.   HI,   ni    US 
■ nl   of 
iii.»tin tor 
414;   |   | 
Surve) «.i Herman 
Lltei ■( in   Before 1700 
IT    nnj  SOO-course "i 
mj   l*o 100 i ■ 
in. ■ 
41*|    |   K - 
st, v .>v.r tierman 
■    Utei   1700 
IT    u as UB 
M1.«i  i iir7 
'i'   <i« nf Oerman 
111;   I   hi.- 
inir  Spanish Language 
112:   1   lira 
Elementary Spanish 
Pr   in. or i  ■ i 
II    s   Spanlah 
ioi; i hn. 
Spanlah  Civilisation 
(in   ti.'Hislitioit. 
102: I hn 
ii;. mi.    America 
i in translation) 
N"   I"    i1i.ni.ih   l"l 
advised 
123: 8 hra. 
Spanish  American 
i. terature 
Pr.  212 (ulvalenl 
in? recommended 
324:   :: hra 
\.i- mioed Composition 
I'll.IN.   |    ■
Pi    L'IL1 or i qulvalent 
ui; i hra. 
112: i hra 
Qreeh   311 
\. a    T< Ktuinenl 
IT    111 
Latin t11| 
i- md (Kid 
Latin 212 





221-2:   ; hra 
\.i\ .; i •■.!  Harmon) 
441-2;   2   hra 
Compo    ■    ■ 
FINE   ARTS 201;   3   l>" 
Introdui tlon  to Foi ma 
of ih.- Fine Aria 
lal    .in    open 
upperclassmen 
2nd Mm,:  (repeated» 
open in nil 
Messi i,  Bachroan 
Horace   Kins;,   Ward, 
and B, A. Wrujhl 
311-2; 2 hn. 
Musical Form 






Solid  Analytic 
''••■ iti * 
\.ini   i>>   roi 
instructor 
354: 
advanced •' ■ 
I'. HI or 222 
Aiim.  b)   i onsenl   ol 
Instructoi 
356; 
Projei live  Oeometn 
A dm. by consent of 
m.-t riii to 
358: 
Modem   Vlgebi i 
Pr   111 or 222 
A.iin   bj   ronsenl <>; 
Instructoi 
112-211: 
Intermedia!)    Prem d 
IT    111   in    i   M 
ii   s   Prenoh 
212  i ihould i mi. m 
213-4;   |   In - 
Convei aal Ion 
position 
To   i. romiMin) 
211-2 
nl 
211-2: ::   hn 
416:   ;  hn 
i&\ i   i rem ■ 
■ 
101: I hi 
Appi latlon <>( Music 
s.. ond  aemestei  onl) 
(Offered i.-i Bern, m 
VII i 
m-2: I hn 
221-2:   1 hn 
301; 2 hn 
Termlnolog)   and 
Conducting 
111-4:   | hra 
Solfeggio 
R« i     T    W. Th.   F. 
ioi: I hra. 
Appreciation ol   Mu 
(Offered -'i"l aem 
I Vl 
102;   2   his 
Modern Music 
l'r.   mi 
213-4: 2 hrs. 
SolfcKKin   (si'i'oiul   \. 





rtrnu >■. i 












■ i:!    md 
Pld 
11 




32i:  ; hra 
I-,..1.1. ma ■■! <*-.i dm i 
Open t,i aopha . Jri . 
IIIMI ara 
126 I  ■ 
Modem H ■ 
iplili - 
 - . Jra., 
ara 
311:   : In - 
Hlal   ,,l Philoaoph) 
\n,    A- M-,1 
Open lo rnpha . jr.- . 
. ,,ii-. in ,ii 
Instructor 
!i2;       hi 
Modern 
Open lo Ii      fi  ara 
321: .: In 







311?; I   hra    , M- Hi -I- I 
i'l    il      md  Pi icll  
II, it  
i 
P.   Paych   II 
i 





223:   ; hn 
Hi ilei tive Thinking 
Opei    i ■   wpha.,   Jra., 
an 
S id semester onl) 
I Offered 1st  »em. »< 
IV) 
224: a hra 
Problems ol   Philosophy 
Open  '" tophi 
sra 
Plral semestei  onl) 
(Offered Ind sem, ;.t 
I\-I 
223: .: hra 
(Offered   i 
.1    Mil 
I-, ind aem 
224: 3 hra. 
(Offered also Is)  --<■! 
al llli 
312: I hra 
Philosophical  [dean  i 
Modi rn  Literature 
IT    Engl   211-2 
103.4;   203-4:    I    In 
Chorus, null.aVti i, "i 
glee club In various 
oomblnatlona 
3   hrs.   p«-r week 
Applied Music: Piano, 
VIM. , Violin, Organ. 
'Cello;  i  rn   -• hra 
For   Practice   Teaching 
..ml    ITihllr   School 
Muslr   Method) 
ndufl 
431.   : hn 
r*ontemporal i   Thought 
Ailm. b) consent ol 
Instructoi 
i:..     W    VI-\II   pins 
- onferei re  p ti 
432; ::   hi. 
i'l roph)  of Rel glon 
\Hni     b)    ..uisent   of 
instructor 
Rec   IV.  VI-VTJ plus 
oonfen  iwriods 
43i:   : h..-    (and VI) 
432; :; hi-   (and vi. 
3ifi; i hi i 
Th* .i ■■  and l'i 
I   Kdui n ■• 
(Plii)  and  Plaj ground I 
.' !■      | la ha   i i 
317;   I   hn 
i.i    nation   Leadership 
Pr  Soc   211 
441;    I   lu- 
ala and 
in..  Corrective 
i;   nnastlcs 
Pr.  Itii.i    2'M-2 
2 Ii ■   I labs.  i"'i- week 
442:   t hra. 
Human   Vnatoi 
Physiology   <>( 
l'.\ -rel*  .mi 
Klaeslo .'^v 
I 
i:.i   in 
1  |i      j laba   pei   tveek 
22i: | hra 
i. tlce ni 
l'i . ilcal   Bducatlon 
(Football] 
IT    211-2 
2 h-.-.  2 laba   i- i   n eek 
222; : hn 




IT    211-2 
.' i...    2 Labi   par week 
223: 1 hrs 
Theori  and  P ■ ■ 
rin^i.-.-ii Education 
ispeedball,  tennis, 
lioxing,   etc.) 
IT      111-L' 
•• I.M    L- laba   par weak 
224:   t   In- 
Theon    iini IT 
Physical  Bdti 
i and  track] 
Pr   111-2 



























235-6*   2   hra 
I'lii, . Organisation, 
Admin ■>(   Phys    ill 
343:   1 hrs 
Pei nonal   "^'i Oenei il 
Hygiene 
IT     lll-l 
344:  i  hrs    (Methods) 
Th.. Teaching .»f 
Health  and s, hool 
Health  P lem* 
Pr   Blol   201-2;  Paych 
2ii. Ill;  Bduc   I Rn 
111-2:   1   In 
l'h>-     BdUC,   H"|t; 
■ •I   ill  freshmen 
:: in-   pei   araah 
201; 2 hn    max mi 
Hygiene 
Op.-n   to   • I" tun 
leparatal) 
It. Sex   i 
Hi        \\   III!., Ill - 
C   Mental   Hygiene; 
1 hr 
Baa  Paych    Depl 
211-2:   1   hi 
Phyi    Bdui 
of nil   ■ophomoi ■ 
I in-   pei   weak 





r M   i 
■ 
OSOPHY      PHYSICAL 
Ir. Titus 
)oane 





li      ,\  Bri 
onl) 
184 

















and  others 
Doane Gym 
|        Ml,. J      hi 1-1 
\l    I  t   Tu    -■  '   v\ 
.'   I.    Th     1-4,    I" 
■ 
i Trip   n 
ipp ilachlan H 
l-i   i  vi   (leol   oi Oeog 
Ini Ins   Re- •    - 
.1 ■ osl II  
122; i MI   more In* 
Field Trip i" On li 
rtniok)   Mi-    oi 
u i it* rn  Bl   ■ 
-'iiiiiii.i 





BOphfl  .    Ji> . 
■  onh 
■ in   =. t 
ii   loaophj 
<ophs. II i 
onl) 
-i  2nd    • 
d      i   ■■    ind   ..ii 
1 
■ 
316:   I 
r   ■ 
Ph| 
i i'i;i 
_•  I.-. 
11':    . 
■ 
Pi    H 
441; 
N   >u 
ln.I     '■ 










221:   . 
Theoi      'ii 
I'hj 
Pi 
222:   . 





I let   . 
223;   _ 
I'll.. 
p| 
■    ■ 
boa  is,  etc.) 
pi    in-: 
■•■•   B . . k 
224;    _   I   ■ 




DPI  neek 
201   A:   . 
i 
222 
l'i     111-2 
121-2; J hrs 
Technique 
Pi ill-.' 211-2 
??i.      hra 
Klein, rn..ix   Rhythm n -a 
Pi Ill-L'. 211-2 
415:   J hrs 
& i,....   H< iltII  Probli m 
111 M      .v    W 
416: | In* 
Th-   Teaching <>r 
lli-iilth   KdUCi i 
Kdu« -ii nnd 
3 olhei hours; Payi I; 
.'ii    111 
It*       M      »V     U 
i24:   I   hn 
Tin   Pli i Daw a \. 
l'i    lll-l,  lll-l 
123       i 
OlORJ 
■ 
111-2     : 
35':   .:   I 
lona 
■ 
4ii:  I hn 
I;.. onsi ■ 
Phyen i 
pi     j"'      12";   rtiol 
■ 
414;    I 
Prtn . Onfn.   and 
Admin   '•' rii • -   i '■!'" 
111-2:    '   lira 
Pi    li   H   PI i 
Math 111 "i   115 
hot!   i   ■    ■     pal 
pi ... 
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„„__.„   „,  r„,IBC,  r,«.r»T,-«  POP  VP.»B   1940-41   AS   LISTED   IK £Jggg£  °*™£?£„„„,, 
Add  course 350;  3  hrs.  Application of Calculus  to  Economics, 
Per. VI, adm. by consent of instructor, M.W. and 1 hr. arr. 
Page 88 Spanish Change course 323 to  period III 
Change  course  322  to  324 at  period  III 
Page 89 nisic    Course 102 not offered first ser.ester at IV 
Page 100 Psychology    Course 220 not offered first ser.ester at II 
P?t;e  104 Sociology Course  222  laboratory Th.   II  or F.   II 
Ml 
1      » 
^—a——— wj,»). nun 
CORRECTIONS   II    COURSE   OFFURIl'GS   FOB   ' ::A.i   1940-41   AS   LISTED   IK   CURRENT 
(Picas      o   rr- ot   ;'   ur  desk   copy) 
.   Art 3-4 ;303-4;4     -4 I ' or   I I   -41 
e 60 Art        :      ;     L-2; 121-2 n r VI-VII.  Ofi   r I-II on r 2-3 hr 
I   .-.   62  Botany    All  Botany      ursos  ur     )ffcred   L   • ■ ■    l<      rl I   Biology. 
1- rgo    rintod     i     I   I -t. 
66 Chemistry    Course 214 add laboratory      rioda     .   - rr. VI-VII 
Pare 68 Economics    Course  211-2 or.it r.cctior. 2 second senostor 
   Course 213-4, sootion 2 will I    ofi red at II, section 3 at III, 
omit section 4 
Course 317 off red second somostor only at VI 
Pare 69 Economic* Courso 319 offered second sorxati r only at IV 
 Courso 332 orit second somostor section r.t I.    At III one  section 
first sencster, two second somostor. In 3ocond semester srs. 
moot V.':..?.;  Jrs. I .T.Th. 
Course  413  off.red second  semester only 
Course  415 not offered 1940-41 
Courso 416 offered first somostor only at IV 
?CL(-O  73  Engineering Science    Course   111  add  "Required  of  Un.inccring majors" 
Pec  74 Enr.inooring Scionco     Courso 212  ohango  period  to VI-VII 









75 English Course  111-2  omit section at VII 
76 English Course 326 add "Open to juniors and seniors" 
78 Geology and  Geography Course 320  correct estimated  cost to  $40.00 
80 History and Government Course  212   (Govt.) not offered 2nd  semester 
 Course 316   (Govt.) not offered 2nd ser.eeter 
81 History af'd  Government Course 412   (Govt.)  chance  to  period VI  first  semester 
* only 
82 Mathematics Course 109 change to 107-8; 3 hrs. period I only 
83 Mathematics  Course  110 chance to  207-8;  3 hrs.  period  II  only,  Pr.  108,115 
————— or 12 . 
Add course 308; 3 hrs. Advanced Statistics, Per. Ill.Pr. 208 or 
215 or 221 
Add  course  223:   2  hrs.  lath,  of Investment,  Per.  Ill,  Adm.  by 
oonsent of instructor 
Add  course 350;  3  hrs. Application of Calculus  to  Economics, 
Per. VI, adm. by consent of instructor, M.W. and 1 hr. arr. 
Page  88 Spanish Change  course 323 to  period  III 
Change  course 322  to  324 at  period  III 
Page 89 rusic    Course 102 not offered first semester at IV 
Page 100  Psychology    Course  220 not offered  first  semester at  II 
Pafe  104 Sociology Course  222  laboratory Th.  II  or F.  II 
Page  106  Speech    Course  227-8 adm.  by consent of  instructor 
oev   All Zoolorv and Botanv courses have been combined into new depart- 
•      hedule sheet for courses. 
Course  317  off  r 
Papa  69 Economics  Course  319 offered   second  sorest., r only at  IV 
Courso 352 orit second semester section r.t I.    At III one section 
first semester, two second semoatora  In second semester srs. 
meet I .V..F.;  Jrs.  1 .T.Th. 
Course 413 off-red second semester only 
Course  415 not offered  1940-41 
Courso 416 off-red first somostor only at IV 
'  73 Bnrinocrinr Sci-nco    Co;;rj.   Ill aid "Rcqulr-d of Bn-inoorine «»Jor»" 
74 Er.^ir.-.ring  Science    Courso  212  chance  period  to VI-VII 
Course 311  ohanj     proroquisitos to i:ath.222,Phya.ll4, 
or 212 
• 75 I-rirlish Course 111-2 or.it section at VII 
76  -relish Course  326  add  "Open  to  juniors  and  seniors" 
P»E«  78 Geology and  Geography Course 320 correct  estimated  cost  to  }40.00 
Pag*  80 History and  Government Course  212   (Govt.) not offered  2nd  semester 
~ Course  316   (Govt.)  not  offered 2nd  ser.eeter 
P&Ce  81  History and Governnent  Course  412   (Govt.)  chan,-e  to  period VI  first  semester 
only 
P<*Ce  82 Mathematics Course  109 chance  to  107-8;  3  hrs.  period  I  only 
Pa-e  83 Mathematics  Course  110 chance to  207-8;  3  hrs.   period  II  only,   Pr.  108,115 
or 12'. 
Add  course 308;  3  hrs.  Advanced Statistics,  Per.  Ill.Pr.   203 or 
215 or 221 
Add  course  223:   2 hrs. lath,  of  Investment,  Per.  Ill,  Adm.  by 
consent of instructj 
Add  course 350;  3  hrs.  Application of Calculus  to  Economics, 
Per. VI,  adn.  by  consent of  instructor, M.W.  and 1  hr.  arr. 
Pace  88  Spanish Change  course  323  to  period  III 
" Change  course  322  to  324 at  period  III 
Page  89 Kusic    Course  102  not offered  first  semester at  IV 
Page  100  Psychology    Course  220 not offered  first  semester at  II 
Page  104 Sociology Course  222  laboratory Th.   II  or F.   II 
Pace  106  Speech    Course  227-8 adm.  by consent of  instructor 
Page  106  Zoology    All  Zoology and  Botany courses  have been  combined  into new depart- 
ment  of Biology.     See  large  printed  schedule  sheet  for courses. 
Professors or.  leave  of absence 
First  semester:     Dr.  Gordon,  Dr.  Lewis 
Second  semester:     Dr.  Everhart,   Dr.   Roden 

THE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 
1941 
Christmas Vacation ends 
Examination Study Hay  ,no 
!      I Ex ttninatioi 
: Semester begmi 
illnll   Of    .ill   "tlldelltS 
Spring Vacation begins 
ng vacation ends 
era' Day Weekend 
Comprehensive Examination 
Memorial Day 
Examination Study I *.i\   < 
:  \.miiuations 
Commencement 
Monday 









iH-«.-i    Wednesday 
Thursday-Thursday 
Monday 





April 4,12 Noon* 








Registration of former students 




Thanksgiving Holiday begins 
giving Holiday ends 
Christmas Vacation begins 
1942 
Christmas Vacation ends 
4     v hid]   I >.iv     (no 4-IMIM 
■   Final Examinations 
Si mi net begins 
Registration of all students 
\ a< ation begins 
Vacation ends 
Moth ra' Daj Weekend 



















Nov. 19,12 Noon 
Nov. 24,8 A.M. 
Dec. 19,12 Noon* 









April 3, 12 Noon* 
April 13,8 A.M. 
M.iv 9-10 
* omprehensive E£xaminations(*Mlom) Thursday-Saturday   May21-23 
Examination Study Day (nociawi)   Wednesday June 3 
Final Examinations Thursday-Thursday June 4-11 
''•miincnccment Monday June 15 
afternoon classes will meet on the preceding Saturday morning. 
K^Qfe^Qteaa^a^Qteaffl^Qfe» 
lENISON    UNIVERSITY    is   a   Christian 
c in tlu- sense thai all it- instruction is 
motivated b) Christian principles. There is 
ion into a particular denom- 
inational expression and all the advantages of the 
instituti »ithout dis- 
■ 
Deni a college of liberal arts in 
which the development i f per* ns takes precedence 
over all i ther aims   Consequently the University at- 
- to aid the student to achieve 
.1 | an ability to think honestly, clearly, and con- 
:. ely: 
facility in the oral and written use oi English, 
me familiarity with the treasures 'if literature; 
meaning and methods 
of the main branches of learning; 
■I . -iv    ienl nt or two fields of 
ng so that he may IK- prepared more adequate- 
life work; 
I 5 i an interest in the excellent management of his 
mind and bo the) may become contributing 
. in the furtherance of his life aims; 
n appreciation of nil peo| les, past and present, 
tan attitude of mind; 
7    :i  al outlook ami way of living that will lead 
10   mutually   satisfying  and   helpful   relations   with 
appreciation of beauty a> expressed in nature 
and the arts; 
(9) the  determination   to  use   his   knowledge   for 
human welfare; and 
(10) a '   developed around Christian prin- 
ciples and i I 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
0MICERS OF THE BOARD 
§DAVID E. GREEN, B.S., LI..B., I.I..D., CHAIRMAN 
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MKMBEKS 
Ex-Officio 
PRESIDENT KENNETH IRVING BROWN. PH.D., I.I..D. 
Class I—Term Expires June, 1941 
W. PORTER BECK', B.S., M.S 345 Fourth Ave„ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
LORKNA WOODROW BURKE*  PH.B.. (Mrs.C. F.).. 375 Riverside Dr., N.Y.C. 
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i M   COLBY*, PH.B Woodland Road, Mansfield 
EDWARD A. DEEDS*, B.S., D.ENG 20 Exchange Place, New York City 
§DAVID E. CREEN*, B.S., I.I..B.. U..D 1805 N.B.C. Bldg., Cleveland 
OSMAN C. Hooi'ER*, A.M., L.H.D 212 Jefferson Ave., Columbus 
MOKACE T. Hour, A.M.. B.D., L.H.D Ohio University, Athens 
KIRTLEY F. MATHER*, PH.D., Sc.D., (Elected by Alumni)  
i55 Homer St., Newton Centre, Mass. 
HARKIKT HUNT RICHARDS*, PH.B. (Mrs. C. E.) (Elected by Alumni)  
379 Westlaml Ave., Columbus 
C. IIIRDERT SHOBNEY*, B.S 5707 W. Lake St., Chicago, Illinois 
I I.. WILTSEE*, A.B 24 W. Ninth St., Cincinnati 
•Alumnus of Denison University. 
I Deemed. 
8 I IENISON UNIVERSITY  BUILET I N 
Clou II-  Ttrm Hxfirrt J*<u, 1941 
Tniu.i-.nl-   IDAUS'   K.S   B.D   D.D     1stBaptittChurch.Ricfamond,Va. 
i BARI • •  P   U   M D Gi . 
Pi in  S  BRADFORD*, LUB  (Elected hj Alumni)   U North High, Columbus 
WIUIAU R  BiRwRU. A.B  A.M.. PHD       3311 PIIIIIIII ft in. riimliiiil 
m i l.  Pox* I'M II Stephcnson Bid*;,, Detroit, Michigan 
\ MCCANK JAUU*, A II   ' Mrs li  A I       3807 Upton Avenue, Toledo 
•    V.B    |.D CRllahan Hank Bldg.. Dayton 
.  OKI I • A.B   B.D., D.D, I.HI) (Elected by Alumni).... 
1575  Bui   I'..oh rRTd, Cleveland 
C"n M.: ■   S«A  I     i-   IB    B.D    D.D      First Baptist Church. Dayton 
*, B.S 5701 CRrnegie Avenue, Cleveland 
111 •. K .  A   STOUT 35 North Main St.. Dayton 
LlWII k   Zou        ' KKI). I,  Hills and Dales, Canton 
I III    Term ExRirrj Ju*.-   1943 
PRANK B    VMOS*   AH The Daily Jeflervmi.ni.  Camliridnc.  Ohio 
MBARKIY*   IIS   (Elected b]   Mumni)    1827 Harvard Blvd. Dayton 
•   All.  111).   1)1). Cranvillc 
W'III MM v CHAMMRUN*, B.S  (Elected by Alvnni) 
IS Olden  l.ane.  Princeton.  N   J. 
TH.ESTI.N- F  CHAMRCRI  AH. D.D GramriUc 
II   W    I    >'•■■::.•.      Ml. 1203 Times-Star Tower, Cincinnati 
\ B ' '•!. .V  Co    Cuyahotta BuildiuR, Cleveland 
THOII                 .VVI Box 804, Short Hills, Dayton 
WnxiAW P   rlumiAN* B.S                                      324 H. 3rd St, Dayton 
Ji in 1 C   LAI 214 F.ric St, Toledo 
HOWARD Lewis*, A.B NichoUui Building. Toledo 
UN   G   SMITH 5401   Hamilton   Avenue,  Cleveland 
'Alumnus of  Denisi 
THE FACULTY 
(Arranged in order of appointment to present rank) 
ki N NRTH liiViNr. BROWM President 
AH. Univ. of Rochester, 1918; M.A.. Harvard. 1920; Ph.D.. 1924; 
ll. I>. I'niv oi Rochester, 19.55. 
Awn   AMIEKT  SHAW President  P.meritus 
All. Acadia, 1892: A.M.. 1895; Grad. Colgate-Rochester, 18%; D.D., 
Acadia, 1915: I.I.D., McMastcr ami Uucknell, 1928; D.C.I.., Acadia, 
1928. 
S   MINES  Librarian Emeritus 
A \1 . Dellison. 
I'M i   r.iinin Professor P.meritus of Astronomy 
II S in E.E., Wisconsin. 1894; Ph.D.. Zurich. 1900. 
WM.I.IS A. CBAMURUM Protestor Emeritus of Modern Languages 
All.  Denison,   1890; A.B..  Harvard.   1891;   AM..   Denison,   ISM;   Ph.D., 
Chicago, 1910: l.itt.D.. Denison, 19.17. 
MAI.UH M  E. STK K\I:V Professor p.meritus of Botany 
All. Hates, 1898; A.M., Harvard. 1900. 
ANNA B.  I'EIKIIAM Associate Professor p.meritus of Mathematics 
A 11. Welleslcy,  1893; A.M., Denison,  1901. 
FANNIE JuDSON  FAKKAK -Issistant   Professor p.meritus of Music 
ALMA II. SKINNER       .. .Issisltinl Professor liineritus of Modern Languages 
Ph.11.. Denison, 1905; A.M., Columbia. 1925. 
FORBBI li  WILSV Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics 
\ B„ Kalamaioo, 1906; A.B., Chicago, 1906; Ph.D.. Chicago, 1914. 
■TileMAS A.   LEWIS Professor of Psychology 
A II. William Jewell, 1905;  Ph.D., Johns Hopkins,  1910. 
WILLIAM CI.AKENCE BIAUCB Professor of Chemistry 
IIS. Pennsylvania, 1898; Ph.D.. Pennsylvania. 1901. 
Warm J.  I.IUNC.STON Professor of Physical Education 
US.  Denison,  1909. 
KARL II. KS. H.MA.N Jessie King Willscc Professor of Music 
and Director of the  Conservatory 
I'liM, Denison, 1911; A.M., Harvard, 1913. 
"'i leave  1st semester 1940-1941. 
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PUDIUCI G,  DtTWULD Professor of Sociology 
A B. Denison, 1917. B.D.. Colgate-Kivhistcr. 1908: Ph.D., Chicago, 1922. 
LranUtV   RlCHAKS   DtAN ■ 'of essor of Classical Languages 
A B. Dartmouth, 1909; PhD.. Princeton, 1914. 
A*THU» WAKD LIMDSIV Pnftutr of Biological Sciences 
A B. M mini ide, 1916; MS. I .«.i. 1917; Ph.D.. Iowa. 1919. 
KKANK  J.   WUCHI Professor  of  Geology 
\ p.. Bridfewater,  1906     \ M     Virginia   1911; Ph.D.. Columbia, 1918. 
K N I <l       h w Bttrkt Professor of English 
A 1.. Richm * :. 1913; A ' .. 1922; Ph.D.. Columbia. 1927. 
• iH .   Professor  of Religion 
A.B..  Rochester,   1901;  AM,   Rochester,   1907;   B.D.,   Colgate-Rochester, 
1914. 
lli.i.tN A   BAM Professor of Physical Education 
All, Wi.cosm. 1917; A.M., Wisconsin, 19J2. 
E. BASH   Iliwts Professor of Education 
Ph.C, Starling Med. Col., 1908; B.S., Ohio State, 1913; M.S.. Ohio State, 
1914. 
In \   I.   SMITH llenr\ Chisholm  Professor of Physics 
US, Ottawa, 1919; PhD, Pennsylvania, 1926. 
IIAKOI.II H. Tins Warm Theresa Barney Professor of Philosophy 
A.B.. Acadia. 1920; B.D., Colgate-Rochester, 192J; Th.M., 1924; Ph.D., 
Chicago. 1926. 
I.IMMI. G   CKOCKni  Professor of Speech 
A.B., Michigan, 1918; A.M.. Michigan, 1921; Ph.D.. Michigan, 1933. 
- OoOUCHI Professor of Modem Languages 
I'li.C, Ohio Slate,  1895;  Ph.B.. Denison.   1906;  A.M.,   Denison,   1907; 
Officier d' Academic. 
WIILIAM T. Urrn Professor of History and Government 
B.S. N   W. Missouri State Teacher! College, 1921; A.M., Chicago, 1924; 
Ph.D. Chicago, 1929. 
HEUM  <>:.M.V Dean  of Women 
Denison, 1911 . A U„ Columbia, 1928. 
tLKLAND J. GOMM N .        Professor of Economics 
liS. Pennsylvania, 1922; A.M.   Pennsylvania. 1924; Ph.D., Pennsylvania, 
CYRIL F, RlCHAU  Dean of Men 
US. Linfield, 1918 B.D Colgate-Rochester, 1924; A.M., Manitoba; 
1935 
ANMI: M   MACN'IIU Associate Professor of English 
A.I; '. I9ui; AM. Columbia, 1919. 
KM .1   Mi' MMif Associate Professor of English 
All. Denison, 1915    A M    Denison, 1921; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1934. 
tOn leave 1st semester 1940-1941. 
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}W. ALRD EV«RHA»T _ Associate Professor of Chemistry 
A I!. Miami, 1914; M.S., Uhigh, 1922; Ph.D., Ohio Stale, 1930. 
llAkVKV A. DKWEERD Associate Professor of History and Government 
All. Hope College, 1924; A.M., Michigan, 1925; Ph.D., Michigan, 1937. 
EMOM C Run _ Associate Professor of Mathematics 
I'h.li.. Denison, 1913; M.S., Denison, 1923. 
GlOMM D. MO«CAN Associate Professor of Biological Sciences 
IIS. Denison, 1924; M.S., Pittsburgh, 1926; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1936. 
JI-'RHMAN D. MILLER. Associate Professor of Astronomy and Director of 
Srvasey Observatory 
IIS. Harvard, 1930; A.M., Harvard, 1932; Ph.D.. Harvard, 1934. 
(BUM KATO Associate Professor of Mathematics 
HS, Denison, 1925; M.S., Chicago, 1927; Ph.D.. Ohio State, 1939. 
Uu II.  Howl Assistant Professor of Physics 
U.S.. Denison, 1920; M.S., Denison, 1925. 
1 JINKIN-S Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
U.S.. Denison, 1920: A.M.. Ohio State, 1937. 
DAXNM I.EE MAHOOB   Assistant Professor of English 
Davidson, 1922; M.S., Virginia, 1923. 
t  DlwlY AMMK Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
All.. Colgate. 1923; A.M.. Denison. 1927: Ph.D.. Ohio State, 1938. 
A. COUIMI I.ADXEn Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Engineering 
A II, Brown, 1912; A.M., Brown, 1913. 
A-.MK I.OIISE CRAIGIC Librarian 
A II.. Rochester, 1913; B.S.. Simmons, 1916; A.M., Ohio State, 1935. 
CHA»US I„ MAJOR _ Assistant Professor of Education 
AH, William and Mary, 1919; A.M., William and Mary, 1923. 
I A. RoMM Issistant Professor of History and Government 
All. Olierlin, 1928; D.Sc.Pol.. Brussels, 1932; Ph.D., Georgetown, 1933. 
WILLIAM N". FELT Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
All. Clark. 1926; A.M., Middlebury, 1931. 
I   BAMNOCB Issistant Professor of Physical Education 
B.S, Northwestern, 1923; A.M., Wisconsin, 1932. 
THOMAS A. ROGERS _ Issistant Professor of Physical Education 
I'M B„ Denison, 1925. 
BRAYTON STARK       Assistant Professor of Music 
H Mus., Denison, 1932; A.B., Denison. 1933; F.A.G.O., 1933. 
RniHAU W. WmnnEN Assistant Professor of English 
A.B.. McMastcr, 1925; A.M., McMaster, 1928; Ph.D., Yale, 1937. 
H«H1¥ J. SKIIT Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
AH., Denison, 1904; A.M., Columbia. 1910. 
I'ln leave 2nd semester 1940-1941. 
1-' DEXISI IN  I  N uB-m   I'.i i.i.i: 11 N 
H KiNC fjjttfcmj Professor of Art 
\ l:   I        State  1929    \ U     H ; i Side, 1931. 
l-.pu us  \   ^ I rcA und 
Al.    1   ■. .   1928    \ \:    Iowa Dirtctor of Dramatics 
K Assistant Professor of Music 
A I:    L'niversil) '.I     Eastman   School  of   Music, 
Ph D. I'niversH)    I   Munich   1935 
I Assistant Proffssor of English 
A B -     A U . Columbia  1924. 
Adviser of Prtskmm Women 
B.S_ I 24   '■' \   B ••• n, 1929 
rofessor of Bngmeermg Seines 
C.I r I     .-.clinic   Institute,  1931     al.CE.,   Kcmsclaer.  193J; 
D.C I..  Rensseber, I93i 
I     S ■   kii Assistant Proftuor of Psychology 
A.B   Miami   1933; MA PI n. Ohio State, 1937 
Assistant Professor of Beonomies 
Royal French Gymnasium, Bet in, 1918; I'hli. University •>( Heidelberg, 
< >■ rmany. 
H* Assistant Professor of Education 
I'll B.. Deni       1921    V.M.. Ohio State, 1932. 
St   •   !.   Hoi STOW ml Professor of Physical Education 
A B., Wellesley, 1934; U S. Wellesley, 19.15 
P CHAMPION WARD lessor of Philosophy and Psychology 
A li. i Iber in   1932   M A. Oberln . I93S   Ph I). Vale, 1937. 
C A. TEX rofessor of  Physical Education 
B S., Geneva College, 1 »31    M S. Indiana, 1937 
EDWAU .1  CAU Adviser of Men 
A I:   i I93S; Ph.D, Pennsylvania Stale Col- 
lege 
WILLIAM  V. Instructor in Violoncello 
Instructor in  Violin 
Si'E HAI'11 Instructor in  Piano 
I   II   if Instructor in Public School Music 
\ B , Dei isa    1928     \ M    I Ihi    Stati    19 t) 
Instructor in Piano 
A" ! Instructor in History 
V.B.. Harvai U    " 
JOHN   1 I BKal U Instructor in  Economic! 
A.B., 1 r>« 
Instructor <n Modern Languages 
A B . Grim ell   19 I . MA. Colun     .   19 2 
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Mi urn Instructor in Biological Sciences 
B.S., Michigan, 1936: M.S.. Michigan, 1937; Ph.D., Michigan. 1940. 
•V,        \i n   II    KuRBATOV Instructor in Chemistry 
B \. Ohio Slate; Ph.D., University of Chicago. 
tRO  BAILBV      Technical Assistant in Dramatics 
A II..  Ocnison,  1940. 
I..  CLARK   MORROW Special Instructor in \lconomics 
A B., Denison, 1930; 1.I..B., Western Reserve. 1933. 
; ■ ZAI   m pinci Assistant in .-lit 
A I:.   Ilini-i.n.   1938. 
•See nd wnNtter, 1940-1941. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
Awn. Louisa ('HAinie, A.B., B.S.. A.M -..Librarian 
MRS, GtORGI GROGAN, A.B., ll.S -...Assistant Librarian 
I'M MM: STARK, A.B., B.S Reference Librarian 
I'M IJM: HOOVER, A.B Circulation Librarian 
BETTY  Dl MHAIUI.  IS S Circulation Librarian 
W   GRIFFITH EVANS. A.B Reserve Room Assistant 
SIDNEY V   HOLMNRWORTH   Stack Assistant 
KITH C.KIL. A.B.  Catalogue  Room Assistant 
MR:   W°. <',. EVANS, A.B Reading Room Assistant 
KITH  V, JOHNSON, B.S., PlI.D Reading Room Assistant 
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President 
       Dean of Men 
Dean of Women 




DONALD R Pro H   Pa B . U S 
Ai.i M.B.A 
Bi n   T   HoocKs, B.S., A M 
K   isn  H  WILLIAM   B s. U D 
JOHV   I.   BjlLKl    AM Secretary of the Alumni 
MRS. SAM, WILLI Director of Pining Halls 
GlA< I I.   SPAl HI   B S .   A\! Assistant Dean of Women and 
iter of PreshmOM Women 
Adfiser of Men 
. Xstistont  Registrar 
Assistant  to Bursar 
Eow v :   !   CAM   PH I> 
ETA F   I A 1: ; 
v.    . 
1 A B 
VAI   I   -   U'i : LI    A H 
Assistant to the President 
Secretary to Dean of Men 
Secretory to Dean of Women 
H - B.S Secretary to Registrar 
ETH i.  BinXBART,  PB H   A M .\> retory  to  Business Manager 
MABRL G. DUI        AM Secretory to Bursar 
A I: Secretory to Director of Conservatory 
C X Director of Publicity 
I   UlULO Assistant to the Alumni Secretary 
n lory of the Board of Trustees 
N Wurse 
MI      I      i,       LAHOK Li x.  R N\  Assistant Surse 
\ B //<-TW Matron 
H Supen-isor of Shaw Hall 
M      WILLIAM B  COU Supervisor of Cilpatriek House 
Supervisor of King Hall 
Supervisor of Monctntoy Place 
Supervisor of Burton Hall 
Supervisor of Sawyer Hall 
M Supervisor of Parsons Hall 
C   ' 1 Manager Book Exchange 
THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI 
This organization, founded in 1846, is composed of the grad- 
uates and former students of Denison University. The Society 
maintains a central office, employs an executive secretary and two 
assistants, publishes the Denison Alumnus, assumes responsibility 
fur the Mcuring of new students, has charge of the college pub- 
licity, ami cooperates with the administration in promoting the in- 
terest* of the college, working with the alumni membership and 
friends of the institution. 
OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY AND MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 
President, Ford R. Weber 240 Spitzer Bldg., Toledo, Ohio 
,'n Via /'resident, Harold Rosene 2AM Kingston Rd., Cleveland Hts., Ohio 
2nd Vice President, George McDonald  261 Rugg Avc., Newark, Ohio 
Executive Secretary, John L. Bjclke Granville, Ohio 
Assistant Secretary, James G. Cox -....Granville, Ohio 
Assistant Secretary, Marsena Cox Miller Granville, Ohio 
Henry S. Stout, 'IS _ Dayton, Ohio 
Utter Ulack. '14 _.. _ Newark, Ohio 
Sidney Jenkins, '18 _ Granville, Ohio 
Mr.  Ferguson Legler, '06...- _.._ Dayton, Ohio 
Dalton Deeds, '26 Springfield, Ohio 
Sue Theobald Miller, '10 _ - _...Canton, Ohio 
Dorman E. Richardson, '17 Toledo, Ohio 
Earl Klinck. '25 Cincinnati, Ohio 
William P. Huffman, '11 Dayton, Ohio 
' 'Orion Lang, '18 _.._ Chicago, III. 
Francei Rolircr Burris, '27 Carnegie, Pa. 
Sherman Baggs. '10 Newark, Ohio 
I lorence Rees, '16 Toledo, Ohio 
William Evans, '06 _ _ Madisonville, Ohio 
Frank C Ewart, '92 Hamilton, N. Y. 
' C   Brelslord, '24 Upper Montclair, N. J. 
•i KI'IridKc, '21 Lakewood, Ohio 
IS 
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S OF THE UNIVERSITY ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI 
rlin, New York. Dr. Kirt- 
U \  F. Mather, N( rnel Hum Richards, Columbus; 
Dt   Harold C  Phillips. Ck     i -   Bradford  Cotambus. 
\     UNI ill It ROSTER 
.... 
Bosi Dr. Non        Padelfot roil  Rd., Winchester, Maai 
Mrs. W Court, EggcrtsviUe, X   V 
i ruia Marjoric W Place, Hollywood   C   II 
7030 14th Si. Berwjm, III. 
1 1145 Sherman St, I leaver, Colo, 
irth, Detroit, Mich. 
r, 824 W eschler Air. Brie, Pa. 
i  effield Inn, Indianapolis, Ind 
nd. Tuckahoe, N.Y. 
A I:" )    \,,     Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa, 
lei \\   i Chester, N   Y 
Wa       ••       DC Un   Earl Walk r 29 Cedar St. N W, 
\\ ashnfton, D.C. 
Aki terwin Ave, 
' Di\   1107 Wheeling Avc 
ler,  R R   .'   M. Market Rd 
I 
1     --     i   . 831  Leader Bldg. 
•: Paii Are., Bexlej 
lir   Robert Hopkin    064 Cambridge Rd. 
B.   dsley, 327 W   Hudson Ate 
Lak< Count) I' 1    .'. St., Painesville 
Ch - •    B ini i f  'UK E  High St 
Philadeli So hati* f  245 Third St N W. 
lames I lw rhuls, IS S  Pleasant Si. 
1424 Fifth St 
Toledo John Ehrle, 3332 River Rd. 
H I hingl      i'II Elisabeth Wood  809 North St. 
Youngstov, Dr. Gabriel Del licco,  15 I'.   Ii iwey Avc. 
0 
DENISON HISTORY 
A TABLE OF IMPORTANT EVENTS 
1830 Organization of the Ohio Baptist Education Society. 
1831 May, Granville chosen for the site of the college. 
1831 December. Granville Literary and Theological Institution 
opened with 37 students. John I'ratt. president and sole 
teacher. 
is.ij   I'.ranville Female Seminary opened with 25 pupils. 
I83S   Founding of Calliopean Literary Society, 
1837   Jonathan < ioinp;. D.D., became second President. 
1843   Charter of Franklin Literary Society. 
1846   Silas Bailey, D.D., became third President. 
1846    Founding of Denison Alumni Association. 
1853 Jeremiah Hall, D.D., became fourth President. A scientific 
course established. 
1854 Name changed i<> Denison University in honor of William 
S.  1 Unison. 
1856 Removal of the institution to the present campus. Cemetery 
laid out. 
1857 Firsl number of old Denisonian. 
1863   Samson Talbot, D.D., became fifth President. 
1865   John  I).  Rockefeller makes  first gift  to  Denison.   First 
modern languages offered. French and German. 
1868    First Creek Letter Fraternities established. 
1871   Talbot Hall. 
I 73-5   F. O. Marsh, acting president. 
1875   ]■',. Benjamin Andrews became sixth President. 
1878 William Rainey Harper became principal of the Academy. 
1879 Alfred Owen, D.D., became seventh President. 
Founding of Denison Y. M. C. A. First Doane Library. 
1882   First issue of Adytum. 
1885     I-iist number of the Journal of the Scientific Laboratories. 
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Galusha Anderson, S.T.D., became eighth President. 
Th i ntmed Shepardson College in 
of I ><'. I laniel Shepai 
:i: •  n  Hall. 
I1 .-■'.:' came ninth President. 
Hall. 
! [all. 
1-  unding of the Conservatory of Music. 
D am   \ a em)  Hall and Hartley Memorial Science Hall. 
Gifl of Thresher Hall and erection of Recital Hall for the 
atorj ol Music 
EmoT)  W   Hunt, I'D.. Iiecame tenth President. 
Prea met. 
Departmeni of History and Economics established. 
I  Knginccring established. 
Cleveland Hall, Stone Hall, and Doane Gymnasium. 
Barney Science Hall destroyed by fire. 
Harney Science Hall rebuilt. 
Swatej I observatory. 
Theta Chapter of Ohio, Phi Beta Kappa established. 
Clark W. Cbamlierlain. Ph.D.. Iiecame eleventh President. 
First celebration of Mother's Day. 
I leeds Field dedicated. 
Swasey Cliapel. 
27    liunyan Spencer, D.D., acting president. 
Beaver Hall and Sawyer Hall. 
Chemistry Cottage. 
\   Shaw, HI).. Iiecame twelfth President. 
Whisli ospital. 
,      ....... 
William Howard Doane Memorial Library. 
Shaw Hall. 
Lam urtis Memorial Dormitory 
for Freshman Mi n 
>vn, Ph.D., became thirteenth President 
Life Science Building. 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
RANVILLE, founded in 1805 among the Licking Hills 
by colonists from Massachusetts, has been an educational 
center for over a century. 
It is reached from east or west by Routes 16 and 37, and by 
Routes 661 and 37 from north or south. Columbus is twenty-seven 
miles west on Route 16. The Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & 
' Ihio railroads i>ass through Newark, county seat of Licking Coun- 
ty, seven miles east of Granvillc. Connections by bus service can 
In made with Newark and Columbus. Greyhound busses east and 
west connect with more distant points. The American Railway 
Express maintains an office in Oranville. 
CAMPUS 
The University owns and utilizes 225 acres of land located in 
and north of the village of Oranville. The principal buildings 
twenty-six in number) are situated on a horse-shoe shaped hill. 
At one end are dormitories for girls; at the other, fraternity 
houses, lletwcen are the chapel, the library, and other academic 
buildings. The hill encloses below it athletic fields for all students. 
The athletic field, named Deeds Field in honor of the donor, 
Colonel Edward A. Deeds, first vice-chairman of the Hoard of 
Trustees, was dedicated November 4, 1922. The football field oc- 
cupies a natural amphitheater under the shelter of College Hill. 
I lie north side of the stadium is constructed so as to enclose a 
field house. In addition to the stadium, there are tennis courts, 
running tracks, baseball diamonds and practice fields. By the 
development of Deeds Field it is now possible for every member 
of the University to enjoy some form of daily exercise. 
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ACADEMIC BUILDINGS 
Swasey Chapel The gift of I)r, Ambrose Swasey. The 
auditorium has a seaiin) ipacit; ol 1300. Behind tin- screen in 
the apse is built a 3-manual Austin organ. The tower contains a 
chime *'i ten l>dl- m n Mrs. Lavinia Marston Swasey. 
William Howard Uoane Memorial Library A gift in 
memorj of William Howard Doane by In- daughters, Mrs. George 
\\     : > :      I •  .inc. 
Whisler Memorial Hospital—\ gift in honor 'if Helen 
Arm tl Whisler by I ■ • an ■:•>-. Mr. and Mr-. Charles F. Whisler. 
Capacit) for 16 patients, facilities i"r JS, provision for clinic 
service   ■ olation <'t contagious cases. 
Doane Administration Hall—The gift of Dr. William 
llowai Contains tl sol the president, deans, reg- 
istrar, Inn-a:, and business manager as well a- class-rooms. 
Life Science Building—Tin- gift of an anonymous'donor, 
this building i- now being erected i"r occupancy in the Kail of 
1941. It i- 44.\14n feel with three full -tune- above grade. The 
greater pan ■■•. the building is made up "i modern quarters for the 
departments of biological sciences and psychology, with a limited 
amount ■ i space for other uses. Tin- attic i- given over in an ample 
greenhouse and animal rooms 
Barney Memorial Hall A £\ii in memory of Kliam K 
. !,i« -"n. Eugene .1 Barney. Panuiiary known as Science 
Hall    used fur instructional purposes. 
Cleveland Hall—A gift in .in friends resident in Cleveland. 
Ohio, used for men's physical education and other instructional 
purposes, 
Doane Gymnasium—The gifl of l>r. William Howard 
Doane    used for women's physical education. 
Swasey   Observatory—Tin-   gift  of   I >r.  Ambrose   Svt ISC) 
inch equatorial and four-inch zenith telescopes. 
Talbot Hall—\annd m honor of the fifth president, (.'mi 
tains laboral classrooms '>n lower llcmr-. 
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Chemistry Cottage—Contains laboratories and class- 
rooms. 
Thresher Hall—Known as Conservatory of Music. Named 
for a former professor, Oil the site of the first Baptist Church in 
Granville. 
Recital Hall—Adjoins Thresher; used for public recitals. 
Seating capacity .550. 
Wigwam Used for basketball and intramural contests. 
Seating capacity 1030. 
Broadway Office Building—The Kill of Mr. and Mrs. 
Percy 1.. Wiltsee. Contains the offices of the Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees, the Secretary of the Alumni Society, and the 
line,tor of Publicity. 
RESIDENCE HALLS FOR WOMEN 
Shaw Hall, named in honor of President Emeritus and 
Mrs Avery A. Shaw. (70)* 
Sawyer Hall, named in honor of an early benefactor of 
higher education for women in Granville. (65) 
Beaver Hall, named in honor of Mrs. Mary Thresher 
Beaver. (65) 
Stone Hall, named in honor of Rev. Marsena Stone, a 
former professor. (6°/) 
King Hall, named in honor of a former trustee, Mr. J. \V. 
Kini,'.  (.12) 
Burton Hall, named in honor of the founders of an early 
school for girls, Dr. and Mrs. Nathan S. Iturton. (29) 
Monomoy Place, formerly a private residence.  (27) 
Parsons Hall, formerly a private residence. (80). 
Gilpatrick   House,   formerly   the   residence  of   Professor 
John I.. Gilpatrick. (14) 
East Cottage. (Ill 
Eight Lodges owned by Women's National Fraternities. 
No residential accommodations), 
Numberi in paruithMU rnprinnl the mini nrrommodatfons. 
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RESIDENCE HALLS POR MEN 
Fnshnun. 
Curtis Hall. Made possible bj the bequest of Annetta R. 
Jewel] in memory of her ran, Lanson Stage Cunis of the Class of 
1896. A residence and dining hall for freshman men.  (84)* 
Talbot Hall. 
I ' ppercUusrtm. 
Seven Fraternity Houses.   (Approximately  Is") 
The American Commons Club 
Private Residences. 
DINING HALLS 
For «    i   >     She] u      i  Commons; Col well House. 
For in. «—Curti- Hall. 
'Numbers in parriilheiii |>|M—ill  UM uKMlnliona 
THE LIBRARY 
The William Howard Doane Library, bousing the 140.000 
volumes accumulated than a century, stands at the head 
of I n :.   quadrangle.   The  library  building was erected 
during   1937 an muni book collection.   The Doane 
Library i- planned on an educational Male. It provide* an intel- 
lectual center for individual work in connection with academic 
courses, :■ inti nsive readii g in i!.*- student's chosen field, for re- 
peated "persoi between  the student  ami the stored 
lire ui  the w       " I ir- of toda) and yesterday.   The stu- 
dent has in the Doane Library tin   finest opportunity Denison can 
trning with 1 '•.-. of self-education. An atmosphere of 
- combined with convenience invites the student to read for 
enjoyment and ad menl 
Architecturally it- exterior is trim Georgian brick with lime- 
It-  interior  is attractive. well-api>ointcd. and 
i■:::  in every  part.   Four main  reading  rooms are available 
where 180 modated comfortably,  Conference 
vided. Slack s]>acc is arranged in 
seven tiers. Vco • lo '.....;.- ;-. i]l(- ,tacks is open to all Denison 
students, and some di il     . n  to In- found there.  The 
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Library supplies reference books (but not textbooks), literary and 
recreational reading, as well as general books for use in a liberal 
Bits college. About 2500 new books and 4000 government docu- 
ments are added annually. Four hundred and twenty-five period- 
icals and 10 newspapers are currently received. One of the most 
significant contributions to the Library materials was the Carnegie 
grant of $17,000, covering four years in purchases. 
All bonks with the exception of Reference Hooks, Periodicals 
and Government Documents may be taken from the Library for 
home n~c. A Library manual is issued annually to Freshmen, giv- 
ing necessary information as to location of materials, all Library 
regulation) and routines, the use of the catalog and other guides. 
A staff of ten is at hand to assist any student in his use of the 
Library. The desire of this group is to integrate its work with 
the educational life of campus. 
Music LIBRARY 
The Music Departmental Library of books has been merged 
with the College Library, which is also in possession of the Car- 
negie Set consisting of a Capehart phonograph and hundreds of 
recordings. There is also a collection of primitive musical instru- 
ments of great interest, most of which have been presented by 
Denison alumni. 
HEALTH SERVICE 
This is a distinct department of the University and is super- 
vised by the college physician and two registered nurses. In the 
Whisler Memorial Hospital is located the college clinic, where stu- 
dents may have unlimited medical attention. The physician is avail- 
able at certain hours for consultation, examination and treatment. 
A trained nurse is on duty at all times. 
In case of need each student is entitled, each semester, to 3 
lavs of care in the hospital, with no additional charge. For periods 
(Cesa of this time, a charge of $4.00 per day is made. Only 
unusual medical or surgical treatment is charged against the Stu- 
dent. This includes calls at student rooms, special nurses, or un- 
usual medicines or appliances. 
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IRDS rot HEALTH 
1   Special attenti •  to the source of milk supply. Pas- 
teurized milk which i- used in tin- college dining halls is furnished 
bj a prize Ayrshire herd. Other foods are chosen with especial 
care for their definite health value, prepared properly, and served 
attractively. 
-' The water company, owned by the Village of Granville, is 
subject i" regulations of the Ohio State Hoard of Health which 
attests the excellence «■ t the supply. 
STfDEST I IRC VNIZA1 : 
While encouraging the fullest measure possible of student 
self-government, the l recognizes the fact thai individuals 
ng the undei require a reasonable amount 
in their various undertakings whether nr not 
directlj •    • ! with the curriculum. 
Denison Student (Jorernm* ition.   The government 
students in matters relative t" their own interests rests in the 
sociation which functions through a senate, a men's 
women's council, and b i   ntrol in the various fields of 
student actirity. 
Chap,       n •        ■ tion of the ideals of the institution 
ami for the cult i van cm of tin- community life of tin- college in a 
definitely religious atmosphere, services ol worship are held in 
Swase) Cha|iel on Mondaj and Wednesday throughout tin- vear. 
Tin- Young \li-n'- Christian Association ami the 
Young Women's Christian Association are directed by their cah- 
inets, composed of student ami facult) members. 
iti m with the Granville 
Festival   Association a series nl rid lectures is arranged 
to which all students an   admitted without  further charcc upon 
eir Student  Activity Ticket. 
'■'' ' Hi.  franklin and Calliopean Literary So- 
''i'"' '   >he early days of Denison, are perpetuated 
by tin- Frat Societj 
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Three regular publications arc carried on by Denison stu- 
dents: The Henisoitiait, a weekly newspaper; the Adytum, the col- 
lege annual; and the Portfolio, a quarterly literary magazine, pub- 
lished for the first time in 1937-38 and intended to stimulate cre- 
ative writing. 
Outstanding work in Dramatics is rewarded by election to 
University Players. Further recognition is given in the Junior and 
Senior years to those few University Players who have distinguish- 
ed themselves by an election to Masquers, This is the highest dra- 
matic honor one can receive at Denison. 
Musical. Student recitals take place frequently throughout 
the year, and students are expected to attend. All students are un- 
der obligation to perform at recitals when so directed by their in- 
structor. Students are not allowed to perform in public without 
the knowledge and consent of the instructor. 
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a numlicr of faculty recitals arc given during the year, 
and several artist recitals, most of which arc free to Conservatory 
students. 
(a) The Eny-.cerson Choral Society. Mr, Kschman. Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
Two principal concerts are given each year, with notable artists 
assisting, According to the present diatom, Handel's "Messiah" 
i~ sung each year at Christmas, while Rossini's "Stabat Mater", 
Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise", "Elijah", Haydn's "Creation", 
Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha", Verdi's "Aida". I'ranck's "Beati- 
tudes", Bizet's "Carmen". Mascagni's "Cavalleria Kusticana", 
Bach's "Passion, According to St. Matthew". Haydn's "Seasons", 
Elgar's "Dream of Gerontius", "Brahm's "German Requiem" and 
Verdi's "Manzoni  Requiem" are other works recently given.   Re- 
hearsals ate held on  Monday evenings through the college year. 
(h) The Denison Orchestra. Mr. Kschman. Director. Mem- 
1 •• r -. 11ij> is not limited to students in the University, but offers to 
anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical and 
modern compositions under suitable direction.   The Orchestra as- 
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lists the Choral Society in presenting some of its oratorios, besides 
giving at least i pendently in the sprint;.   Regular 
rehearsals are held on Tuesday evenings throughout the college 
year    Membership those admitted. 
(c)   Tin- 1 ,      Th:- i-an organization of forty 
young men chosen by annual competitive examination from the 
men of the University community. About twenty concerts are giv- 
en each year, engagi ments being filled in < Ihio, Pennsylvania, New 
York, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois.   The programs consist of 
al numbers, popular glees, and college songs. 
d) . ■ Shi pardson Glee Club. This club consists of thirty- 
two girls, and with the exception of the officers is reorganized each 
fall by competitive examination. An annual concert is given in 
May. The club comprises the best voices of the College and Con- 
servatory. 
The Denison Band, This organization appears at athletic 
contests and presents an annual concert under the direction of Mr. 
Huff. 
Athletics. The Denison program in physical education pro- 
• such training as will meet hygienic and recreational needs. 
Foi men the extensive program of intra-mural contests is an im- 
portant feature. : according to season develop in- 
terest and skill, build group spirit and Denison loyalty. In inter- 
collegiate athletics, Denison is a member of the Ohio Conference. 
The Women's Athletic Association conducts interclass and 
other intramural contests and tournaments in all games and sports. 
The Association own, and operates a cabin in the Welsh Hills 
which serves u ■ center for outing and campcrait work.  Every 
other year a ourse in camp leadership i, conducted by an author- 
ity on summer camping who is invited to Denison. The Association 
'- B ll"" bei ol the Athletii I • leration of College Women. Mem- 
ber-hip i- also maintained in the < Ihio Conference of Athletic As- 
sociation-. 
Departmental Organisations. The Denison Scientific Associa- 
tion, organized by the late Professor Clarence Luther Herrick in 
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1887, is not only the oldest departmental organization on the 
campus but also is the most inclusive in its activities and interests. 
The Association publishes the Journal of the Scientific Labor- 
atories, founded by C. L. Herrick. Its merit is recognized by 
learned societies in all parts of the world, many of which receive 
the Journal in exchange for their own publications. By this means 
the Association has built up a valuable collection of scientific works 
from the loading scientific societies of our own and other countries. 
The Association holds bi-weekly meetings, open to all, at which 
lectures and reports of investigations on current scientific topics 
are presented by professors of Denison and other institutions. 
Similar to the Scientific Association in organization and pur- 
pose is the Denison Language Union representing the faculty and 
students in the departments of English, Classical and Modern Lan- 
guages, and Speech. Departmental societies, sharing similar aims 
with the Scientific Association and co-operating with it, are main- 
tained by some of the department! of instruction. Their object is 
to encourage investigation of topics that are allied to the courses 
of instruction and are of special interest. Faculty and students 
participate in the discussions. 
ADMISSION 
HODS AND TERMS ot ADMISSION 
In ciii> > r<> further the aims of the cottage as 
i: page i of this catalog, it is our policy 
to admit applicants whose ability  and  prei'ious 
preparation predict success in cottage work, and 
con be achieved through the cd- 
ucational facilities offered at Denison.  On account 
of limited accommodations  in  dormitories  it  is 
lory to restrict the site of our entering class, 
•  students 
l\ih the contacts >i college years determine in large 
measure the course "i later lift-, tin- selection of a college 
i- a matter of extreme importance to the student.  Uke- 
wise, it i- important that tin- college exercise ii" less can- in the 
selection of its students.   In order t<> maintain our high scholastic 
we endeavor to select students on tin- basis of health, 
character, personality, and scholastic ability.   For this reason, we 
: !.■ applicants to -.iiljimt credential: that will provide informa- 
h we maj base our decision in each individual case. 
Each applicant must file in the Office of the Registrar the 
following: 
1    A personal application for admission to he Riled in by the 
applicant. 
\n official transcript of the preparatory or high school 
credits to !»• filled in l>> the principal ami to IK- mailed by him 
directly t" the Offici of the Registrar, 
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3. Character rccomrocndationa to be filled in and returned l>y 
the high school officer and the minister.   A recommendation from 
a Denison alumnus is desired bul not required. 
4. An application fee of three dollars ($.5.00)  to cover the 
cost of investigating the applicant's fitness for admission and of 
evaluating of  credits.    Irrespective of  the decision of the Com- 
niiltcc on Admissions this fee is not returnable. 
5. A dormitory room retaining fee of ten dollars ($10.00). 
I Note: This fee is not required of men who enter as transfer stu- 
dents with sophomore, junior or senior standing). This fee auto- 
matically Ix-comes the room dc|>osit described on pages 51 and 52 
if the room is subsequently occupied by the applicant. This fee is 
not returnable unless written cancellation of the application is re- 
ceived by the Office of the Registrar prior to August first. 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Each applicant is required to take several objective achieve- 
ment tests, normally given in the spring of the year. 
The Student Health Service requires all entering students who 
cannot show a good vaccination scar to present a certificate that a 
vaccination for smallpox has been unsuccessfully attempted within 
the past year. It is willing to waive this requirement for good 
reason if that reason is communicated to the college physician at 
the time admission papers are filed. 
All blanks for admission and recommendations may be ob- 
tained by writing to the Office of the Registrar. Denison Univer- 
sity. Granville, Ohio. They should be filed as early in the year as 
l«»sihle. 
ADMISSION UNITS 
Graduation from an accredited high school or preparatory 
school and certification of at least 15 acceptable units arc required 
for admission. A unit is defined as a year's course of study in a 
given subject, with 4 or 5 foity-niiiiutc periods of recitation per 
week. Two periods of laboratory work arc counted as equivalent 
to one |Kriod of recitation. .Students may be admitted with 12 
units from a "senior high school" (grades X. XI and XII) pro- 
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vided that the subject- taken in the senior high school together 
with those from Gride IX in the junior high school are satisfac- 
tory. 
An applicant who rank- in the upper quarter of his graduating 
class maj be admitted without regard to pattern of studies provid- 
qualitied for liberal arts 
•her requirements (or admission. 
I rank i:i the upper quarter of their 
iting class must submit a pattern of studies which conforms 
I    ■ unit requiren • 
1.    Nine units are prescribed : 
h, 3 
Algebra, 1 
Plane (leometry, 1 
i Language, 2 I in 
the -ame language, 
preferably Latin ) 
History, 1 
Laboratory Science, 1 i ISiology, 
Botany, Chemistry, Physio- 
graphy, Physics, Zoology) 
-'. At least three additional units must lie selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 






General Science. 1 (does not 
satisfy laboratory science 
requirement in No. 1 above) 
Bible, 1 




i .:    nay include 
Dramatii -. 1 ; or Public 
Speaking, 1) 
Latin. 4 
History and Civics. 4 
Vigebra, 





Phj siography, 1 
Physiology, I 
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3. Not more than three units may be presented from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will l>e accepted in any subject: 
Mechanical Drawing, 1 Commercial Law, 1 
Freehand Drawing, 1 Commercial Geography, 1 
Domestic Science, 1 Physical Education, 1 
Stenography, 1 (no credit Bookkeeping, 1 
for less than 1 unit) Agriculture, 1 
Applied Music, I Art, 1 
Manual Training or Shop, 1        Commercial Arithmetic, y, 
Journalism, 1 Business English, '/2 
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Denison University co-operates with the Commission on the 
Relation of School and College of the Progressive Education As- 
sociation. Applicants presenting entrance credentials in accordance 
with this special plan are admitted without regard to pattern of 
studies, provided that they otherwise satisfy the Committee on 
Admissions. 
ACCEPTANCE PROCEDURE 
An applicant whose record shows that he ranks in the up|>er 
half of liis graduating class will be considered on the basis of seven 
semesters of high school work. He will be notified of acceptance 
or rejection as soon as he has completed his application up to this 
point. (Acceptance is dependent upon the applicant's continuing to 
do good work for the remaining (art of the school year and grad- 
uating from his high school or preparatory school). 
Occasionally the Committee on Admissions makes exceptions 
and considers applicants who rank in the lower half of their grad- 
uating class. These applications are considered on the basis of the 
complete high school record and the results of the achievement 
tests. In such cases the Committee will make every effort to reach 
an early decision but cannot do so until all required information is 
at liand. This may delay acceptance or rejection until about July 
first. 
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PROVISIONAL VDIIISSION 
Graduates of approved preparatory schools who lack not more 
than -' of the units prescribed for admission i No, 1. |>age 30) 
nm> be admitted provisionally. A student thus admitted is requir- 
ed to make up the deficiency within the first year of residence. He 
ma} in! et 1 registei for college courses in the subject (or sub- 
jects lacking, or J • at the discretion of the university, take spe- 
cial tutoring in subjects not offered in the regular college cur- 
riculum, lie may take not more than 16 the average) credits per 
semester during the first year, and must include the subject (or 
subjects) in which he is deficient, 
.   ro   \:>\ INCH) STASHING 
Student- who apply   for admission  with advanced standing 
must file the regular admission credential- required under Nos. 1, 
2. 3 and 4 page 28, and in addition must file an official transcript 
of their college record from the college <»r colleges previously at- 
tended, together with a letter of honorable dismissal. Women 
transfer students must also file a ten dollar room retaining fee 
I No. 5, page 29 
Favorable consideration will be given only to applications 
from stu lents who have maintained an average of at least "C" in 
all work done in the college or colleges previously attended. When 
a transfer -tudent i- accepted for admission he will be given credit 
without examination in liberal art- subjects taken at a college ac- 
credited b) the North Central Association (or an accrediting body 
of similai rank) No quality points are allowed on transfer of 
credits which are of "D" flowest passing) grade, or equivalent. 
Clas n the number and quality of credits accept- 
ed, subject the first semester in residence. Any of 
ified for graduation at Denison and not satis- 
factoril) completed at the college previous!) attended must be 
taken duri semester oi yeai of residence, Students ad- 
mitted with advanced standing are expected to meet enn.-mce re- 
quirements as mentioned abovi •• I ma; become candidate- for 
'''-"' • ':i!l after the completion of all specified requirements for 
graduation, and at least    i    ■...,: in residence. 
GUIDANCE 
Recognising that each student differs from the 
Others in background, preparation, interests, apti- 
tudes and abilities, the University offers a flexible 
curriculum and a broad range of extra-curricular 
activities. This flexibility and variety necessitates 
many significant choices by the student. To help 
him choose wisely the University provides an ex- 
tensive personnel program. 
ll'ID.WC'K is friendly counsel in any phase of college ex- 
perience which presents a problem to the student. Nor- 
mally it includes questions of health, emotional and social 
adjustments, intellectual abilities and efficiency, vocational prefer- 
ence and the means of attaining suitable vocational goals. 
FRKSHMAN WKKK 
Several days during the opening week of the college year are 
devoted to familiarizing the freshmen with the aims and methods 
of college work. The program includes a dinner in the Wigwam 
at which the freshmen are the guests of the University and have 
a favorable opportunity of meeting one another and members 
of the faculty. Tests of social aptitudes are given Every effort 
is made to help the freshman to find his place in the community of 
students and to plan his course intelligently for the coming four 
years. All freshmen arc exacted to be present during these pre- 
liminary exercises. For the dates, see University Calendar, page 5. 
COUNSELING 
Ilcfore the student comes to the campus, a personnel card is 
made out for him on which his scores on the entrance tests are 
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given, together with In- high school rank and a number of facts 
designed to help his counselor to understand liim as well as JK»S- 
sible. The personnel card also gives his vocational preference, if 
he has one. and his vocatii nal interest test scores. < hi the basis of 
this information, the student is assigned to a faculty counselor 
who win ad> ■ ation. 
E\ idence of t ib litj i- obtaine I from the 
test scon - art I students with relatively p or reading habits are re- 
quired to take a course in Reading Therapy. Some students, whose 
record- indicate thai they do not work up to their ability by reason 
of poor study habits, are required to take the course I'->chology 
101 (see page 103). In this course they arc led to consider their 
general attitudes and interests and such practical matters as the 
use of their tune, their methods of note-taking, reviewing, pre- 
lorinfi for examinations. 
As tr* igh his course he has the privi- 
lege of changing counsel n He normally seeks advice from the 
head of the department in which he decides to major. The deans' 
offices keep a cumulative record for each student, on which are 
entered his significant honors, changes 
in vocational aim. and student activities, Students arc free at 
any linn- to consult the dean-, and appointments are made 
ior interviews as need arises.  E member is willing to 
give generously time to personal consultation, whether for 
aid in rethinking matter- of condu ice in snrmount- 
■ng defects in pn lolastii training.   Students should not 
fail to seek the acquaintance and help of any officer or teacher. 
. INC PROGRAM 
A- a further means of guiding the student according to his 
interests and ab I .  ;; several objective tests in 
the spring of their sopl ir,  Published by the Cooperative 
Test Scrvi - American Council on Education, these tests 
aim to show a itudei t's level i I achievement in certain basic gen- 
eral fields independent of specific courses taken. They are used, 
in i .injunction with other data, a- a liasis for advising the student 
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regarding his choice of courses in the junior and senior years and 
as to his major and honor possibilities. 
COURSE PLANNING 
The Departments of Instruction offer a wide range of 
courses. It is essential that each student make careful choice 
among them. To assist in making a wise selection a bulletin has 
been prepared which outlines seventy-four different programs of 
Study, Each student should see his faculty counselor and, with his 
advice, choose which of these programs he wishes in general to 
follow. 
The DtnisOH Plan of Study described on pages 41-47 lias 
been devised to meet the needs of the individual student. The sub- 
stitution of group for specific requirements, the provision for fields 
oi concentration in keeping with students' chief interests, and the 
broad range of elective subjects are all means by which the student 
may plan, with his adviser, a specific program of his own. 
VOCATIONAL CHOICE 
Under the direction of the Deans opportunities for vocational 
conferences are made possible. Professional and business men and 
women are brought to the campus to present the claims of their 
ctive callings. Vocational counselors are invited at times to 
speak to the student body and to hold individual or small-group 
conferences, b'urther personal help is available from any teacher. 
Occupational literature may be obtained from them or from the 
Deans and their assistants, with whom students may make arrange- 
ments for the taking of [>ersonality, vocational interest, or aptitude 
tests, 
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES 
Seniors are assisted by the heads of departments and the 
deans to find suitable employment after graduation. Some enter 
graduate schools to prepare for a professional career. Others are 
placed in various positions in business and industry. Still others re- 
ceive appointment as teachers. Denison graduates experience vir- 
tually no difficulty in obtaining employment in the field of their 
choice. 
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The  Department of   Education  maintain* an appointment 
service to assist all graduate-, seeking leaching positions. In ac- 
cepting a candidate for teacher-education Denison does not thereby 
assure the candidate of placement.   Recommendations are made 
with great care strictly upon the lwsis of the personnel records. 
A large percentage of Denison graduates are placed and the de- 
partment assists them i<> transfer, frith successful experience, to 
better positions. Superintendents and school officials are invited to 
use the appointment service and to interview prospective teachers 
at C,ranville when the University is in session. No fee is charged 
to either candidate Of employer   Information may he obtained from 
Professoi E. B Hawes, GranviUe, Ohio. 
REGISTRATION 
[QJ 
77ic or I of registration is regarded as an agree- 
ment on the part of the student to abide by all 
college regulations. 
IEGISTRATION is the formal enrolment in the Univer- 
sity. There are three parts in the procedure: 
1 l  preparation of a detailed schedule of courses. 
2) payment of the prescribed fees at the Office of the Bursar, 
3) depositing a copy of the schedule in the Office of the 
Registrar. 
For new students Thursday of Freshman Week is devoted to 
the making out of individual schedules of studies or courses. Each 
student must have his schedule approved by a faculty counselor 
before it is accepted by the Registrar. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
The following courses are required of all candidates for de- 
grees: English 111-112 or six other hours approved by the De- 
triment of English, and Physical Education 111-112. 
The freshman schedule, in addition to the subjects mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, will be determined by the student in 
Consultation with his adviser from the following subjects: 
Art, 101, 111-112 French 111-112, 211-212. 
Astronomy 111-112, 113-114 213-214, 221 
Biology 111-112, 113-114 Geology 111, 112. 115, 116, 
Chemistry 109-110 (women only),     121, 122 
111-112, 113 Herman 111-112, 211-212, 
Engineering 111, 112, 115, 122 213-214 
Fine Arts 201  (2nd semester) Greek 101, 111-112 
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History 111-112,221-222 \at III)      Physic* 111-112, 113-114 
Latin 101-102, 104, 111-112 
Mathematics 107 
115 116, 121-122 
Music 101, 102. I 
111-112, 113-114 
Applied Music 111-112 
Physical Education for 
Women 201A. 222 
Psychology 101 
Religion 111, 112, 115, 116 
Spanish 101. 102, 111-112, 
211-212, 213-214 
X' mii. REGISTRATION 
The a\craec number of credit hours is 16. estimated as 1 
credit for 1 hour recitation period '>r 2 hours laboratory perioxl per 
w" mplete the requirements for grad- 
uation. This i. the amount recommended lor students in all class- 
es, to secure best results. 
EXCESS REGISTRATION 
than 16 hours i- considered to be EXCESS and cannot 
'"';,; nt of the Registration Committee. The 
Committee will act in acci irdance with definite regulations approv- 
ed by the Faculty     I for 17 hours a student must be in 
s"°°d «chi :.. ing.   To register for IS hours a student must 
,,;iv' semester with no mark be- 
'""' Ml additional tuition fee of $10.00.  A special 
petition 11 the Registration Committee is required for a schedule 
'" ,x" ' 18 hours, and if granted, a fee of $10.00 shall be 
charged for eacl | hOUr in excess of 17.   It is expected 
•  requesting such a privilege will  have earned 29 
more in tin- preceding semester.   Without special per- 
missi m fn m the Dean   except for students on a limited schedule 
Jastic probation), 13 hours shall be the minimum 
amount of registration. 
CHANGES IN REGIST>ATION 
r•:iril>' n" '' allowed in registration after the 
r,'^'-: filed  with the Registrar.   For every 
change thai .- allowed, a fee of $1.00 will be charged, unless re- 
mitted by the Registrar for satisfactory reason. 
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LATE REGISTRATION 
All students must complete their registration and settle with 
the Bursar on the days set apart for this purpose. Failure to do so 
will he counted as late registration entailing a special fee of $5.00. 
No student will be admitted to any class later than the third week 
of the semester. 
DROPPING WORK 
Work for which the student has once registered cannot be 
'hupped except by formal permission secured through the Office of 
the Registrar. A course abandoned without such permission, like- 
wise (under certain conditions) a course in which the student is 
failing, will be counted as a failure and so recorded on the per- 
manent record.  Sec Faculty Regulations for further details. 
WITHDRAWAL 
Students who find it necessary to leave the University before 
the close of a semester must, in order to receive honorable dis- 
missal, report to the Dean to arrange for official withdrawal. 
CHAPEL ATTENDANCE 
Students are required to attend two weekly chapel sessions 
and a monthly student assembly for which they are given credit 
toward graduation. Failure to attend at least thirty chapel and 
assembly periods per semester will result in loss of this credit. 
I'requent uncxcuseil absences will lead to disciplinary action. 
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
To be eligible to represent the University a student shall pre- 
senl at least fifteen units of high school work, twelve of which are 
academic units, when he enters college. Further, he shall be a 
regularly registered student and he shall have passed 12 semester 
noun of credit and earned at least 10 quality points in the pre- 
ceding semester. 
No other students are permitted to take part in the following 
activities: intercollegiate athletics, glee club concerts, performances 
of the University Theatre, intercollegiate debate, band concerts; or 
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to be "" tin- staff of the Denisoniui 01  Adytum, or to hold office 
in the Student Government, y. M. C  A, or Y. W. C. A. 
O ISSlPICATIOtl of STUDENTS 
For Frtshntan Standing 
No student will l><- classified ;>-1 freshman who is deficient in 
mure Than 1 unit of preparatory work. 
For Sophomore Standing 
All entrance deficiencies musl be removed. 
At least 26 hours of college credit and 26 points (including 
the required freshman courses in English and Physical Ed- 
ucation. ) 
For Junior Standing 
At least 60 hours and 60 points I including Physical Education 
211-212 and all preceding requirement! 
For Senior Standing 
At least ''4 hour- and ''4 points, and all preceding require- 
ments. 
THE PLAN OF STUDY 
Dlttison University is accredited by the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools as a degree //ranting institution. It was 
placed on the association's first published list of 
at, ndited institutions in 1913. Is is recognized 
and  approved   by   the   Association   of   American 
Colleges, the Association of American Unhier- 
silies. the Ohio College Association, the Ohio 
State Department of Education, the American As- 
sociation of University Women, and the Amer- 
ican Association of University Professors. 
The Denison Conservatory is a Liberal Arts 
College member of the National Association of 
Schools of Music. 
IE regular undergraduate plan of study extends through 
four academic years and leads to the degree of Hachelor 
of Arts,   To secure the A.B. degree the student must 
atisfy the following conditions: 
(I)   lie must meet the specified requirements; 
2 I   lie must meet the requirements in his field of concentra- 
tion ; 
i .!> lie must carry a sufficient number of elective courses to 
bring his total credits to 128 semester hours (127 for degree in 
1942); 
i I)  lie must meet the group requirements; 
(5) lie must pass a comprehensive examination in his field 
ol concentration; 
iii     i le must show proficiency in English ; and 
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His work must conform to certain scholastic require- 
ments 
(For degree of Bachelor of Music see page 47). 
A lemester bow of credit i. denned as one hour per week of 
lecture or recitation, or two hours pet week of laboratory work, 
one semester of 18 weeks. 
(I)   SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS 
A, English, one year or its equivalent. 
B. Physical Education, 2 years, taken in freshman and soph- 
omore 
-'     FIELD OP CONCENTRATION 
Students who wish t in a (articular field will be 
expei: to from 24 to 36 semester hours of acceptable work in 
the department concerned. For those who wish to concentrate in a 
general field, rather than in one department, a minimum of 36 
•en* shall be taken from two or three closely related 
departments, with not less than 15 semester hours, ordinarily in 
one of these departments. 
The head of the department concerned shall be the adviser of 
those students whose field of concentration is within one depart- 
l,"''<   An . faculty representative will be appointed for 
each student whose field of concentration crosses departmental 
lil I -    Such appointments will be made by the appropriate dean. 
re the beginning i i the advisee's junior year his adviser 
.-hall arrange with him a pattern of -indies in his field of concen- 
tration   Copii      • this pattern, when approved by the department 
involved, shall he hied with the registrar and with the ap- 
pro],:  . 
13)   ELECTIVE COURSES 
The remainder of :i student's college course shall be devoted 
fered in other groups, so as to bring the total 
number of semester hour, up to a minimum of 128. For student 
and adviser the constant aim in choosing such courses shall be to 
develop a well rounded and balanced personality. I-ick of ac- 
quaintance with a particular subject or field constitutes a strong 
reason lor .   rather than avoiding its study. 



















Language and Literature 


















In each of the above groups the minimum requirements for 
all students are: 
A. 12 hours in language and literature, with the understand- 
ing that three of these hours may be taken in the Department of 
Speech (subject to approval of adviser). All students who con- 
template graduate study are reminded that they are expected to 
develop a reading knowledge of at least one modern foreign lan- 
guage ; for advanced degrees, graduate schools usually require two. 
It. 12 hours in social studies in basic courses, not all of which 
may be taken in one department. 
C. 14 hours in natural science and mathematics, not all in one 
department, including a one-year course in a science accompanied 
by laboratory periods. Most departments in the natural sciences 
will require students to include mathematics in their schedules. 
D. 3 hours in the arts. 
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(S) COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION 
Merel\ puffing a certain numlier of courses. DO matter how 
carefully they may have been integrated, is not sufficient evidence 
that the purposes "t tour years of study have been realized. A final 
comprehensive examination is necessary to judge the ahility of a 
student to correlate his knowledge U ■ effective use Consequent- 
ly, toward the end of his senior \ear, the student shall take an 
examination covering all hi- work in his field of concentration. 
This may IK- followed, at the discretion of the detriment or de- 
partment- concerned, bj an oral conference, and must IK- passed if 
the student i- to graduate. 
The comprehensive examination will lie arranged hv the ad- 
viser with whom the student worked out his pattern of studies. 
This adviser shall be responsible for arranging the general nature 
and content of the examination, in consultation with other teachers 
involved, At the beginning of the senior year he shall file with the 
registrar and appropriate dean a statement of the type and range 
of the examination agreed upon. 
ENGLISH REQUIREMENT 
No student will be graduated who fails to demonstrate the 
ability to express himself satisfactorily in written composition. A 
student shown to he deficient in English < either by a grade lower 
than "("" in English 111. or in practice as reported by two or more 
teachers', shall be notified at the beginning of his junior year that 
before graduation he will be required t" pass tests submitted by 
the faculty Commute,  on English I 
(7)   SCHOLASTIC REQUIREMENTS 
All credits to be counted in the field of concentration must be 
"C" grade or hrtier. By the close of the semester previous to grad- 
uation, the candidate for a degree must have earned at least  110 
semester hours credit at graduating rate, and must have paid all 
University hills. 
A student's das. work is graded as follows, with the accom- 
panying |».int value for each grade: 
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"A" (Excellent) Earns 2 points per credit hour. 
"B" (Cioocli Earns \'/2 points |>cr credit hour. 
"('" i Pair) Earns 1 point per credit hour. 
"D" i Passing)   Earns Yt point per credit hour. 
"/" ( Incomplete). This grade is given when a student is justly 
entitled to an extension of time for the completion of his course 
upon recommendation of the instructor and approval of the Dean. 
Such a grade may be changed to any one of the five other grades 
listed when reported by the instructor. An "incomplete" must be 
removed within the first nine weeks of the next semester in res- 
idence. 
"F" i Failure). No credit is given unless the course is repeated in 
class and satisfactorily completed. 
For graduation, students must present 128 semester hours of 
credit (including 4 in Physical Education) with a cumulative 
grade average of at least C. This is interpreted to mean that the 
entire cumulative record, considering all hours attempted whether 
passed, repeated, incomplete, deducted or failed must show an 
average of at least one quality point per hour of credit attempted. 
A student whose cumulative grade average (as defined above), 
at the end of any semester is below C is placed on probation. He 
may continue during the next semester on probation with a limited 
schedule (to be determined by the Registration Committee but in 
no case to be more than 14 or less than 10 hours). During this 
semester he must make at least C average or, at its close, discon- 
tinue his registration. He will remain on probation and on limited 
schedule until his cumulative grade average is again at least C, 
A fter the lapse of at least one semester, a student dropped for 
low scholastic standing may present a |ietition for readmission to 
lie considered by the Registration Committee. 
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SPECIAL COMBINATION COURSES 
FOB  PIOFESSIONAL STUDENTS 
Any student who successfully complete) all the specific re- 
quiremenu ill the specific require- 
ments for admis gineering, law. or medicine. 
ved bj the faculty, with a I semester hours 
at t' one point per hour, or better, shall re- 
ceive the degree from Denison upon successful completion of the 
first j 
I. AUANCEUENT WITH CABNECII INSTITUTE OF 
Tl CHNOLOGV 
The I trnegie Institute of Tech- 
gy has conclu rial arrangement with Denison Univer- 
sity whereby a student in engineering may finish three years of 
work al I >■■:■■■—. and two years I with, in certain cases, some sum- 
mer school work) at Carnegie Institute of Technology, and upon 
factory o mpletion "i the program receive a ISachclor of Sci- 
ence degree from Carnegie and a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
Deni '.mem maki an engineering train- 
ing 1 liberal art, background with the saving of at 
leasl rees from both institutions.  Denison is 
the onl) 0 Mating in this plan.  The fields of en- 
I, electrical mechanical, management, 
chemical, and metallurgical. 
EXTENSION cot"!' 
From time to time a limited number of extension classes are 
conducted in Newark and other neighboring localities.  Each class 
meets for a two-hour period on one evening in the week during 
a semester and carries a two-hour credit. 
■ ! not enjoying the facilities 
ents members of these classes are 
charged less than the regular tuition fee   Each class must consist 
of at least ten stu 
Foi furher information write to Dean of Men, Denison Uni- 
vei.it>. Granville, I 
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DEGREES IN MUSIC 
BACHELOR OP MUSIC IN APPLIED MUSIC 
The plan of study comprises thirty-four hours in general 
academic courses, forty-eight in applied music, and the remainder 
in courses in the theory of music. 
For a complete outline of this course see page 14 of the Con- 
servatory Bulletin. 
BACHELOR OP MUSIC IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
The plan of study comprises thirty-six hours in general 
academic courses, twenty-four hours in Education, and sixty-four 
hours in music. For a complete outline of this course see page 17 
of the Conservatory Bulletin. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH MUSIC MAJOR 
The following courses are required: Music 111-112, 113-114, 
213-214, 221-222, 311-312, 201-202 and twelve hours in applied 
music. Courses from other academic departments complete the re- 
quirements for the degree. Students planning to teach in the pub- 
lic schools are required to take Music 301, 303, and may include 
instrumental class instruction in their applied music. For such stu- 
dents courses in Education and methods are included among the 
academic subjects. 
For further details consult the outlines on pages 15 and 17 of 
the Conservatory Bulletin. 
DIPLOMAS IN PERFORMANCE 
Diplomas in applied music are granted to those, fulfilling the 
requirements as outlined for a degree in music, who, upon recom- 
mendation of the Conservatory Faculty, present a public recital in 
their senior year. 
EXPENSES 
i ighteen weeks 
/-'or Women 
Tuition $150.00 
•Incidental Fe< -'5.00 
108.00 
m 75,00 to $125.00 
10.00 to     20.00 
For Men 
Tttiti ■ $150.00 
•Incidental Fee 25.00 
I (Freshmen $11 100.00to?] 10.00 
Room 47.50to    67.50 
Book                  lies 10.00 tu     20.00 
$332.50 to $372.50 
• Tin- Incidental Fee o vers athletics, publications, concerts, 
lectures, and dramatic performances; support "i" student govern- 
ment and certain other student organizations; health service (In- 
cluding hospital care up to three days I; library, diploma, and all 
and laborator) fees except breakage deposits. 
I'ARTIAI. REGISTRAI II 
Any student who by special permission of the Registration 
Committee takes less than 9 academic hours, and who will not be a 
candidate for a deg ftei such partial registra 
■        ' ' mplated, but in view of the 
times th   right i- reserved to change the 
omal  " ■     ■ gil   il 8 Ol any new 




lion, shall he considered a part time student. The charge for such 
a student will he $10 per credit hour plus a $3 library fee. A part 
lime- student desiring hospital, lalxiratory and student activity 
privileges may make arrangements with the Bursar for them. 
EXCESS REGISTRATION 
Students permitted to register for mure than seventeen hours 
will IK- charged $10 for each excess hour. 
LATE REGISTRATION 
Any student who fails to complete his registration on the day 
or days officially set aside for that purpose at the beginning of each 
semester will he charged a late registration fee of $5.00. Registra- 
tion is not complete until the student has secured the approval of 
ilir Registrar and the Hursar on his schedule card. 
LATE CHANGS or RKGISTRATION 
A fee of $1.00 will he charged for making any change in 
courses after registration day, unless the change is made at die 
request of the professor. Dean, or Registrar. 
Expenses for clothing, travel, social and recreational activities 
and personal incidentals depend for the most part on the home sur- 
roundings and habits of the student before he enters college. In 
general, fraternity or sorority membership is likely to add about 
one hundred dollars to a student's necessary expenditures the first 
year. The college does not encourage a large allowance of spend- 
ing money. 
All students laying the regular college tuition will lie permit- 
ted to take private lessons in the Conservatory in voice or instru- 
mental music at the special rate of $15.00 per credit hour, provid- 
ed the total number of hours carried including music does not ex- 
ceed seventeen. 
For Conservatory fees see page 91. 
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PAYMENT OF KILLS 
All bills arc payable at the ' >ffice of the Bursar. Checks 
should i»- made to Denison University. 
Students registering for the tirst time arc not hilled in advance. 
Bills tot inch Mudents are made out when they register and will 
be tent home the tame day. Where payment is not made at reg- 
istrati 'ii hut is to come from home, one week's time will be allow- 
ed to meet the required first payment of at least half the bill. 
Bills for all other itudents are rendered in advance and may 
be paid in full at that time it desired, or may he divided into two 
payments   I <nt half must b* paid on or btfori Registration day 
and   ' rty Jays.    Final payment   on  all  first 
semester bills is 15th,  on  second semester  bills, 
April 1st Drill net be permitted to attend classes if these 
payments are not made when due. No -indent will receive honor- 
able dismissal or obtain a transcript of credits, or be permitted to 
graduate until all college bills arc paid in full. 
Students » lin I to leave college within any semes- 
ter for any reason will receive a refund of the proportionate share 
of the semester charges for tuition and board, but not the room 
rent nor the incidental fee. 
WOMEN'S DORMITORIES 
Dormitories are provided  for  young women at  $75.00 per 
pei person in Burton Hall. King Hall. Stone Hall, and 
Monomoy Place on the lower campus and in Parsons Hall.  These 
ms are all designed (or two girls with the exception of a few 
for three girls in Monomoy Plan-.  On the upper campus, where 
Beaver Hall, Sawyer Hall, .   Hall are located, the room 
rent m $85.00 to $125.00 |«-r semester, depending upon 
and location.   There are suites for two. three, and four girls, 
each suite consisting of living room, bed room, and hath shared by 
the ng suite,   There are also a number of 
single rooms and a few ■ '• uble rooms in Shaw Hall.   The rooms 
are provided with single beds, study desks, desk chairs, easy chairs, 
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dressers and mirrors, and small rugs. Mattresses and pillows are 
furnished but all other bedding, towels, etc., are to l>e supplied by 
the students. 
Room reservations for new students may lie secured by pay- 
ing a deposit of $10.00. This deposit is refunded if the applicant is 
nn! accepted for entrance or if, even though accepted, the Registrar 
notified in writing before August first that the applicant wishes 
tn cancel the reservation.   When the student enrolls this fee be- 
mes a breakage deposit, which must lie maintained during the 
I nf enrollment. The cost of any damage to the room or fur- 
niture licyond ordinary wear and tear will be deducted from this 
deposit.  No room is rented for a shorter time than one semester. 
ROOM RETAINING FEE 
Students in residence who wish to reserve a room for the fol- 
lowing year may do so by maintaining the breakage deposit of 
$10.00 and making an advance payment of $50.00 on room rent 
by June 1st. This advance payment will be applied on the room 
rent for the first semester of the following school year. If the 
student or her parents notify the Dean of Women in writing be- 
fore July 1st that she does not plan to return and wishes to release 
the room reservations, this advance payment will lie refunded. A 
|> quest for a transcript of credits will not be regarded as cancella- 
tion of a room reservation unless it is accompanied by definite 
instructions to that effect. After July 1st the advance payment is 
not refunded except in cases of unavoidable emergency, such as 
serious illness, which has necessitated a late change in the student's 
plans.  Any refund must be authorized by the Executive Council. 
The right to occupy a college room is given only to the stu- 
dent to whom the room is assigned and her room-mate. There 
shall be no exchanges of rooms or substitution of one occupant for 
another without the permission of the Dean of Women'. In case 
permission is given for a change of room a transfer charge of 
$2.00 may to made. For im|x>rtant information concerning ad- 
mission, see page 28 and following. 
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COOPEBATIVS. HorsKs 
Two houses are in operation, accommodating aliout thirty 
girls, Undei Ihi supervision of the housi supei visor the girls buy 
ami o«'k their own meals and do all their own housekeeping. In 
this wai the cost of board and room to each girl has been reduced 
to about $190.00 a year. Select I girls for these houses is 
ina.ii b) the Committee on Scholarships and Student Aid. 
MEN'S DORMITORIES 
Donnitory room- area the campus for one hundred 
and thirty freshman nun. In the new freshman residence. Lan- 
son S. Curtis Hall, the roi m rent i- $67.50 per semester per pcr- 
•"ii. and in Talbot Hall, $47.5(1. All freshman men will board in 
Curtis Hall. 
After the freshman yeai men are expected to room and board 
in their fraternity houses or in the American Commons Club, or if 
they so desire, off campus in approved private residences. 
Freshmen ma) make room reservations by paying a deposit of 
$10.00. This deposit is refunded if the applicant is not accepted 
for entrance or if, even though accepted, the Registrar is notified 
i» wril • befon August first thai the applicant wishes to cancel 
the reservation. When the student enrolls this fee liecomes a 
1, which must be maintained during the period of 
enrollment The cost of any damage to the room or furniture be- 
yond ordinary wear and tear will he- deducted from this deposit. 
No i    n    i rented fot ■ sh rtei lime than one semester. 
The righi to occupj a college room is given only to the stu- 
dent to whom the room i- assigned and his room-mate. There shall 
exchanges of rooms or substitution of one occupant for an- 
other without the permission of the Dean of Men. In case per- 
mi-si i, ;. given for a change of room a transfer charge of $2.00 
nri. be made.   Foi important information concerning admission, 
age 28 and following, 
rooms in Curtis Hall are designed for two men with the 
exception of a few larger three men rooms. The rooms are ad- 
jacent to an ample social lounge, the dining hall, a recreation room 
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and a study room. All rooms are steam heated and the building is 
id tire-proof construction. In Talbot Hall rooms are in suites 
comprising study room and bedroom designed for two men. Tal- 
bot 1 lall is heated by hot water. Doth buildings have lavatories on 
each floor with shower baths. All rooms are supplied with study 
desks, study chairs, single beds, dressers and study lamps. Mat- 
tresses and pillows are furnished, but all other bedding is to be fur- 
nished by the occupants. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS 
The annual income from certain funds, given to the College 
fur this purpose over a long period of years, is available for 
scholarships or loans, Because of the limited amount available on- 
ly a small number of scholarships can be granted to incoming 
Freshmen, I ligh scholastic standing is required of any student who 
receives ;i scholarship of any kind. Loans are available only to 
juniors and seniors. 
It is expected that those whose necessary expenses can be 
met by parents or through other sources will not call upon the 
College for assistance. Complete conditions in regard to these 
various scholarship and loan funds are on file in the office of the 
Bursar and the Secretary of the Board of Trustees. 
Scholarship Funds 
FOR MINISTKRIAI. STI'DENTS ONLY 
Estimated 
Principal Available 
of Fund      Yearly 
The Mary K. Monroe Fund 430,000.00   $1,050.00 
The M. E. Gray Fund    5,000.00       175.00 
The David Thatcher Fund    1,500.00 55.00 
The Joshua and Gwcnnic Jones Fund 1,356.00 50.00 
The Abigail Pence Houck Fund  31,717.00     1,110.00 
The William Howard Doanc Scholarship Fund 
(icir  four  students)  400.00 
The Welsh Hills Prices Scholarship Fund      2,000.00 70.00 
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I'I'R MEN 
The Ebenezer Thn 
$10,(100.00 .150.00 
The David and Jane Har] -                                               5,000.00 175.00 
The U                                         !                                          5<K>00 20.00 
1 '                                                                                         1.000.00 35.00 
The A. F. and A. A. Boat                                            1 oon.oo .15.00 
The Harry   i                                                                       5.000.00 175.00 
FOR Won 
Thi   I 
$12.000 00 42000 
rhf Martha /                                Pund                             1,000 00 35 00 
The ■'"''                                         I                                      1.000.00 35.00 
The Mary Miller   -                     Fund                                          8.2*2 00 290 00 
The I 
(lor two Undents)                                                  ,   2.000.00 70.00 
ip Fun!                 1.000.00 35.00 
'''"'■' '                                                                p                 2.5O0O0 87.50 
The Flora Price  I m                 hip                                    1.000.00 35.00 
rahip I and •30,00 
The Harry Thursto                         rahip Fund                   5.000.00 17s!o0 
*Inc'"                                                                                  ,1 Bank of Omaha. 
Foil Mrs  cm \\ 




2 ?tf) 00 87 50 
The Wells A. and Cyntl ia Aldrich 
Chan                     larthip                                              500000 17500 
5.000.00 175.00 
;   i und                          500.00 20.00 
2 000 00 70 00 
1000.00 35^00 
The Uary Hartwell Catherwood                                         1.000.00 35.00 
p              .   5.000.00 175.00 
1!" '                                                                                    5M0.00 175M 
.""' "' !':: P- Slilwell                      Pund                        4.500.00 160.00 
■ h'P Pund                        20,250.00 750.00 
''" '                                                                                    1 000 00 35 00 
''"; W» v                              p Fund         .ViMOO 10o!o0 
n '■■   "   Shoi                  rahij   Pund                        500000 17500 
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I'OR STUDENTS IN THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
! he Kliza Smart Sliepanlson Scholarship Fund $ 2,500.00 87.50 
The Gertrude Carhartt Brclsford Memorial Fund    1,300.00 45.00 
Of the al>ove sclmlarship funds the following were increased 
during the past year: 
1. The Herbert P. Slilwcll Scholarship Fund $2,000.00 
Contributed by Clifford S. Stilwell in memory of his father, 
Herbert F. Stilwell. This gift increases the amount of the fund to 
$4,500.00. The net proceeds shall be awarded each year by the 
direction of the President of the University and the Hoard of 
Trustees for scholarship pur|>oses to deserving students in need 
of financial assistance. 
2. The Gertrude Carhartt lirchford Memorial Fund $300.00 
Contributed by Millard lirelsford in memory of Gertrude 
Carhartt lirelsford. This gift increases the amount of the fund to 
$1,300.00. 
The income to be awarded annually to a candidate for the 
A.B, or other full collegiate degree, either man or woman, of 
sophomore rank or above, whose scholarship meets the standards 
generally required for scholarship grants, and who has evidenced 
some musical talent, for the purpose of supplementing the regular 
collegiate course with work in the Conservatory of Music, or 
courses in appreciation of music and art. 
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
Sons and daughters of Baptist ministers and missionaries 
may, upon application and approval by the Student Aid Commit- 
tee, receive a grant of $50.00 a semester. This aid is given in 
recognition of Denison's heritage from the Baptist denomination 
throughout the entire history of the college. The grant will be 
continued during the student's college course if a satisfactory 
record is maintained. 
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The LaVerne Noycs Scholarship Fund 
Certain scholarship funds are available from the income of 
the LaVerne Noyes Estate for men who served in the World War 
and their children The number and amount <>t grants is limited 
annually l>> tin- earned income of tin- fund. 
LOAN FUNDS 
:•!. ;''/.• BsHmoted 
■ !      Principal AvaUabU 
Principal       of /*'««./ yearly 
The "                                .  1.. 1.111 Fund   $5,000.1)0      $5,200.00 $1,303.00 
Tin- Fletchei •'   Marsh Fund                                                   ■') 1,300.00 
Tli.  II .                                                                  00         5.')00.00 1,450.00 
Th,   Edward UGrande II           !                l.dOOOO           (.50.00 150.00 
Tht Ida S. Fisl                Pond                                          1-'50.00 350.00 
-''50.00 650.00 
The Class of 1927                                                               250.00 100.00 
1,000.00 350.00 
.    .  Mather Loan I                                         ,100.00 100.00 
I ' ■   I                                                                                     150.00 50.00 
!   Burke Men 
£030.00 650.00 
'The Charles F fudent Loan Fund   .$.'.000.00 
Established by the contributions "i a few loyal Denison 
Alumni who owe the completion of their college education to 
in re. a Ivanced them bj Mr, Burke This fund is established by 
them it. appreciation "i his aid and in a desire to assist other young 
and women in Denison who may need financial aid in order 
to complete their educati m   Preference i- to IK- given to Juniors 
- eniors. 
ACADEMIC HONORS 
Pin BETA KAPPA 
The Phi Beta Kappa Society was founded in 1776 to recog- 
nire and encourage scholarly pursuits. The chapter at Denison, 
Theta of Ohio, was established in 1911. New memlwrs are elected 
each year from those who have the highest standing in scholar- 
ship in the junior and senior classes. 
The Phi Society was organized in 1926 by the Phi Beta Kap- 
pa to encourage scholarship among the members of tile freshman 
class. Membership is gained by earning 56 scholastic points in 
the freshman year. 
Other honorary societies having chapters at Denison are: 
Music—Phi Mu Alpha 
Delta Omicron 
FoSENSICS—Tau Kappa Alplia 
CLASSICS—Eta Sigma Phi 
JOURNALISM—Pi Delta Epsilon 
SPANISB—Sigma Delta Pi 
LEADERSHIP—Omicron Delta Kappa 
Mortar Board 
Crossed Keys (Junior women) 
Blue Key (men) 
"D" Association (athletic) 
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I IONOU 
1. Anmial Honon An ,rc a%\-ir<lre1 at the end of each 
year to t'r.r membei ... i rdin| to the following standard: not 
lc.s than twenty-fo ' A trade, the remainder not lower than B 
grade. The total ni r the year shall not be less than thirty- 
tun i n their equivalent) except when cotmea HI. 112. 211. 212 in Physical 
Education are beuig taken, in which case the total number of hours exclusive 
of tin- ... • a tUft] I'.rades made in the required 
courses in phj                         an not to be counted in competing for Annual 
n whose schedules have to be reduced 
to make room for their work u ■    may have such reduction con- 
sidered as part of the 12 hours. 
2. Get General Honors are awarded at graduation only, 
according to the following standard: Ninety-three or more hours of A 
grade, the remainder not lower than  B grade    (".rades made in Physical 
II, II.'  211   .'12. are not to he counted in competing for General 
Honors. 
Hooom Project!     Superior students are advised before entering the 
year thai tin r are I tie-   In the Mnior year such students 
are permitted to engage in special project*, in addition to courses regularly 
required in their field of concentration, to the extent of three credit hours 
neater. 
• whose cumulative record at the 
n,d " mi at  least a  17 ratio, and who in addition 
in the upper decile « t the tophi ■ :i their score on the ob- 
teat or teati in the field of their particular intereat 
r honor, -urn students must   ill  maintain a 
c"""1 atlve I i ill I 7 in al! courses to the end of the junior year; 
-'    •■        ■ or subjects in their 
d [3) secure the approval of an 
mic adviser. 
: be recommended by the student's academic adviser 
al"1    : ral by the Curriculum Cooiniitlee.   Honors 
in. adviser that he 
h... completed the project and done work of high quality. Students who 
ciir" honora credil - rating in their comprehensive examinations 
shall r< ; 
title the student to have his name placed 
upon the records of the University with the statement of the Honors which 
'"' '' upon his diploma, shall be an- 
encemenl Day, ami published in the annual catalog. 
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GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP 
The Denison University Tuition Scholarship is one of the 
Ohio College Tuition Scholarships established by the Trustees of 
The Ohio State University. Open to graduates of Denison for 
one year. Nominations of qualified students are made from year 
to year by the President and the two Deans. 
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP 
(Suspended for the duration of the war) 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at Denison 
University are eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ship, tenable for three years at Oxford University, England, with 
a stipend of $2000 each year. These scholarships are awarded on 
the combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and leader- 
ship in extra-curricular activities. 
PRIZES 
1. The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. These prizes were 
given to the Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by Mr. 
Charles T. Lewis, former president of the Hoard of Trustees, and 
are now continued by his sons, Howard Lewis and Frank Lewis 
of the classes of 1900 and 1902, respectively. During recent years 
the prizes have been given for excellence in extempore speech. 
(' mpetirjon i^ open to men students. Four prizes amounting to 
$100 are available. 
2. The Samson Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This is an 
endowed prize for the best reading of Scripture and is open to 
seniors and juniors.  The prizes are $20 and $15. 
.3. The Giljiatrick Scholarship. This is endowed by a fund 
contributed through the Society of the Alumni by former students 
and friends of Professor John Lord Gilpatrick. It is open to 
seniors and is awarded annually by the faculty upon the basis of 
excellence in mathematics. The prize is $30. 
4. The Woodland Prizes in Chemistry. J. Ernest Woodland, 
'91, bequeathed to the University, in honor of his father, William 
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Henry Woodland, the sum of S5.000.00 for the establishment of 
two annual prizes.  They are awarded annually as follows: 
(a)  One hundred and fifty dollars to the student, in full and 
regular standing in an) course leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Arts, who shall prepare under the direction of the head of the 
Chemistr) Department of Denison University, and present at the 
end of hit or her junior year, the best original thesis on some phase 
of chemistry in its relation to industrial or everyday life. 
(h)   Fifty dollars to the student  submitting the second best 
thesis under the same rules as above. 
The pur|K>se of these prizes i» to stimulate a wholesome inter- 
est in the practical applications of the science of chemistry. 
For 19-40-1''41 the subject of the thesis is "Chemistry and 
Modern laundry Practice." 
Students contesting for these prizes must register formally 
with the l)ci>artment on or before November 15 of each college 
year, and theses must IK- submitted in final form on or before May 
15 of each college year. 
5. The Freshman Chemiitf)  Prize.   A prize of $25.00 is 
offered to the student making the best record in Chemistry 111- 
112. 
6. Kay Sanford Stout English Prizes, Mr. Henry S. Stout 
of Dayton offers in memory of his mother a first prize of $20 and 
a second prize of $10 for excellence in short story writing. Manu- 
script, should IK.- submitted bv May I to the Department of Eng- 
lish 
7. Jeannie Osgood Chambers Memorial Prizes. Dr. T. F. 
Chambers of Granvilte offers in memory of his wife a first prize 
"i SMI and a second prize of S25 to members of the junior and 
senioi classes for excellence in the study of some English writer. 
Essays should be submitted by May 1 to the Department of Eng- 
lish. 
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8. The Samuel Robert Skinner French Prize. Associate Pro- 
fessor I.aurcnce llervey Skinner of Miami University, Oxford. 
Ohio, offers a $25.00 prize for excellence in French in honor of 
his father, a Denison graduate, class of 1895. To be eligible a stu- 
dent must !«■ a senior who has chosen French as bis or her major 
interest. The recipient will be determined by means of an oral 
examination conducted by the Modern Language Department, and 
designed to select that student who excels in (1) an appreciative 
understanding and use of French as a living language whether 
oral or printed, and (2) a sympathetic attitude toward and know- 
ledge of French civilization. 
9. Senior Research Prize in Economics. A prize of $25.00 is 
awarded annually to the student enrolled in Economics 414 who 
shall prepare the best original thesis dealing with a significant 
problem in Economics approved by the head of the Dejiartment. 
The decision will be made by judges not connected with the Fac- 
ulty. 
10. Chi Omega Sociology Prize. The Delta Gamma Chapter 
of Chi Omega offers a prize of $25.00 to the senior woman stu- 
dent who has the highest scholastic standing in the Department of 
Sociology 
11. Annie M. MacN'eill Poetry Prizes. Miss MacNeill of 
the Ivnglish Department offers a first prize of $10 and a second 
prize of $5 for excellence in the writing of ixjetry. Manuscripts 
should be submitted by May 1 to the Department of English. 

Departments and Courses of Instruction 
RECITATION SCHEDULE 
ll I1C departments of instruction are listed in alphabelical 
order. Courses of instruction are listed with the descrip- 
tive title, period of recitation, and semester hours of 
credit. The number of the course indicates the year in the cur- 
riculum for which the courses are primarily intended, 100-199 for 
freshmen, 200-299 for sophomores, etc. Odd-numbered courses 
are given in the first semester, and the even-numbered ones in the 
second semester, unless otherwise stated. The Roman numeral 
indicates the period in the daily schedule at which the class meets, 
and the arabic numeral indicates the semester hours of credit given 
for the course. 
Days of Recitation According to Period and Credit Hours 
Period 4-hour courses  |   3-hour courses  \   2-hour courses 
1 and II 
III and IV 
VI and VII 
M Tu W Th 
Tu W Th F 
Tu W Th F 
M W F 
M Tu Th 




5-hour courses meet every day.   1-hour courses are arranged. 
Period I begins at 8 A.M., Period II, at 9 A.M. 
The half hour from 10 to 10:30 A.M. is reserved for chapel 
and assembly periods. 
Period III begins at 10:35, Period IV, at 11 :35. 
Period V no classes are scheduled. 
Period VI begins at 2 P.M., Period VII, at 3 P.M. 
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ART 
MK   II. KIM.   MK   DEAN AND ASSISTANT 
The c   ■ ■ cc   and il is arhriaablc for the 
studeni t" study tin each "i these retnsrncei licfore 
he registers in art    Theee who do not intend to major in art but who arstn 
. part of their general cul- 
tural 101 103 104 203 204, .iO.t-.W4, 40.1-404 
especi 
■^r: " lion for the professional fields 
Ivertuing, and industrial design 
irses,  111-112, then consult with the 
* I-.'" ranced itudy, 
■■' '•- M V.I'IK SEQUENCE 
'<"•      ' in intelligent appreciation 
oi the basil element, and (ondamental principlei underlying all art with 
emphatii on their iraportaitce .,- they contribute to the esthetic qualities of 
the architecture  sculpture, ami panning ,,i the western world. 
Open If all ill : . ,•..,. yi   3 
103-104 ELEMENTS Of ART. Freehand drawing and design. Sketch- 
ing in pencil and charcoal irom nature, -till life and casts alternated with 
problem , i pure design and art structure including work in clay modeling, 
casting, IMKU printing, and other craft media. 
'    1941-42 i:,irj. /-//. j. 
:    403-404     UIHCN     :.. Btti. u    PaoRLCMt.    Open   by 
I- ' n to no   major -tu.lnit- wh,. show talent in painting, design, and 
drawing, and who wish to pursue advance problems m the fine and useful 
»«« /-//, 3. 
>nj-2t»        Si 
UAJOF  SEQUENCE 
111-112    DRAWING INO Dt.ii.s-.   Open to students of marked creative 
ability who expect to maj..- in this department    Similar in plan to 103-104 
but a much more ludy of  fundamental!     ffre  two-hour labor- 
atory periods per weeli lll-lV 5. 
-■":     HISTORY Of   I M..HVAL ART.   A study by countries 
and i- riodi 
Open to not // 3. 
2»:    Hltroav Of RgNAiaSAMa UosgRN ART.     A continuation  of 
Art  205 
"I"' "!■ n r   am i rs. II, 3. 
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311-312.    OIL   PAINTING,    Problems  in   the organization and execution 
of piclorial units from still life, landscape, and the costumed model with the 
object of developing the color sense and acquiring directness of presentation. 
Three two-hour laboratory periods per week. 
Prerequisites, 112. IU-IV, 3. 
411-412.    PORTRAIT PAINTING.   Painting from life with special emphasis 
on   the   delineation   of   character.    Three   two-hour   laboratory   periods   per 
week. 
Prerequisites, 312 and the consent of the department. Vl-Vll, 3. 
431.   TUORY AND PRACTICE OF TEACHING ART. 
Prerequisites, 206, 312, and state requirements in lldueation and Psychology. 
Hours to be arranged.   Not offered in  1940-41. 3. 
121-122. 221-222, 321-322, 421-422. MAJOR TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. Open 
by permission to major students who show particular talent in design, draw- 
ing, or painting and who wish to pursue advanced problems in such tine and 
useful arts as: 
Clay Modelling Advertising  Art 
Stage Design Industrial   Design 
Easel and Mural  Painting 
Home Planning and Decoration Vl-Vll, 2. 
Textile Design and Printing /-//, 3. 
Fine Arts 201. "Introduction to Forms of the Fine Arts." A funda- 
mentals course designed for those students who have had no special training 
in music, drama and the space arts. The basic forms and the elementary 
principles will be explained by lecture and example with the objective of in- 
creasing the student's appreciation of these arts. First semester open only to 
uppcrclassmcn. Second semester open to freshmen and upperclassmcn. F.n- 
rollment limited to 40 student each semester. 
///. 3.   Mr. Eschman. Mr. Horace King. Mr. E. A. Wright, and Mr. Ward. 
ASTRONOMY 
MR. MILLER 
The requirements for a major in astrononjy are 24 hours credit in the 
courses listed below including the calculus,  Physics 111-112. 3X\ and 334. 
Courses 111 and 112 are intended primarily for those who desire an 
elementary acquaintance with the nature of the physical universe. Those 
who wish a four-hour laboratory course may elect Astronomy 113 and 114 
in combination  with   111   and  112. 
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111.   DncilPTIVI Aim HOMY.    The earth as an astronomical body, and 
a.s ihi' observing platform from which the universe is surveyed.  The physical 
charactcri-tw - r>l  the -   '■;'   lystem, - :  'he individual planets and other mem- 
bers, and the methods by which this intormation is obtained. 
No Srnitoiu .'■ ;i». •!-; M mathematics ami physics required, 11, VI, 3. 
!12.   !' tanoMOSn   'continued).     The sun is studied in de- 
tail.  Characteristit :- kinds, the organization of stars into 
Chlitl I the -tr.ht'.m     ■  the  Milky  Way and the universe 
of galaxies   The mfthofhl used i ;ronomical research are stressed. 
.1 natural sequence 111, but the latter is not prerequisite, 
II, VI, i. 
11! "<      Devoted   principally   to   problems   in- 
tended to clarify the lecture material of Astronomy   111.   Visual  telescopic 
obsen trooomical photography are carried on whenever weather 
permit. 
ufo >, uiih Astronomy 111.   .Won. or Thurs. eve- 
ning, 7:30-9:iO. 1. 
114.   1 i continued I     A continuation of Astron- 
omy ll.l, parallelini 112. 
.Won. or Thur. i-9:J0. 1. 
211-212    PRACTICAL AsnoKour,   Detennination of fundamenu] stel- 
.v.tudc. longitude.   Least squares. 
''•■ ' ■'■'•■  111-112 Arr. 4 
2|5    S IY,    Treats in more detail than does 111-112 the 
method tellar attroi only. 
Open I ten com     111-112 and Other Qualified students. 
Ill, 3. 
The m.irumcnts of the 
•' '• ■:■■  ■' linn I thoM classes which do 
practical  astronomy.   Observations of  the 
with the position micrometer, of variable 
i   problems in astronomical pbe- 
iit to be arranged. 
221 222    S   ■ aoify. 
qualified students   Hours and credit to be arranged. 
411    CsjjtariAi tli 
Prerequisite /  calculus.   Offered  either  semester. 
Alternate coui |<M| 4.' m  3 
BIOI.OT.ICAI. SCIENCES 67 
414     ASTROI'HVSUF.    The  subject  mailer  will  depend  on  the  interests 
and previous training of the student. 
Open to qualified students.   Offered either semester.   Alternate course.   Not 
tfertd 1941-42. ///, 3. 
In conjunction with the Department of Engineering a course is given in 
Field Astronomy.   For description, sec Engineering Science 332. 
HIOI.oniCAL SCIENCES 
MR. I.INDPKY, MR. MORGAN
-
, MR. MERRY 
I our.,-. 111-112, 113-114. 201-202 and 231-232 offer suhject matter of 
KMHT.II interest. 111-112 meets the entrance requirement of medical colleges 
U .i minimum; 211 and 212 arc recommended by all medical colleges in ad- 
dition and 224 is recommended by all and required by a few. A major must 
include 111-112 or an acceptable equivalent, with advanced courses related 
to the students principal interest. A major for prcmedical students is usual- 
ly made up of 111-112, 211, 223 and 224. 
111-112. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY. General biological principles and 
urimal life, with a limited amount of plant study. One laboratory period 
per week supplements the class work of all students and an additional labor- 
atory exercise, for a total of four hours credit, is required of major and 
prcmedical students: this exercise is not open to others. 
Classes: Man.. Wed., I or II; Tues., Thurs., IV or VI. Laboratory any one 
of the following tvv-hour periods: Tues., Thurs.. I-II; Wed. Ill-IV: Man.. 
Wed.. VI-VII. Vor four credit hours major and premedical students only, 
Pru, I-II. 3 or 4.  Mr. I.indscy. Mr. Morgan, Mr. Merry. 
113-114.   FIELD BIOLOGY.   The local plants anil animals, based chiefly 
on material collected by the student. 
May not be offered in 1941-1942. 3.  Mr. Lindsey. 
201-202. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. The normal structure and func- 
tions of the human body. 
No prerequisites. Mon., Wed., II. 2. Mr. Morgan. 
211. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. A study of the phylum Chordata based 
chiefly on anatomical relations with brief consideration of classification and 
habits. laboratory work chiefly detailed dissection and comparative study of 
the primitive chordates, the shark, Necturus. and the rat, 
1'rerequisite, 111-112. Classes Tues., Thurs., Ill; laboratory Wed., Pri., 
IH-IV. 4. Mr. Morgan. 
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212 UAHMAUAN \\'T'MV The anatomy Of mammals based on the 
cat, with human mat mparison    Prerequisite 111-112.   This course 
USUall)   foUowi —11 hut  may be taken separately. 
Classes Tuts., Thurs., Ill Wed., Pri. ill-It-'.     4   Mr. Morgan 
Z1S 216" B ' ■ : I r ■ one empha-i/ittg the prac- 
tical work of tli' editoring ami identifying microorganisms. 
Frrri ;;. ite 111-112 Ulassei U'>i. Wed., I'l. toboratory Tuts., Thurs., 
Pri, 17 17/ '   5.   Mr.  Merry 
22 '•      :ii   rOiOGI The minute anatomy of vertebrates, chiefly mammals. 
including the makii ■■!*■ preparetio 
Prerequisite 111 11-' Chssu  Tues., Thurs.   HI.  laboratory Man., Wed., 
Pri., Hl-ir. S.  Mr. I.indsey. 
224 EMBRYOLOGY, The ilevehement of the vertehrate body, based on 
the stud] »l the frog, chick, tnd pig Usually follows 22\ hut may IK* taken 
Rparately. 
Prerequisite 111-112    Closstt Hon., Tuts.,   Thurs., 111.  laboratory Wed.. 
Pri., II! If 5. Mr. Undsey. 
22? 22>     1 . Tin    relations   Of   living   things, 
including the origin of ea of organic evolution, and 
the processes of hcredit)     Prerequisite  111 112    riip.-rcla-.vnvn with high 
are admitted without the prerequisite mi the approval of 
the instructor 
'! a   May be omitted 1941-42, 
2    Mr. I.indsey 
1227-228    I Offered  oc- 
c isionall) to sel< cted groups 
Vol I 194142 I   Mi   i.mky or Mr  Morgan. 
2 i 2 2     PLANT P itudy of the propagation 
and growth   ■ hieflj work in the laboratory and greenhouse, with 
the instructor. III-IV., 3.   Mr. Merry. 
CHEMISTRY 
MR. EBAVGII   MR. EVER HART 
■ I to lake courses 111-112. 
224, 411-412 II    114    It  they cannot present the prerc- 
offered from other chem- 
h imum ( I  24 hours.   A deposit of $3 for 
breakage and non-returnal will be required in all courses except 
113, 209, 210, 311, 312. 413.414. 
CHEMISTRY 69 
109-110.. CHEMISTRY OF THE HOME AND COMMUNITY. (For women 
only). An introductory course in chemistry with practical applications to 
domestic science and allied fields. 
No prerequisite.  Class periods. Wed. and Fri.. IV.  Laboratory, Mon., VI- 
VII- 3.  Mr, Ebaugh. 
111-112. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. Principles and theories of chemistry, 
the quantitative aspect of the subject, and the application of chemistry to 
the affairs of everyday life and industry. It is recommended thai a student 
Complete a course in elementary physics or chemistry as a preparation for 
this course. 
Class periods, either Mon. and Wed.. II, or Toes, and Thurs., VII.  Labor- 
atory, Tues. and Thurs., I and II, or Mon. and Wed., VI and VII. 
4.   Mr. Kbaugh. 
113.   CHEMICAL ARITHMETIC.   Supplementary recitations for Chemis- 
try 111, devoted chiefly to problem work. 
Class period. Fri.. II. 1.   Mr.  Ebaugh. 
209-210.   ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.   The principles of chem- 
iltry, with thorough drill in the application of basic laws and theories to the 
structure of substances. 
Prerequisite. Chemistry 112.   Class periods. Tues. and Thurs., II. 
2.   Mr. Everhurl. 
21.1. QuAUTATm ANALYSIS. Reactions of metallic and non-metallic 
KMU, and (he analysis of mixtures of increasing difficulty. Underlying 
theories are emphasized constantly. 
Prerequisite, Chemistry  112.   Class period. Mon.. IV.   Laboratory. Tues.. 
Thurs. and Fri., VI-V1I. 4.  Mr. Evcrhart. 
214. QI-ANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Gravimetric, volumetric, electrolytic 
and electroroetrk methods of analysis; drill in calculations and fundamental 
theories. 
Prerequisite, Chemistry 213.   Class period. Mon.. IV.   Laboratory, Tues.. 
Thurs and Fri., VI-Vll. 4.  Mr. Ebaugh. 
22.1-224. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. A study of carbon compounds, accom- 
panied by the preparation of typical organic substances, determination of 
physical constants and chemical properties, and practice in the use of te t> 
employed in special branches of chemistry. 
Prerequisite, Chemistry 112.  Class periods. Mon. and Wed., I.   Laboratory, 
Thurs. or Fri. III. 3. Mr. Evcrhart. 
225-226.    Supplementary laboratory periods for Chemistry 22.1-224, de- 
voted to advanced assignments, organic analysis, and special methods. 
Prerequisite, Chemistry 223.   Hours to be arranged. 1.   Mr. Evcrhart. 
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311-312    CatMltTlY or IK»I ntv AM- Bt SINESS.    (For men only). 
The  tppliation  ol   chemistry   to   proccwei  and   problems  of   industry   and 
Prerequisite, Chemistry 112  CJftJJ Period, H'ed. and Fri., ///; supplemented 
by regular inspection trips to plants. 2.  Mr. Ehaugh. 
313-314     \'■■-   B  Ql'Al ktfALYSIS.    Special methods of an- 
irgictl analysis,   (h)  water,   (c) 
gu, (d) foot Muffs, (e) I specific industries. 
, Chemistry 224   Laboratory periods 
2.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
411-412     I i Theoretical    Chemistry.)      Modern 
theories  of the atomic CO energy  in  chemical   systems, the 
liquid  and   | -<>!utions.   chemical   equi- 
librium,   then trcchemistry, plmtoehemiMry, and colloid 
chum 
Preri mistry 214 and 221. Physics 112 (an*/ laboratory course), 
'oiculus.   Class periods, Tues. and Fri., IV.   Laboratory, Mon, or 
3.   Mr. Everhart. 
41.' -414.   Hitrcen DI Cfl ii     \ temmnr coarse. 
istry 221   Class period, Tues., Vlll. 
1    Mr. Ebaugh and Mr. Everhart. 
415-41 -  Chemistry 411-412,  for 
students desiring advanced work. 
Hours to be arron 1.   Mr. Everhart. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
MR. DEAN 
A major in Classical Languages may be secured by completing 18 hours 
i» 'a: 6 hours in other courses given by the head of  the 
Department, 
A major m Classical Civilization (with no requirements in the use of 
or 1 |     ..    |  may be secured as follows: Greek  101. 201, 202, 
204. Latin 104. Religion 111, Art 205. History 317. 318, Philosophy 331, and 
either Education 2I*» or Government 323. 
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Course* in Classical Civilization 
(No use or study of Greek or Latin Languages) 
GREEK  101.   GREEK CIVILIZATION.   A survey of the cultural achieve- 
ments, their institutions and thought, with interpretation of their value to 
the modern world. 
May be included in a History major. Ill, 2, 
LATIN 104. ROUAN CIVILIZATION. Roman character and government 
as developed in a world-empire. The legacy of the Roman world to our own 
will be studied. ///, 2. 
CHEEK 201.   GREEK DRAMA. //, 2. 
GREEK 202.   GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH.    Masterpieces of poetry, 
especially epic and lyric; and of prose, history, oratory and philosophy will 
be read, analyzed, and interpreted. 
Not offered » 1941-42. //, 2. 
GREEK  204.   MYTHOLOGY-RELIGION.   The   pageantry of   Greek  and 
Roman imagination as revealed in immortal tales which have made their 
contribution to all subsequent literature. 
Offered in 1941-42. //, 2. 
For GREEK and ROMAN HISTORY, see Department of History. 
For GREEK and ROMAN ART, see Department of Art. 
For GREEK and ROMAN PHILOSOPHY, see Department of Philosophy. 
Language Courses 
GREEK 
111-112.   INTRODUCTION TO THE CREEK LANGUAGE. 
Open lo students of all classes. VII, 3. 
331-312. NEW TESTAMENT. Rapid reading in the Synoptic Gospels and 
the Epistles; study of philology and interpretation. Arr.. 2. 
LATIN 
101. Selections from the Work of Cicero. Additional reading in Eng- 
lish from Cicero's writings. 
Open lo students ivho have had two or three years of secondary Latin. 
Arr.. 3. 
102. VIRGIL. Selections from the first six books of the Aeneid; sup- 
plementary work as in course 101. 
I'rcm/uisile, course 101, or 3 years of secondary Latin. Arr., 3. 
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lll-ll—.   SKLCCTIONI  rtou   LATIN   LrrouTuut   Authors,  principally 
poetii not previouslj studied will be read,   Hie aim of the course is to cor- 
relate ort earlier work in Latin. 
For students who have had four      n       Lofta r« //».;/i School.        VI. 3. 
211.     PLAI ethology.    Sight  reading. 
■      M 1941-42 IV. 3. 
212    PUNI  w:- Ci ■      Letters and Eaaaya, 
w 1941-42 IV, 3. 
311-312     Viacu     A study ol the poemi >>i  Virgil and their place in 
the hist ram points of  vie*   which  cannot   IK-  emphasized 
in the ed for itudenti who expect to 
rs "i   Latin in secondary 
/ in 1941-42. IV. 3. 
315      Tin.   1 LATIN      Designed  for  seniors  who expect to 
teach. 
• ' ....■;■;    [tit   fOO.9   76),     Prerequisites,   Ed- 
ucation 211 and 3 i (Aer S   a 211, 321,   rVol 9§tetd n l'Ml-42. 
/, 2-3. 
ECONOMICS 
MH. GOBDI N. MK. DEBNBUBO, MB. TUBNBULL, MB. MOBBOW 
K\ ett minimum of  27 hour-  including 431. 
Uajot partment are also required to take Freshman Mathematics, 
rably 107-106, and History 221 222, I Period III*, and are urged to elect 
.i^ many u possible ol tl coursei   Geology  12J; Government 
211     U 207-208;   Philosophy   223,   326     Psychology  211.  220; 
ech 211-212 
211 212      Pai PaoSUM      tf   ECONOMIC!     Designed to pro- 
ITHC principles. 
Of'.n  to  {• . .;,  gtcliotu meet  Man.,  Wed. and Fri. 
at / Mr   Gordon,  Mr.   Dertihurg, Mr. Turnbull. 
21    214      1 MICS.    A   general   economic   survey   de- 
■ 
Mi)'- Hire iitui txnee a week in smaller QfOUpS for 
discussion,   Lscture Wed., IV,   Section 1. Tuts., Tkurs,, at I; Section 2, 
Tuts., Thurs at II W i   Pri, at III: Section •». Man., Wed., at 
VI. afr, Gordon, Mr  Dernburg, Mr. Turnbull. 
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231-232. PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS LAW. A survey of the law of con- 
trails. aRcncy. negotiable instruments, business organizations, bankruptcy, 
and personal property. /, 3.   Mr.  Morrow. 
22.1-224.   PRINCIPLES or ACCOUNTING. 
Section I, T%tt., Thurs. at I; Section 2, Tues., Thurs. at II; required labor- 
atory. Wed.. Vl-VU. 3.   Mr. Dcrnburg. 
315. MONEY AND BANKING. 
Prerequisites 211-212 or 213-214. ///, 3.   Mr.  Dernlwrg. 
316. CORPORATE ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE. Forms of business or- 
ganization, with emphasis on the corporation; holding companies, trusts and 
other types of combinations; the stock exchange, and regulation <A security 
issues. 
Prerequisites 211-212 or 213-214. ///, 3.   Mr.  Dcrnburg. 
317. LAMM PROBLEMS. Analysis of wage earners' efforts to improve 
their Status through labor organizations and collective bargaining; of employ- 
ers' attempts to solve labor problems through scientific management, em- 
ployee representation and profit sharing; and the efforts of society, through 
government, to solve the problems by legislation. 
Prerequisites 211-212 or 213-214. VI, 3.   Mr. Cordon. 
332. ECONOMICS FOR CONSUMERS. Special attention is given to adver- 
tising, from the consumer's point of view. Students are assigned to several 
project! designed to develop skill in purchasing. 
Op«n to Seniors and Juniors.   Ill, first semester; /, ///, second semester; .i. 
Mr. Gordon. 
334. PAN-AMERICAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS. Economic geography of 
the major Latin-American countries, their political economy, and the pos- 
sible future role of the United States in their economic development. Special 
attention will be given to Latin-American trade with the United States, in 
competition with Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and other countries. 
Arr.. 3.   Mr.  DeruhurK- 
410.   PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC FINANCE.   Sources of  governmental in- 
come with emphasis on the theories and   incidence of  taxation, borrowing, 
and the growth and significance of public expenditure. 
Prerequisites 211-212 or 213-214. //, 3.   Mr. Dcrnburg. 
414. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ECONOMIC THOUGHT. Readings in 
current economic journals. Arr., 3.   Mr. Gordon. 
419. PRINCIPLES OE INSIRANCE. Costs and how premiums arc calcu- 
lated, differences among the numerous types of contracts, and types of  in- 
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mrance wwqunitt,  Health, jeckfant, fire and automobile insurance. 
Open to Seniors. IV, 3.   Mr. Turnbull. 
431.    ISTEKN '   ;    .M   Eo       v      Ki: ITIONS     Fundamental principles of 
interregional  and  in) trade;  the application  of   these  principles to 
such economic problems as the tariff, shipping subsidies, and foreign capital 
investment. 
PrmmsifttVj 211-212 or 213-214,   Required of all senior economics majors. 
IV, 3.   Mr. Demburg. 
440. AND   BusiXSM.    A  trip to Washington  t.» observe 
the federal government perform its economic (unctions through such agen- 
OUTt, Federal Reserve Board, Federal Trade Commission, 
Interstate Commerce Commi-sion, and National I-abor Relations Board. In- 
terview- am! conference! will l>e arranged with individuals prominent in 
formulating •• ^ governmental economic policy. 
."I cost. $35. Spring Rtcess. 2.   Mr. Gordon. 
Sec   Mathematics   350   tor   a  coordinated   course   in   economics   and 
math) n . 
EDUCATION 
MR. HAWKS. MK. MAJOR, MISS RALSTON, MR.  HUFF 
a University la Kcredited by the State Department »>t Education 
in Ohio in the ten I -unary education,   including the 
eniof high ichooL  The University also offers 
courses  in the training   of   teachers  and   leaders  in   the   fields  of   religious. 
Special   Certificates   in   Music  and 
men on completion 
ot   th< All   students   registering   for 
in a thirty percentile rating on the Ohio State 
1 ier test.  They must 
i    in English, handwrit- 
>    They will be required to submit to a speech test, and 
Department of Speech will be required 
to register for appt lent expecting to teach or coach 
should consuli this department .< in order t<> receive advice 
on planning an effective tour-year schedule. 
211.    iMTBOOi BOO!   MANAGKWKNT    Classroom management 
Type* and methods of class organization, 
grouping of pupils, supen     d   It       lai rdi and reports. 
Open to freshmen by permission.        Ill, IV, \   Mr  Hawcs, Miss Ralston. 
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215. HISTORY or EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.. 
No prerequisites.   Alternates tvith 317.   Offered in 1941-42. 
/, 3.   Miss Ralston. 
216. HISTORY or EDUCATION IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. 
No prerequisites. Ill, 3.   Miss Ralston. 
309. EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY. Education as an evcrchanging attempt 
to utilize local environment and its resources, to help young people to meet 
adjustment problems, and to visualize educational institutions, (primarily the 
schools) as functional centers of child welfare, child study, and community 
service. 
.Yi' f>n requisites.   Alternate course with 311.   Not offered in 1941-42. 
VII, 3.   Mr. Hawes. 
311.   THE TEACHING or SCIENCE, 
Prerequisites, Education,  General Psychology  and  Educational Psychology. 
Alternate course with 309.   Offered in 1941-42. VII, 3.   Mr.  Hawes. 
313. THE TEACHING or Music IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. A review of 
psychology, general principles and materials for the elementary school, a 
study of the history of public school music, and a survey of prevalent teach- 
ing methods. Especially suitable for those who need methods for elementary 
certification. 
Prercquisies, Education, General Psychology and Educational Psychology. 
II, 3.  Mr. HufF. 
314. THE TEACHING or Music IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.   Advanced 
methods and materials suitable for the junior and the senior high schools. 
Prerequisites, Education, General Psychology and Educational Psychology. 
II, 3.  Mr. Huff. 
317.   COMPARATIVE EDUCATION.   A comparative study of contemporary 
educational systems including those of the United States, continental Europe, 
China, Japan, and South American countries. 
Alternate course with 215. S'ot offered in 1941-42. /, 3.  Miss Ralston. 
320. THE TEACHING or SOCIAL STUDIES. The social studies as labor- 
atory subjects, recent pioneering in this field, and the problem of responsibil- 
ity to society as it affects the social studies teacher. 
Prerequisites, Education, Genera! Psychology and Educational Psychology. 
II, 3.   Miss Ralston. 
325.   EVALUATION  or TEACHING.   Designed  for teachers and super- 
visors.   Construction and use of tests, practice  in making distributions, and 
the development of  skill  in  fundamental  statistical computations. 
VI, 3.  Mr. Major. 
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.'_''■    THE TEACHING of GENERAI   METHODS T^ MICH SCHOOL.   Prob- 
lems of high Khool teaching, other than administrative problems. 
Prerequisites, *Bducotion, Generai .   and Educational Psychology, 
VI, 3,   Mr.   Major. 
401    METCI approved methods oi study 
ai iln> concern the classroom teacher. 
,m./ Educational Psychology. 
VI,  1.   Miss Ralston. 
402,   PROFESSIONAL   READINGS    The  reading  "i   recently   published 
iffordj membership in the Ohio Teachers' Reading 
Circle rted in professional growth, may take 
irsc foui times for ci VI, I.   Miss Ralston, 
4U    i SECONDARY   EDUCATION    The lecondary  school 
pupil: his physical rod menial " haal difference* and social prin- 
dplei    Empl . philosophy of education. 
Prerequisites, rttwi 1 tyckology. 
Ill, IV, 3.   Mr   Hawes. 
414     £ AND   SUPERVISION.     Duties  and   oppor- 
tunities of adnumstr inisaztion and man- 
educational lions, lurveys, and practical held 
work und< r supei 
Prerequisite Meets at •> two-hour course. 
Ill, 2-3.  Mr. Hawea. 
412    414       ^ BIN)      To b.   eligible   i-r  this course,  a stu- 
dent must ha'.i- lieu in n ij  eno   Rl  Deni r Ol e college year. mu>t com- 
pti rade ol B in the subject 
which he expects to i mendation From the 
tubjed     No student  should attempt 
credit  En  addition  to his  student 
tion «'i lesson plans, con- 
fereno ring the observed student 
Consent <>i instructor required. 
;       C '■•'. n nee Thurs, 4 PM, 
Mr   Major, Mr   Hawes, Uisi Ralston. 
rses   listed   under   other  departmental  headings 
arc offered with tl n of this department.   The prerequisites for 
and   Educational   Psy- 
h vex   tbt   approval of this de- 
P" rtment.   F u .-.   iee  English 413; 
Latin 315:  Mather hysical   Education  for men 311, 312. 344; 
Physical Edu 416; Speech 311. 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 77 
ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
MR. LADNER, MR. ADES 
Courses amounting to 26-36 hours of credit are offered as a major 
Sequence leading to the degree of A.B. This major must include courses 
111, 112. 122; 311, 314. 316, and 322. 
Since the courses at Denisou arc identical with those in most technical 
and engineering schools, credits obtained at Denison may be transferred at 
their face value. (For special arrangement with Carnegie Institute of Tech- 
nology, see page 46). 
101. STATISTICAL GRAPHICS. Use of instruments, lettering, and trac- 
ing. Construction of different types of charts and graphs used in statistical 
work. Problems arc assigned from the major studies of the individual stu- 
dents. 
No prerequisites.   Not restricted to engineering students. 
VI and Vll, 2 hour.. 
111. ENGINEERING DRAFTING. Use of instruments, simple projections, 
freehand sketching, geometric problems, conventional signs, tracings. Stu- 
dents may register for two or three hours. 
mttunded for non-engineering students, particularly those majoring in 
the sciences.   No prerequisites. VI and Vll, 2-3. 
112.    DKSI KU'TIVK GEOMETRY.   Conventional projection theories of draft- 
ing with problems and applications in point, line, and plane; intersection and 
development of surfaces. 
Prerequisite, course 111. VI, 4. 
115.    MACHINE  DRAWING.    Elementary design,  working drawings, and 
tracings. 
Prerequisite, course 111.   Same periods as 111. 2. 
122, ELEMENTARY SURVEYING. Fundamental methods; use of steel 
tape, level and transit; differential and profile leveling; land surveying; 
areas, and plotting. 
Prerequisite, course 111  and Trigonometry.   Two recitation and two labor- 
atory periods per week. VI, 4. 
202. HIGHWAY TRANSPORT. Historical development; economics and 
fundamentals of different methods of transportation of passengers and com- 
moditles- 
Noi restricted to engineering students.   Open to approivd sL.acnts of soph- 
omore standing. IV, 2. 
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311. TKBNICAL MI. BANK $. The principles of mechanics with refer- 
ence to their application to engineering. Mechanics oi rigid bodies by graphic 
and  by  algebraic   methoi - -  of  panicles;   work  and  energy;   im- 
pulse and momentum.   Kach student  is required to  provide himself   with a 
slide rule of approved type. 
Prerequisites. Mathematics 221 222; Physics 111 and 114 or 211. IV. 5. 
J14.    MlCH/ U\A   BJUALS,    Engineering  materials  and  their re- 
actions to applied K>—!s   -incltldilUj >tn..>. strain. tension, compression, shear, 
n, and Hexure    Practical  problenu  are included on—riveted joints; 
bending and direct >trc>-.; column*. bea -u oi l»eanis by different 
nethodi; ami 'be lohring of indeterminate beams by the area—moment, con- 
jugate beam, theorem of three moments, and moment distribution methods. 
311. IV. 5. 
316. LAMftATOII I\ MsCHAHica or IfATSMALft, Hxpcriments with 
beam-. >trut*. -halt*, and engineeriog materials, supplementing text work. 
Must or       tnpanied ,'v Bngiiuerimg Science 314. 
Alien tuohour laboratory period each week,     Hrs. arranged. 1. 
122 MK.II I of «.'< KmucnOM. The cliemical and physical prop- 
erties, u^ea. methods oi manufacture, methods of testing and unit stress of 
each material are considered. Materials studied include iron, steel, cement, 
lime, brick, timber, and some of the minor metals and alloys. Motion pic- 
tures supplement the work. 
\   I    '   ■■ I in 1940-41 W, 3. 
324 [HSMKTIOM  Twp,    Visits are made to  industrial 
plants such as steel, cement, etc.. and to the sites of engineering structures, 
particularly thotc Studied in different courses. A carefully prepared written 
report for all of the places visited is required. 
Open only to tumor and senior engineering majors. Offered in alternate years 
and in 1V41.   Prerequisite, course 522.   Estimated cost $35 to $40. 
Spring  Recess, 2. 
325.    HlOHWAY   El Historical  development;   economic   ad- 
ministration and legi ol  roads and streets ami materials used 
in their construction   Open to juniors and seniors. 
Not restricted to engineering ttudenti, 
No prerequisite      •• f y 
329 RHNfON ED O v trt. The design of slabs, beams, columns, and 
footing!    |>r.,< ti< al | and detailing, such as a retaining wall, 
and a  n m 
Prerequ 114 ///  3. 
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332,   ADVANCED SURVEY INT..    City, topographic, hydrographic, and stream 
flow surveying : determination of azimuth, time, and latitude. 
Prerequisite, course \22.   Field periods to be arranged.   Two hours given by 
the Astronomy Department. VII, 4. 
411. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES. Determination of working stress in 
roof and bridge trusses and other steel structures under various conditions 
of loading, by analytical and graphical methods. 
Prerequisite, course 314. //, 4. 
412. STRUCTURAL DESICN. A continuation of course 411. The design 
of roof and bridge girders and trusses and other structures with drawings. 
Prerequisite, course 411. //. 4. 
ENGLISH 
MR. J. L#. KING, MISS MACNEILL, MR. SHUMAKER, MR. MAIIOOD, 
MR. WIIIDDKN, MISS SHANNON 
Students whose major work is in this department will elect, in addition 
tu the specific requirements, a minimum of twenty-six hours in English. 
Among these courses must be included English 321-322 and English 333. 
Two years of one modern foreign language must be taken. History 213-214 
i*  recommended  for majors. 
111-112.   ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
Required of all freshmen.   Sections at periods I, II, III, IV, VI, and VII, 3. 
211-212.   ENGLISH  LITERATURE.   A survey of the history of English 
literature, with particular emphasis on poetry. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112. /, //, ///. IV, and VI, 3. 
213-214.    NEWSWRITING AND EDITING. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112. VI, 3 hours.   Mr. Whidden. 
NOTE—Courses 111-112, 211-212 are prerequisite to all other courses in 
the department except 213-214. 
315.   CORRECTIVE ENGLISH.   A review of the fundamentals of English 
composition.   Designed for'students who feel the need of  further practice 
and drill in writing. 
Open to Juniors and seniors only, Arr., 2. 
321-322.   SHAKESPEARE. /, 3.  Mr. King 
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323     Un.TOM     A poetry and pro?.*', with some at- 
tcntion to the minor poets of the period. 
AHtrnala with    m 33!   Nol offered in 1941-42.     II. 3   Miss MacNeill 
324. THE ROMANTIC MOVEMENI IN ENGLAND. A brief review of the 
movenient in the eighteenth century, followed by a closer study of the work 
..I Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. ///, 3.  Mr. King. 
326,    Tin: Sin -i STORY 1.2.  Mr. Shumaker. 
THE EUZARETHAM DRAMA.    Exclusive of Shakespeare. 
• i outside read ■ ■•   . rtdis. 
Class,! If,-./.. Vri. Ill, 2-3    Mr. Whidden. 
330.    Tin: UoDEU) DK<M * 
ftofra outside rtadingt for 3 I: ':.•■ credit. 
Chut.    WH    Pri.. Ill, 2-3.   Miss Shannon. 
331 332.    AMERICAN   I.IIBKIIK II, i.   Mr. King. 
333. CHA ///. 3    Mr. King. 
334. CREATIVE WRITING, f&xp ittory, critkal, and imaginative writing. 
Admission tub/eel to approval of thr dapartment, I. 2.   Prcs. Brown. 
335. VICTORIAN POETS Matthew Arnold. Swinburne and 
other poets oi  the period. 
Alternates with Offered m 1941-42 II. 1.   Miss MacNeill. 
330. Baow II. i.   Miss MacNeill. 
331. ENGLISH PROEI I rut: IHru CENTURY. Exclusive of the novel. 
Defoe, Swift Addison, Steele, Johnson, and others. 
IV. 3,   Mr. Shumaker. 
340.   ENGLISH PROSI or THI 19TH CENI   RI    Exclusive of the novd. 
Carlyle,  Huskin.  Macaulay, Arnold.  I.amb,  Hazlitt,  Pater, and others. 
IV. 3.   Mr. Shumaker 
341     Tin  ENGLISH  NOTA     The development of the novel in England 
during the 18th and IVth centuries. 
Extra outu .   iu 
Class.; Wed., Pri., IV. 2-3.   Mr. Mahood. 
342.   Tin. MODEM NOVEL.   American and English fiction. 
lirtia OUttidt  ■ 
Clouts  Wnl.. Pri., IV. 2-3    Mr.  Mahood. 
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413. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH. For seniors who expect to teach 
English in high schools. May be counted as credit in Education (see page 
7u) as well a* credit toward a major in English 
Sis hours of  Education and six hours of  Psychology are prerequisite for 
Education credit.   Open to juniors by consent of the instructor. 
I, 2.   Mr.  Shumaker. 
The following courses in literature are given in other departments: 
Greek Literature in English—see Classical languages; German Literature. 
French  Literature and  Spanish  Literature—see  Modern  Languages. 
GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
MR. F. J. WRIGHT 
A student majoring in Geology or Geography should also take at least 
20 hour-, in Chemistry. Physics, Mathematics. Itiology and Engineering 
Science. The work in these and other supporting sciences will he prescribed 
in accordance with the needs of the individual student. 
111. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY. The elements of dynamical and structural 
geology. The materials of the earth, their structural relations, and the agents 
operating upon them such as streams, wind, ice, and waves. This course is 
to be accompanied by 115. ///, 3. 
112. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. The history of the earth and the develop- 
ment of its organisms. The major physical events and the most character- 
istic features of the life of each period from earliest time to the present are 
presented.   This course is to l>e accompanied by 116. ///, 3. 
115-116. LABORATORY AND FIELD. Designed to accompany 111-112. 
Two hours per zveek. Laboratory sections: Mon. 2-4, Tues. 2-4, Wed. 2-4. 
Thurs. 2-4. l-'ri.  10:30-12:30. 1. 
121. HUMAN GEOGRAPHY. Elements of the geographical environment, 
(including natural resources), and man's responses to his geographical sur- 
roundings. //. 3. 
122. GEOGRAPHY OP THE UNITED STATES.   The physical features and 
resources of  the different  regions, and their influence upon human affairs. 
Prerequisite, 121  or 111. //, 3. 
211.   MINERALOGY AND PETROLOGY.   The common minerals and rocks, 
the properties by which they are recognized, their significance as constituents 
of the earth's crust, and as sources of useful substances. 
Prerequisite, courses 111-112, and an elementary course in chemistry.   One 
lecture and six laboratory hours.   Not offered in 1941-42. IV, 4. 
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311.   Pn\ BIOGRAPHY or TH| LAKDS AND HAP INTKHI'KETATION.   An ad- 
nling   with   the   cvoluiion   ot   landiorm:   plains,   plateaus, 
mountain*, and Iht i I vo I* un ol lecture wecld) will l* devoted 
lion hour  will be given to maps. 
Prrrtqutiitt, i mrsei 111-112. 121-122 IV, 4. 
WORK.    An auto trip across the Appalachians to Norfolk, 
Virp: ;>Tte section thnnith the  Appalachian  Highlands  including 
the   Appalachian   Plateau.   Appalachian   Kidgo,   Shenandoah   Valley.   Blue 
e, and Piedmont and .i Irat \: mtic Coastal Plain.  A writ- 
ten report with di.iKr.,m>. required   I instructor required   Esti- 
mated cost, exclusin       I >4000 Spring Rtetst, 2. 
$22. FIELII WOKK. Similar to 320, hut principally in the Great Smoky 
■fountain region, or in the West.   In . rn trip is taken the course 
may carry u imi.h ..- -ix liours ot  CD rotated cost for shorter trip. 
$45.00, Summer. 2. 
412    S v ". u     Work in structural or economic geology. VI, 2-4. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Ms. UTTER, MR. DEWEERD, MR. ROTES, MR   Pn     i 
A major f>\ 24 hour-, may he completed in either divi>ion of the depart- 
ment. A maximum .-1 nx hour- credit in a nay he counted to- 
irn   411   i.   required  of   majors  in   History 
division. 
HISTORY 
111-112     M   ■     •.    I. 1 Principally   ihc   period   since 
1500. the tir-t three week, \iill I- A in ted to ■ itudy of medieval institutions. 
The first semester period to 1789. and the second semes- 
ter's from 1789 to the pn ■••    1,11, III, VI.4   Mr DeWeerd, Mr. Here*. 
21.1-214.   HisToair <»r ENC 
Alltnult course, oftn I m 1 41-4.'. IV 3   Mr. DeWeerd, Mr. Pierce. 
221-222    I! ICC 1763.   A survey course 
pre''' in American history   Section at /// stresses 
cconom.  I nor)    nd i   open to freshmen with permission 
/. ///. 3.   Mr. Utter. 
.ill .'12.    Tin: Vn       IKD SKONI   WOOD WAI.    A diplommic, politic- 
al, anil military hi I ipe lince 1870.  Formerly called "Tlie World 
War and its Ait' math." 
Prerequisites, com II 111 112 or equivalnl and the consent n/ (*■• instructor. 
II. i.   Mr. DeWeerd. 
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317-318.   THE ANCIENT WORLD.   First semester, the Orient and Greece; 
second semester, Roman History.   Intended for juniors and seniors but open 
to sophomores by permission.   Given by the department of  Latin. 
Alternate course.   Offered in 1941-42.   Open to election separately. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Dean. 
324.   THE AMERICAN FRONTIER.   The frontier in American economic, 
political, and intellectual development. 
Prerequisite, courses 221-222.   Alternate course, not offered in 1941-42. 
VI, 3.   Mr. Utter. 
325-326. HISPANIC-AMERICAN HISTORY. Also of interest for students 
of modern languages, economics, and government. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or 221-222.   Alternate course, offered in 1941- 
42. ///. 3.   Mr. Pierce. 
327-328.   THE HISTORY OP AMERICAN DIPLOMACY. 
Prergquuitts, courses 221-222. //. 3.   Mr. Utter. 
335.   EUROPE: THE MIDDLE PERIOD, 300-1500. 
Prerequisite, courses 111-112.   Alternate course, not offered in 1941-42. 
IV, 3.   Mr. Pierce. 
342, RECENT HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES, 1898 TO THE PRESENT. 
Prerequisites, courses 221-222.   Alternate course, offered in 1941-42. 
VI, 3.   Mr. Utter. 
411. STUDIES IN HISTORY. Introductory courses in historical method. 
Training in the collection and evaluation of historical data. Preparation of 
papers under critical supervision. Acquaintance with standard authorities in 
the field of study. 
A' quired of senior majors in the first seuester.   Hours in the late afternoon 
to be arranged. 2.   Mr. Utter,  Mr. DeWeerd. 
GOVERNMENT 
A student concentrating in Government will also take statistics; a good 
lawyer will need to be well informed on modern accounting practices; 
preparation for government examinations should include courses on mental 
testing; preparation for foreign service should include History, Economics 
431. Geology 121, 122, French, Spanish, Philosophy 326, and Economics 
2.(1-2.   For further suggestions sec Mr. Rodcn. 
211-212. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT: NATIONAL, STATE AND LOCAL. In 
the second semester the section at Period II is particularly devoted to the 
problem! Of  Business and Industry. //, IV, 3.   Mr.  Roden. 
215.   EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS: CoMPAtATP/* 
///, 3.   Mr. Roden. 
L 
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218. IifTSUiATiONAl EOLATIONfl. Enphasll will he upon the period 
1920 !<> the I" VI   -!     Mr    Tierce. 
315. Pl'BLK \: H ' ntATIOH A ] in■ ::< i KMSKC ol pllhlic service 
which i- replacing the ipoill idea in politics. Student elect ins this course 
should ir> to keen Wednesday afternoon] u free p isiblc For trips to the 
Mate capitol to observe itate tdministration at first hand. 
/;/. /■•.;. /;; a ;r. 3 Mr. Roden. 
316. i ' " (B). Continuing the study oi public 
servicei rendered by oar aenl Nic wcoi ter ii devoted par- 
ticularly to die                            ic to the chixen: education, the courts, 
wlfare work, and the regulation of industries. 
N    .   til. Pri 111 S    T   I    Mr  Ro-Jen. 
:-':    II-   ■    oi  Pout   ii   IHHCKV.   Prom  Plato and  Aristotle to 
ad ilmtnlfarii 
Hot 41 42 ///. 3.   Mr. Roden. 
■"-' i      The  iundamcntal 
I ment <>i leRal reasoning; the practice and 
•he courts. 
Not offered m 1941 42 ///. .!.   Mr. Rod™. 
4-':     ll rn N 10 CoKSTiTt noKAl LAW,    A study of the Ameri- 
I nature  the nUtkmahip between the Mate and 
federal L the recent trend oi it> jarisprudence.  The course in- 
irorh - case method u-er| in the law schools. 
: W-42 I//. 5   Mr. Roden. 
--'' 'At LAW.   The la*, ol nation! .it war and at peace. 
Some itud Law     17/. 5.   Mr. Roden. 
MATHEMATICS 
MR, WII.I V. MR. RUPP, MR. KATO, MR. LADHBR 
and >l taut two additional courses in 
Uathemat   1,1 107-8,223, and 323, are required of majors 
"' <'x 0•: recornrnendatjoti for graduate work in 
\ll majors will, after consultation with 
tin   Head ol the Depa tment, elect a minimum ol twelve hours in subjects 
are recommended for 
1       planning I klathematict in secondary schools, 
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Sequence No. 1 
115-116.   INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS.   Algebra, trigo- 
nometry, and analytical  geometry are  studied  from the  function viewpoint. 
The elementary ideas of  the  calculus arc introduced at the  beginning and 
used throughout the course. 
Students are placed in sections according to ability. 
I. III. IV, 4.   Mr. Rupp, Mr. Kato. 
215-216.   THE CALCULUS. 
Prerequisite, course 116 or 122. //, 4.   Mr. Rupp. 
Sequence No. 2 
For students who excelled in high school mathematics. 
121-122. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. A combined 
two-semester course that is more intensive and more extensive than courses 
115-116. IV, 5.  Mr. Wiley. 
221-222. THE CALCULUS. A course of greater intensity and of more 
content than 215-216. 
Outstanding students from course 116 May be admitted upon recommendation 
of their instructor.   Prerequisite, course 122. /, 5.   Mr. Wiley 
Sequence No. 3 
For students majoring in the social studies. 
107-108. MATHEMATICS OP FINANCE. Essential topics in high school 
algebra reviewed, logarithms, interest and annuities, bonds, depreciation, life 
annuities, life insurance, and insurance reserves. Tables and computing 
machines  used. 
/, 3.   Mr. Ladner. 
207-208.   MATHEMATICS OF STATISTICS.   Charts, averages, dispersion, 
llcewness,  the normal curve,  index numbers, correlation, sampling, analysis 
of time series, and other topics as time will  allow.   Tables and computing 
machines used. 
Prerequisite, Mathematics 107 or 115 or 121. //, 3.   Mr. Ladner. 
223. MATHEMATICS OF INVESTMENT. Certain forms of investment and 
the fundamental principles of life insurance. 
For students who have taken Mathematics 115.   Not  open to students who 
havi taken 107-108. Hrs. arranged, 2.  Mr. I,adner. 
308. ADVANCED STATISTICS. Probability and its relation to statistical 
theory,   the  generalized   frequency  curve,  multiple   and   partial  correlation, 
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fondunentali liuj theory, and analysis of variance.   Work is ad- 
it ulual needs. 
Prerequisite. Mathematics 208 or 215 or 221 III. 3.  Mr. Ladner. 
Non-Sequence Courtel 
i Bl Tl v Hll U t       KATICS.   For secondary school teachers. 
Counts for credit   ■ [set pagt 76),   Prtrtquisite, course 116 or 
122; Edm   211 and 3 other hours ». 211. 321 111,2.   Mr. Rupp. 
.'."•2. CoLUBS AlCDM | - nol covered in the Ireshman 
year. 
Prertqmriit. . aural of the instructor.  Allrmaltt uilk 336. Offered in 1941- 
«. ///. 3.   Mr. Rupp. 
336. I                     DMlnY.    A  synthetic  treatment  of   properties of   the 
triangle, inversion, concurrence and collinearity.  harmonic division, and like 
topics. 
PrertqmsUe, consent of the instructor.  Alternates with 332.   \ot offered in 
1941-42. ///, 3.   Mr.   Rupp 
350.   AmiCATiOM OF Tin: CALCULUS TO ECONOMICS. 
tsion 1        nstnt of instructor. Arr., 3. 
352.   SOLIII ANALYTIC CEOMETSV.   This extends the geometry of the 
Freshman year into three dimensions.   Matrices and determinants introduced 
and used. 
(See m U  on pa it 87). 
353    DirmCNTIAL EQUATIONS,   An introductory course. 
Prerequisite, course 216 or 222. If, 4. Mr. Kato. 
354.    ADVANCED CALCULUS.    The content of this course will vary some- 
what iroin year to year to meet the needs of the students electing it. 
Prerequisite, course 21o or 222.   (See note on page 87). 
356.   Pnitcrm C.touirniv.   An introduction. The synthetic treatment 
is used. 
Prerequisite, consent of the instructor.   (See note on page 87). 
358.   MoosM   Ausnu     Introduction to matrices, invariants, groups, 
linear wms, quadratic forms, and other selected topics. 
Prerequisite, < nrsi 21',, • 222   i Set note on pone 87). 
453. Vtcron ANALYSIS WITH INTBODUCTION TO TENSOI ANALYSIS. A 
concise treatment oi the [undamenral principles with selected applications to 
geometry, mechanic*,, and physics. 
Prtrtquisiles, the .alculus and General Physics. II, 4.  Mr, Wiley. 
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460.   SENIOR SEMINAR.   Designed to integrate the student's mathematic- 
al knowledge and extend his mathematical horizon.   The historical develop- 
ment, the philosophical bearing, and the contribution to culture of mathema- 
tii • in emphasized. 
Kequircd of all majors. II, 3.  Mr. Wiley. 
Now: Courses 352, 354, 356, or 358 may be elected second semester of 
junior year with consent of the instructor, Mr. Kato. Kach is handled on an 
individual basis. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MR. ODEBRECIIT, MR. AMNER. MR. FELT, 
MR. SKIPP, MR. SECOR 
For a major in this department a minimum of 24 hours above the first 
year level is necessary. A maximum of 50 hours, of which not more than 
36 hours are in one language, is allowed. No credit is given for less than a 
y IT  of beginning  work. 
FRENCH 
111-112.    INTRODUCTION TO THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. /, III. 4. 
112-211. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. The aim and methods of this course 
are identical with those of our regular second and third semester work. The 
course will ordinarily be open to students who have had one semester of col- 
Icgl   Trench, or one year in high school. 
Students enrolling in this courst should also register for 213-214, at the same 
hour. yj  j_ 
211-212. SHORT STORV, NOVEL, AND DRAMA. The normal sequence of 
111-112. anil continues the study of the language along the same lines, with 
emphasis on reading for accurate comprehension and appreciation.      /. //. 3. 
213-214. CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION. TO accompany 211-212 for 
those students who wish to develop greater language skill. //, VI, 2. 
221. MODERN AUTHORS. More advanced than 211, this course com- 
plete! in one semester the regular program of the second year. The class is 
conducted mainly in French. 
I •.requisites: .1 years of high school French, or special proficiency in the 
Unguagt demonstrated to the instructor. III. 3. Mr. Felt. 
310, EICHTHNTB CENTURY LITERATURE. Lcsage, Saint-Pierre, Vol- 
Uire, Kousseau, and leading playwrights, 
RtcomMtHdat as a background to course 311. Prerequisites: courses 212 or 
m- HI, 3. Mr. Felt. 
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311      NlNVnUNTH I'lAlin   TBKATU    The Romantic,  Realistic-Social, 
Naturalistic achools, and modern trends. 
Prerequisites: Courtis 212 or 221. IV. 3.  Mr. Sccor. 
.'12. NINI:TKI:\TII CCNTVtY P»0S1 VND Pen-in v. Non-1 from Chateau- 
briand,  through   BaliaCi  Flaubert, de   M.uip.t-.ant  to contemporary   writers. 
Critia   Sainte Beuvt, Taine, Renan.  Poets from the Ronunticisti through 
the Symbolists. 
Prerequisites', courses 310 or 311. IV. 3.  Mr. Sccor. 
ITIOM    For itudentj studying French literature and 
desiring to develop their oral i ncurrcntly; phonograph records 
ind student recording to improve pronunciation and intonation. 
Composition as needed during the first semester. ///. 2.  Mr. Felt. 
411. Tin: CLA39II   IIKAMA     Mount 
I'rer, ;. ,112 III. i    Mr   Odcbrccht. 
412. SIKVEV or PUKCH I.ITKKAH KF_ From the Middle Ages to the 
Seventeenth Century. ///. 3.   Mr. Odcbrccht. 
414.   Pomi oi ROMANTICISM    Hugo, Uunartine, and de Musset and 
others. 
Prerequisite eourse 411.    Alternates u-ith eourse 411.    Offered in  1941-42. 
/. .1.    Mr. Odebrecht. 
416.   AsvAStan Putin a GIAUHAI AND WHITING. 
Hot i-ffered » 1941-42. VII. .1.   Mr. Odcbrccht. 
GERMAN 
111-112     IxTMOUCTIOK TO Tilt GERMAN  LAMOUAOI /. IV, 4. 
-11 luiuODUCTIOji ro Ge*MAN LrratATUU, Moilern short stories of 
intermediate difficulty. A H.-..1 knowledge oi grammatical forms is pre- 
lupposed   Studenti who need a review of grammar and syntax should rcgis- 
urse 213-214 
Prerequisite    courses 111-112   r 2 years of Iwih school German. 11.3. 
212.   Tur.   WEIIIAK   Pom.    Introduction   to the  classical   period: 
Schiller'l  Lied  von ier Cloche and other lyrics, Wilhelm  Tell. Goethe's 
r/mnam and Dorothea.. 
Preri fa                 . 211 II  3. 
213-214    CONI CoitKsrriON,   To accompany courses 211 
and 212, lot th      who   k     e a review ol grammar and syntax and more 
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oral and written  practice: may also be taken  independently of course 211- 
212: required of German major! unless proficiency is already proven. 
May be taken either semester or both. Prerequisite, same as for course 211. 
//, 2.   Mr. Skipp. 
215-216.   SCIENTIFIC GERMAN LITERATURE. 
Pri-requisites, course 211  and one year of college science or consent of in- 
structor.   Alternate course.   Offered in 1941-42. IV, 3.   Mr. Skipp. 
311. GERMAN CLASSICS. Leutng, Schiller, and the classical German 
drama. 
Prerequisite, course 212, 214, or 216, or 3 years of German  in high school. 
Alternates with course 315.   Not offered in 1941-42. ///, 3.   Mr. Skipp. 
312. GOETHE'S WORKS. Dichlung and Wahrheit: lyrics; dramas, in- 
cluding Gael: von Herlichingen, ligmont. Ifhigcnie, Tasso, and concluding 
with Faust. Part 1 and leading passages from Part II. 
Prerequisites,  course  212,  311,  or 315,  or  at  the discretion  of  instructor. 
Alternates will course 316.  Not offered in 1941-42. ///, 3.  Mr. Skipp. 
315. NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE. Beginning with the Romanticists. 
Also recent literary movements represented by Hauptnunn. Sudermann, 
Schnitrler. Thomas Mann, and other leading writers. 
Alternates with course 311, rvilh same prerequisites.   Offered in 1941-42. 
///.  3.   Mr.  Skipp. 
316. NINETEENTH CENTURY DRAMA. Kleist, Grillparzer, Hebbel, 
Hauptmann,   Sudermann,  and  others. 
Alternates with course 312, tvith same prerequisites. Offered in 1941-42. 
///, 3,   Mr. Skipp. 
415. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE BEFORE. 1700. The chief literary 
monuments from the earliest times to 1700. Special emphasis on the Middle 
Ages' court and popular epics, the Minnesingers and the Mastcrsingers. 
Panhal, Tristan, the Xibeluni/enlied and the Gudnmlicd will he read in 
modern German. 
Prerequisites,  any  300-course   or  any  two  200-courscs.   including   211-212. 
Alternate course.   Not offered in 1941-42. III. 2.   Mr. Skipp. 
416. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE AFTER 1700. Continues German 
415 to the present. Rationalism: age of Frederick the Great and French in- 
fluence. Leaders of the classical period—5/urw and Drang, Napoleonic era, 
Poets of Freedom. Romanticism. Drama and novel in the 19th century. The 
World War and after. 
Prerequisites, same as for 415. Alternate course.   Not offered in 1941-42. 
///, 2.   Mr. Skipp. 
MM 
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ITALIAN 
311-312.   IN.: o Tin: ITAUAN LANGUAGE. 
Prerequisite', a minimum of on,' year of Spanish or French, 
Alternate eomu.   Offer, I 1941-42 IV. 4 Mr. Odebrecht 
SPANISH 
It is urged that all itudenti beyond tlir first year become mbscriben to 
a suitable periodical from I Spanish ipeaking country. Subscriptions may be 
arranged b) the itudent, or can be "<ured through the instructors. Provision 
is made in all lang-; iura] training by record and radio. 
101. SPANISH CIVILIZATION. Spanish culture and character, especially 
as found expressed in literature, read in translation. Desirable as background 
for Spanish language coursej ///, 2.   Mr. Amner. 
102     HiSMKIi    AmjtlCA.    Study  of   Hispanic   American   culture  and 
character, especially SI expressed in literature, read in translation. 
Spanish 101 is recommended but not a prerequisite. Ill, 2.  Mr. Amner. 
Ill 5i miSH   LAMCI  IGI //, IV. 4. 
112. ELCMKHTARY SpAKISH Rapid study, suitable in difficulty for 
students wh 111. or a year of high  school  Spanish,  or 
adequate training in other lango&l //, IV, 4. 
211.    ! Ki WING     Outlines o( history, epic  legends.   Con- 
temporary criticism. 
;;■■(.:  112   w equivalent. 1,3. 
~\2     U LtTftATt tt, 
Pri ■   nn iti. Sp m   h -M /f 3. 
213-214.    COMFOSrri       it* ;■--.     To accompany Spanish 211- 
212. r, 2. 
315. SPANISH N< I 
Prtrtquisile, course 212 or tqmvaltiU.  Alternates with course 323.  Offered 
>» 1941-42 Ul,3.  Mr. Amner. 
316. SPANISH DRAMA StJKVtY. 
>''■• 213 AUtrndu with course 324. Offered 
■•' 1941-42 //;, 3. Mr. Amner. 
••23- " ■ UnnATun History 325-6 or Spanish 102 
Is recommended. 
Prertquuilt, Sfamth 212 ur equh-altnt.   Alternates with course 315.  Not 
'" 19*1-42 111,3. Mr. Amner. 
.'J4.   Ai M rioK, PHONirn > 
Prerequisite. Sp mi h 212   • i SM   lltnl.   Alternates with course 316.  Sat 
offered in 1941-42. /;/, 3.   Mr. Amner. 
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MUSIC 
MR. ESCHMAN, MR. STARK. MR. HUFF, MR. KELLOGG, 
MISS HAURY, MR. GELFKR. MR. HEYER, MR. WELLS 
All courses listed grant credit, as indicated, toward either the Bachelor 
of Arts degree or the Bachelor of Music degree. Any student in the University 
may elect courses to a maximum of 40 hours (including 4 hours in Ensemble 
Music) under the former, or 64 hours under the latter degree. For students 
paying full tuition there are no additional charges for classes in music but for 
private lessons in Organ, Piano, Violin. Violoncello or Voice, the charge is 
$15.00 for each hour of semester credit, involving one lesson a week and the 
necessary practice. (For fees to special students not taking a full course, 
see the Conservatory Bulletin. A copy may be obtained by addressing the 
Director. Conservatory of Music. Denison University, Granville, O.) 
101. APPRECIATION OP MUSIC. (Primarily for non-majors). This 
course is without prerequisites in musical training or experience. It affords 
an introduction to analytical  listening to music. 
VII. 2 (Repeated the second semester at IV). Mr. Stark and Mr. Eschman. 
102. MODERN MUSIC Contemporary styles are treated wtth some 
consideration of their origins in Wagner and  Debussy's music. 
VII. Z   Mr. Eschman. 
10.1-104. CHOP'S, ORCHESTRA, BAND OR ENSEMBLE TRAINING, hours to 
be arranged. Three hours are required for one hour of college credit each 
lemefter, One of the hours must be in Chorus. Orchestra, Band, or Chapel 
Choir; the other hours are elective ensemble music. 
firs. Art., 1.  Mr. Eschman, Mr. Kellogg, and Mr. Huff. 
111-112. HARMONY. The technical foundation of musicianship. 
This course is required of all freshmen, majorintj in the department 
Prerequisite for Music 221-2. /, IV, 2.   Mr. Eschman and assistants. 
113-114.    SOI.PKGC.IO.    A course in car training and musical dictation. 
Required of all freshmen, majoring in the department. 
4 clock hours, VI, 2.   Mr. Huff. 
201.   HISTORY OP MUSIC TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,   lectures and 
readings will be illustrated by the performance of music of the periods in 
class. 
Alternates with course 311-2; offered in 1941-42. VI, 3.   Mr. Stark. 
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202 HitToar or 14 i nou ,ui EIGBTBNTH ClNTuav TO THE raes- 
BNT nut.   Continuation of Course 201. 
• " W4I-42. VI. 3.  Mr. Stark. 
-'I I 2H    So 11..ii"    Second Y*at 
4 clock hours. VII, 2    Mr   ll.ilT 
22\ 222 VDTAKCD fiAauONY, Keview of intervals and triads; dom- 
inant *da: luspenikms; lagmented and altered chords; 
■nodulal tin hvmonialioD oi given melodic* in ban or 
soprano, mostly  in md the composition of simple original pieces. 
Solfeggio and dementarj   Iheorj  art pierec|in.itc.  with knowledge of  the 
pianoforte itifficient at least to play an ordinao hymn-tune at sight. 
/. IV. 3   Mr   F.schnun. 
-"•I      'I '   " tine.    The elements of music and con- 
ducting ;.* applied to the practice of music in the schools. 
Alltmattl with . ■mil M>:   Offered in 19-11-42. IV. 2.   Mr. Huff. 
303. OacBgattATioM The study oi instruments and their comhina- 
lioni with the practice of orcbcstratiiig for school purposes. 
Uet wilh course Ml   Hoi offered in 1941-42. IV. 2.  Mr. Huff. 
311-312.    MUSICAL FORM. Study of thematic construction and elements 
"'  compoiilion,  through die principal  instrumental  forms, as 
illustrated in the a  • modern composers.  Courses 221-222 
'""•' ordinari pedal pennisiion may he taken 
in the ■ 
•'''•'''" .   .-201-2   V. •   ifftrtt m 1941-42    III.2.  Mr. Eschman. 
This course covers in detail the work 
oi the various grades and all methods now iit use in the schools.   Related 
< rung are discussed. 
13-314 //. 3.   Mr. Huff. 
principles   ol    harmony   applied   to   the 
more rake parts in .omhination.   Free har- 
"""" three, and four part counterpoint in the 
Hive treatment oi  subjects in different 
■ 
I .'.'I 222 ai -mi some proficiency in piano ploying is re- 
III. 3.   Mr. Stark. 
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441-442. COMPOSITION. Analysis and composition of canon and fugue 
and the advanced forms of polyphonic music. Free composition oi vocal and 
instrumental works. 
Courses 221-222, 331-332  ore  prerequisite, tvith some proficiency  in  piano- 
forte or organ playing. II. 2.   Mr.  Eschman. 
VOICE 101-102. CLASS I.KSSONS IN VOICE. Recommended for the im- 
provement of the speaking as well as the singing voice. 
Hrs. arr., 1.   Mr. Kellogg. 
STUNG INSTRUMENTS 101. CLASS INSTRUCTION tor majors in Public 
School Music. Hrs. arr.,  1.   Mr. Gclfcr. 
WIND INSTRUMENTS 102. CLASS INSTRUCTION for majors in Public 
School Music. Hrs. arr., 1.   Mr. Huff. 
Fine Arts 201. Introduction to Forms of the Fine Arts. (For descrip- 
tion, see Department of Art). 
///. 3. Mr. Eschman, Mr.  Horace King.   Mr.  Edward  A.  Wright, and 
Mr. Ward. 
ORGAN. PIANO, VIOLIN, VIOLONCELLO AND VOICE 
Instruction is in Private lessons and the need of the individual student 
at any level of instruction is met. 
Credit in Applied Music to a total of eight semester hours may be 
secured toward the A.M. degree by majors in any department. Majors in 
Applied Music may elect 16 hours in Applied Music. One credit is given for 
one lesson a week and one hour practice a day. Two credits arc given for 
two lessons a week and two hours practice daily. The former will he given 
tin name of the subject: Piano, etc., and the numbers 111-112. 211-212, 311- 
312, 411-412 depending upon the year of sludy. The two hour credit courses 
will be numbered: 121. 122, 221, 222, etc. 
Forty-eight semester hours in applied music are required for the 
Bachelor of Music degree in performance major, and such students register 
for Piano. Voice, Violin, Organ, or Violoncello 
131-132. 231-232 etc.  3 hrs. credit. 
141-1,42, 241-242 etc. 4 hrs. credit. 
(In each case the first digit of the ciHIrsc-number indicates the year, 
the second the number of credits, and the third di^it, the KnWSter in which 
the course was taken.) 
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PHILOSOPHY 
MR. TITUS, MR. WARP 
223.    REFLECTIVE THIN KINO.    The principles and problems of clear and 
MCtmtC  thinking,  bKRKHng deductive logic and scientific method. 
• <i semester at IV, Second Semester at III. 3. 
224     I PHILOSOPHY.    Survey of the field of philosophy, an 
examination of the relation between science and philosophy, and a topical 
study ol mi in the light of  modern knowledge. 
First semester at III. Second semester at IV. 3. 
321.     i ■   CT.    The origin, development, and nature of 
morality Special mipha-i-. driven f ■ prcsent-'lay problems of personal and 
social n- 
/, //. 3 
: HIES.    The social philosophy underlying 
the pn md  U  examination of  socialism, communism,  fas- 
cism. ..■ ment. 
/, //. 3 
331.    HISTORY or PHILOSOPHY—ANCIENT AND MKMEVAL.   Chiefly Plato 
and Aristotle. 
/, 3. 
■ t in     IfODIRN,     From the medieval period to 
conteu ; meoti of thought. 
Open '. ■ 'ii: n and juniors. I, 3. 
342    PHILOSOPHICAL EMUS IM UODBXM LmntAnnuL   A study of the 
philosophical background of modern literature. Emphasis will be placed upon 
the work of Tolstoi, Ibsen, Nietzsche, and upon the philosophers who in- 
fluenced them. 
>i 211-212. IV, 3. 
4<>1     ( | ■   <     itadentl by consent of 
insti ■ Hours arranged, 3. 
431.    COHTIMPOKAftY   THOUGHT.    A   seminar   on   the   main   trends   of 
moden . ■    ■ modern -ystems of philosophy. 
<' Period, Wed.. VI-VII. and confer- 
ence periods.   Admistion b\ consent of instructor. 3. 
A seminar on the origin, development, 
and nature of religion, the types of religious philosophy, and the main prob- 
lems of  religion. 
i  tor   Wed   VI-VII and conference periods. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
MR. LIVINGSTON, MR. JENKINS, MR. ROGERS, MR. TKMERARIO 
Credit amounting to 4 hours in this department is a prerequisite of 
graduation. This is met by the required courses of the freshman and 
sophomore years. A major sequence (40 hours) includes Biology 201-2 
(physiology and anatomy). 
Students completing all the courses are qualified for positions as super- 
visors and special teachers of health and physical education in high schools, 
providing they have the necessary credits in Education. A minor requires 22 
hours of credit, but this includes 4 hours of credit which is the University 
requirement. Students preparing for such work are encouraged to include 
in their courses 8 hours of biological and physical science and 8 hours of 
social science. The minimum requirements in Education are stipulated by the 
state department of education for all high school teachers (see page 74). 
Required Courses 
111-112. FOR FRESHMEN. The work is based on a thorough physical 
examination and strength tests given at the beginning of the entering semes- 
ter for the purpose of classifying the student. Courses in corrective gym- 
nastics, rhythmics, beginning swimming, individual athletics, tumbling stunts, 
and snorts are open to freshmen only. A final examination is given in each 
course. 
Those who fail must repeal the eourse or elect another in its place.  Students 
cannot receive duplicate credit  in any course.   Students assigned lo Correc- 
tive Gymnastics may take this course for one, two, three or four semesters. 
Three clock hours per week, arranged, 1 credit hour each semester. 
211-212.   FOK   SOPHOMORES.   Corrective   gymnastics,   rhythmics,   ad- 
vanced swimming, boxing, wrestling, sports, and apparatus stunts. 
Three clock hours per week arranged; 1 credit hour each semester. 
Elective Courses 
201B.   SEX HYGIENE. 
First semester Thurs. II, 1. Taught by College physician. 
For MENTAL HYGIENE sec Psychology 201. 
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—1    THSMY AMI I'KA,nit- or PHYSICAL EDUCATION,   I.   Methods of 
coachu 
Ttmt lectures <mi too laboratory periods par week.   Prerequisites, counts 
-II 212 ///. 2   Mr. Rogers. 
222 THBOBY AND PtACTICS Of PHYHCAL EDUCATION.    I.     Methods of 
coaching laskctball and methods ol officiating 
• ■.  r. ri U per week.   Prerequisites, courses 
211-212 III. 2   Mr.  Rogers. 
223 iiu.-i  IKD PBACTICI or PHYSICAL EDUCATION.   I    Methods of 
ing speedball, loccer, tennis, tvrestlinf, and boxmi:. 
•i. Ir  par -arch.    Prerequisites, courses 
"I 112 111.'.  Mr. Temerarlo. 
224 i it Pi IT PHYSICAL EDUCATION,   I    Methods oi 
coaching baseball and  track. 
rarer]  periods par wot*.   Prerequisites, courses 
111-112. ;//.   >     Mr.  Tcmcrario. 
-' : I     PuNctrus  OtCANizAnoN AMI ADHIRISTBATION or PHYIICAI 
':■•• il    Uethods in vari   ts types •   itud] of motor 
VI, Z Mr. Jenkins. 
•il 312    THIOBY AMI PIACTKI HF PHYSICAL EDUI ITION.  II. Methods 
of directing other activities than auuetics, inch as: games, stunts, gymnas- 
sppsratus, tumbling, rhythmics. 
Preri 211, 321, Education 211 and .! other hours. Count! 
Her as Education credit (too page 76).  Tuo lectures 
""<' >'•■ I. i.   Mr. Jenkins. 
Il    Tnnik-  iNi i EDUCATION.   III.   Function 
and organization of  play and playground; lectures on the meaning of  play, 
.    itV atinn and organization of play 
activities tunable for each age period; games oi low organization for school 
mod 
•is per week. II. 4.   Mr. Jenkins. 
.'17.   RKMATTON  l Tlu   loeial  aspects  ol  leisure and 
importance "i tocial relations and processes in leisure and 
recreation     D"   igned   for  the recreation  leader. 
Prereq* //, 2  Mr. Jenkins. 
1       P                ■ M.   . ■ discussions,  ■ n d 
readings dealing isiili the field ol personal and public health. 
' || 111 112 VI. 4.   Mr. Livingston. 
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344.   THE TEACHING or HKALTH AND SCHOOL HEALTH PRORLEMS.   Dc- 
ilgned lo prepare teachers of health and physical education to take an active 
part in the promotion of health instruction and health service in public 
schools. 
Counts also as Education credit (see page 76).   Prerequisites, Biology 201-2; 
' ■ ;v. (> hours; Education, ft hours, VI, 4.   Mr. Livingston. 
441. NORMAL DIAGNOSIS AND INDIVIDUAL CoMBCTnm GYMNASTICS, 
Km DING ADVANCED FIRST AID. The cause of postural defects and their 
treatment and exercise and other means, together with the methods of ad- 
ministering the work of correction. 
Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites, Biology 
201-2. //, ,j.   Mr. Livingston. 
442. Ht MAN ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY OP EXERCISE AND KINESIOLOGY. 
The principle types of muscular exercise, how they are performed, how they 
read on the body and their relation to the problems of bodily development, 
bodily efficiency, and the prevention and cure of certain defects and de- 
formities. 
Ttio lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Prerequisites, Biology 
201-2: Physical Education 441. //, 3.  Mr. Livingston. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION  FOR WOMEN 
MISS BARB, MISS BADBNOCH, MISS HOUSTON 
Required Courses 
Physical education is required of all freshmen and sophomores three 
periods per week, each course earning one credit hour per semester. Any 
application for exemption from the requirement must be made through the 
office of the Registrar. A uniform gymnasium suit is required and should 
be purchased in the fall in Granville: cost about $5. 
111-112. FOR FRESHMEN. One hour in Orientation of Physical Ed- 
ucation and two hours elected from the following activities: archery, bad- 
minton, baseball, folk and tap dancing, the modern dance, golf, hockey, 
horseback riding, tennis, track and field, swimming, volleyball, winter sports, 
apparatus and tumbling. 
Three clock hours, arranged, 1  credit hour each semester. 
211-212. FOR SOPHOMORES. One hour in Outing Activities and Indoor 
Recreational Games. Two hours elected from activities as listed above with 
emphasis on advanced work. 
Three clock hours, arranged. 1 credit hour each semester. 
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Majors or minors in the department may receive 2 hours of credit each 
in cotmcJ -11 ind 212 bj taking twice the amount of work subject to the 
approval of the department 
Elective Courses 
The idvanced course! ire offered tor the benefit of those students desir- 
ing i icatj II, or to combine such activity 
Witfa  the                                                         They  are also arranged to meet  the 
needs ol th familiarity with the problems of physical educt- 
ion u i pen mmunity recreation, <*>irl Scout work, 
camp leadership, ami other modern leisure time agencies. 
To qu physical education  in  secondary 
schooll g courses for 40 hours of credit, 
including certain science requirement stated below as prerequisites. A 
minor in this department requires -'-' hours of credit but this includes 4 
hi'iir- ol cr. ii: tor 211-212 which ii a general university requirement. There- 
fore, in sddil eral requirements, the minor demands 18 hours of 
rements  of  the  State  Department  of  Ed- 
■   science prerequisites for all majors. 
Biology   111   112 is I t not  required for minors. 
For majors tl courses listed below.  We recommend 
h of three year-    Uinori must  lake the first 
2 of •; irses 
Group I 
i'n1 ; MATTER. 
11   •■   " '• th,- first semester, and 5 /**• second.   Includes courses 
211, 212, and Iht foil Everyday.   Staff. 
201A.    I' iMB LIVING.   The aim is to build an un- 
deritai mechanism of the body and a realization of 
the body's potentialil sdjuitor between the individual and the en- 
vironment.   Tin i health as a continuous process rather than as 
If, 2.   Miss Badenoch. 
222     OftGA The    modern    community     recreation 
r    od .ind its activities. Game material 
1 ■ -    dealing with the educational 
r camp and  its program of activities. 
Prereqm ties, 111-112 //, 3.  Miss Barr. 
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415. SCHOOL HEALTH PROBLEMS. Health education; its needs and 
place in the curriculum. Problems of environmental hygiene and school 
health service.   Elementary first aid. 
Prerequisite, 201A. Mon., Wed., 11. 2.   Miss Houston. 
Group II 
METHODS OF TEACHINC PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
1.1 hours of credit, 7 the first semester, and 6 the second. 
Every day, 11, Wed. & Fri. IV.  Staff. 
.121-322.    SPOUTS' TECHNIQUE..   The  rules and   strategy of  archery, 
badminton, baseball, basketball, field hockey, field and track, soccer, speed- 
ball, swimming, tennis, and volleyball.   The conduct of  tournaments and 
meets.   Practice teaching. 
Prerequisites, 111-112, 211-212. 11.2.   Staff. 
32.1.   ELEMENTARY  RHYTHMICS.   Analysis of  rhythmic   form and its 
relation to the dance.   Material suitable for use in the primary, elementary 
and secondary school.   Discussion on the value of  rhythmic activities as 
educational forces.  Methods of presenting rhythmic material. 
Prerequisites. 111-112, 211-212. //, 3.   Miss Badenoch. 
325-326. THE TEACHING or PHYSICAL EDUCATION. The historical 
development of method. Variations in method for the different sorts of ac- 
tivities. The characteristics of good method. A sudy of systems of gym- 
nastics and the recent attempts to modify them. The influence of American 
innovations on the study of the fundamentals of bodily movement. Practice 
teaching within the class. 
Counts toward Education credit (see page 76).   Prerequisites. 111-112, 211- 
212, Education 211 and 3 other hours, Psychology 211 and 321. 
IV. 2.   Miss Barr. 
416. THE TEACHINC or HEALTH EDUCATION. Methods of handling the 
leaching problems of health instruction. Health education programs and 
materials. 
Counts toward Education credit (see page 76).  Prerequisites. 415, Educa- 
tion 211 and 3 other hours. Psychology 211, 321. 
Mon. & Wed.. 11. 2.  Miss Houston. 
Group III 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ADVANCED SUBJECT MATTER. 
16 hours of credit, 8 each semester.   Every day III, Mon. & Wed. VI. Staff. 
214.   THE NATURE AND FUNCTION or PLAY.   History and theories with 
particular emphasis on the interpretations of modern psychology.  The place 
of play in education, in recreation.  Its contribution to American culture. 
Prerequisites, Senior standing in the department. VI, 2.   Miss Barr. 
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324.    Tin: PLACE or DANCE IN AESTHETICS.    The philosophy oi aesthet- 
ics ami the  relation of  dance to the other arts.    The psychology of  color, 
line, and mt|     Tin1 organization of the public performance. 
Prerequisites, 111-112; -'11 212 Tuts., Thurs. Ill, 2.  Miss Badenoch. 
.'27     KlNBSlOLOCY,    A   Study   of   I-odtly   movement,     Possibilities    for 
movemcnl in the various joints and the action of muscle groups in producing 
the movements ordinarily used in physical education activities. 
Prerequisites, Bi ■   ,. 211-212.   Recommended, Physics 111-112. 
///. 2.   Miss Houston. 
Ml     Pin--. \  riviTv.   The physiological effects of exercise 
treated from the point of new of the physical education specialist. 
wtt    Prerequisites, Biology 111-112. 211-212; Chemistry 
; hfised. 
Wed., and Thurs..  VI, 3.   Miss  Barr. 
411.   RfcoNBTtucrm  PHYSICAL   EDUCATION,   A   study dcalinf   with 
postural detect- and the application <>i exercise for functional and organic 
■boonnalrtii        \   discussion of  the physical examination and  mctho<ls  used 
in the diagnosis of physical defects. 
Prerequisites, 201A  md  '27. Biology 211-212. ///. 3.   Miss Houston. 
414.    PKIN. H, AMI ADMINISTRATION or PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION.    The place of within the field of general ed- 
>!i and ■ philosophy <>f livng. 
The principles oi education through physical education.  A consideration of 
itioo in elementary and secondary 
tnd readings leading up to the 
OT comprehensive examinations. 
misitcs, Seni i m the department. 
Tues, iind Thurs., Ill, and 1 hr. arr., 4.   Ifisi Barr. 
Outside all Groups 
201B     SIX   Hi .:KNK. Taught by the College  Physician. 
tter. Thurs. II.   1. 
I      U BNTAI  ti ec Psy hology 201. 
351.     RSCJUSATIONAI  LKADBSSHIP.    The history of   organized  recreation 
in the I nited 5tat<       ts present sno    The fundamentals of the pro- 
gram.   The principle governing group activity.   A study of the art of lead- 
ership with particular emphasis on its use in recreation,  Experience in malc- 
tional 
red in 1941-42. ///, 3.  Miss Barr. 
PHYSICS 101 
PHYSICS 
MR. SMITH. MR. HOWE 
The major sequence in Physics consists of course 111-112, 211-212, with 
twelve additional hours in Physics in courses numbered higher than .MX). 
Students preparing for graduate work should elect courses 311 and 313, and 
312 and 314. Engineering students will find 431 and 432 very useful. The 
sequence 111-112 with 113-114 will satisfy the Physics requirements for 
medical and dental students. 
111. GENERAL PHVSICS. Lecture demonstrations and recitations cover- 
ing the more important principles of  mechanics and heat. 
Prerequisite, one year of high school physics.  Mathematics 121 or 115 should 
accompany or precede this course. I,  VI, 3. 
112. GENERAL PHYSICS. A continuation of course 111; electricity, 
magnetism, light, wave motion and sound. 
Prerequisites, course 111  and Mathematics 121 or 115. /. VI, 3. 
113-114. GENERAL PHVSICS LAHORATORY. Parallelling work of courses 
111-112 Elective for students who are registered in course 111-112 and 
desire a less extensive laboratory training than is offered in course 211-212. 
/-//, 1U-JV or VI-VII, 2. 
211. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The essentials of mechanics, molecular 
physics and heat. 
Prerequisites, course 111-112 and Preshman Mathematics. 
III-IV or Vl-VIF. 3. 
212. LABORATORY PHYSICS. The more fundamental experiments in 
sound, light, magnetism and electricity. 
Pr.r.quisttcs. course 111-112 and Preshman Mathematics. 
III-IV or VI-VII, 3. 
311. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. An intermediate laboratory course 
in electrical measurements. Physics 313 is the theoretical course covering 
the same field. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus. Vl-VII, 3. 
312. LIGHT.    An intermediate laboratory course in light, consisting of 
measurements in lens systems, diffraction and interference.   Physics 314 is 
the recitation course which normally goes with this laboratory. 
Prerequisites, courses 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus. VI-VII, 3. 
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313     kfACMmSM   AND   EucTtlClTY,    Introduction   to the  subject  of 
magnetism and electricity, and a foundation for any work in this field. 
The laboratory course, Pkytici 311, should be taken with this course.  Pre- 
requisites, course 111-112. 211-212 and the calculus.   Alternate course. Offer- 
ed m 1941-42 ///, 3. 
•14 THEORY of LlGHT. Introduction to the study of geometrical and 
physical 
Physics  312  is  the  corresponding  laboratory  course.    Prerequisites,  course 
111-112. 211-212 and the calculus.   Alternate course.   Offered in 1941-42. 
///. 3. 
333. KINETIC THEORY. A lecture course presenting the kinetic theory 
and elementary thermodynamics. 
Prerequisites,  course   111-112.   211-212  and  the  calculus.   Alternate  course. 
Not offered in 1941-42. ///. 3. 
334. ELECTRON THEORY.   A lecture course on the electron theory pre- 
senting the current ideas regarding the structure of the atom. 
Prerequisites,  course   111-112, 211-212  and  the  calculus.   Alternate  course. 
Sot offered in l<*41-42. ///, 3. 
344.    RADIO,  TCI.ET.RAPH   AND  TELEPHONE.    laboratory   work  and lec- 
tures  treating the  fundamental  principles  underlying   modern   wireless tele- 
graph and telephone circuits. 
Prerequisites, course 111-112, and laboratory. /, 3. 
431-432.    ELEMENTS OP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.   A  lecture and la- 
boratory course presenting the general theory of direct and alternating cur- 
rent circuits and their application to direct and alternating current machin- 
ery. 
Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus. 
Wed. & Pri., Ill, with one i-hour laboratory period, 4. 
441-442. ADVANCED LABORATORY AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS. Adequately 
prepared students may, with the advice and approval of the department, 
register for this course. In each case the interest of the student will be re- 
spected. This course will be limited to seniors who are majors in the depart- 
ment and who have sati-fied the department that their graduation require- 
ments will be fulfilled. Houri for work and for conference will be arranged 
in each case.   The student may register for two or three hours of this work. 
Hrs.  Arr., 2 or 3. 
PSYCHOLOGY 103 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MR. LEWIS, MB. STECKLE, MR. WARD, MR. CARR 
Any course except 101 may be applied to meet the requirements for a 
Psychology major. 
101. FRKSHMAN ORIENTATION. Introductory psychological consider- 
ation of many of the problems facing the freshman in his adjustment to 
college life. 
Open only to freshmen, usually upon Ihe adViYr of the deans or the fresh- 
man counselors.   Repeated second semester for Freshmen on probation. 
Thurs., I or Wed.. Ill, plus two hours laboratory arr., 1.   Miss Spacht. 
201. MENTAL HYGIENE. Such type of maladjustment as rationaliza- 
tion, negativism, worry and anxiety, compensation, phobias, hysteria, and 
cgocentrism; including origin, prevention and cure.    Wed. Ill, 1.   Mr. I.ewis 
211. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. Mental activity in its various aspects, the 
conditions that account for its appearance and growth, and the ends that it 
es U >cnsory discrimination, thinking, habit, etc. 
Second semester at I, II. First semester at I, //, ///, IV. 3.   Staff. 
215-216.   EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.   laboratory technique and means 
of investigating the phenomena of human and animal behavior. 
Vr,•requisite, course  211  and consent   of  instructor.   Laboratory,  Mon, and 
Wed., VI-VII, plus 35 clock hours. 3.  Mr. Steckle. 
220.   PSYCHOLOGY IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY.    Psychology, both ex- 
perimental and statistical, applied in personnel selection and management, in 
selling and advertising, and in connection with output, individual differences, 
fatigue, etc. 
Prerequisite course 211. ///. 3.   Mr.  Steckle. 
226.   EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.   The  uses and lim- 
itations of testing instruments and other techniques aiding the individual to 
an adequate adjustment in the educational and vocational areas. 
Prerequisite, 211 and consent of instructor. VI, 3.   Mr. Carr. 
318. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.   A consideration of mental growth 
emphasizing the significance of the first years of rapid change. 
Prerequisite, 5 hours of Psychology, or permission of instructor. 
IV, 3.   Mr. Steckle. 
319. LATER DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. A consideration of the 
mental development of the individual during the periods of later childhood 
and adolescence, with emphasis on the variations in the normal personality 
which may occur at this period. 
Prerequisite, course 318. IV, 3.   Mr.  Steckle. 
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321,   PSYCHOLOGY   or  EDUCATION    The  fundamentals o(  educational 
theory .1! study and investigation, 
Prerequisite      % te 211,  First temester -u I'll, teeond semester at I, IV. 
-v    Mr. Lewis. 
MENTAL    PSYCHOLOGY.    Continued    latwatory 
lual differences and of learning. 
rses -11   an.i 215-216.    I.Moratory,  Mon.  and  Wed..  VI- 
VII, f   ■ ■• 3    Mr.  I.cwis. 
The individual and his behavior in relation 
group   UM I nuke human beings members of a 
Prerequisite 211   md ■'    - ■■ HI.X  Mr. Steckle, 
342   PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS-   A consideration of the forms, uses, and 
■ing. 
pHfifr. course 211.   Two further h>>urs of credit may be obtained for 
w (numbered 344) provided the course kit* 
mpteled in the ///. 3.  Mr. Carr. 
411.    A.SK0RMAL  PSYCBOLOOY,    I feviates : the subnormal and the super- 
normal ami. particularly, the psychopathic Emphasis will be placed on bor- 
derline disorders phobias, and other neurotic ailments, rather 
than on the insanities. 
Prerequisitei   5 '1 mrs of psych"!' J7. 3.  Mr. Steckle. 
41^ RECCNI TEHDSNCtEl IK PSYCHOLOGY. A survey 01 Behaviorism, 
! of the more conservative changes recommended 
by the old-school psychologists; an attempt to find out some of the con- 
lequences that are apt to follow the psychological pioneer ing now in prog- 
ress on many frons. 
Prerequisites, 5 hours of psyckol VII, 3.   Mr. Lewis. 
RELIGION 
MR. STEV/ABT 
111.    Tin.   OLD   TtSTAMCNT.    The  historical  backgr«und.  the develop- 
ment thought, the work and place of the leading characters, the 
setting of the various books. IV. 3. 
11—     LlPB AMI TEACHINGS ta JESUS.   A logical sequence with course 
111. though tin- two an units.   The synoptic Gospels for the 
facts of Jesus' life and th-- social bearings of his teaching and example. 
IV,  VI, 3. 
115.   PRINCIPLES O» Run BDM ITKX,  The principles, problems, 
and programs of  religious emulation as carried on by the local church and 
community. ///, 3. 
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116. THE MODERN CHI :UII SI BOOL. The organization, administration, 
and aims of the Church School, in its Sunday, week-day, and vacation ses- 
sions. HI, 3. 
205-206. FIELD WORK IN RELIGION. Methods, programs, and aims oi 
Mich week-end and other field work in religion as may be undertaken hy 
Dcnison students. Classwork, conferences, and active participation in such 
work required. 
Open to freshmen without credit. For others, one hour of credit per semester. 
Arr.. 1. 
211. OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS. A more thorough study of the life 
and work of the great prophets; the social and political situation in which 
they lived, the reforms they sought to accomplish, and the permanent con- 
tribution the made to religious life and thought. 
Prerequisite, course 111. VII, 3. 
212. THE KARLY CHURCH. This course begins with the account of 
Acts, lays emphasis on the life and work of Paul, and carries the study to 
the end of the Apostolic Age. 
Prerequisite, course 112. VII, 3. 
217. THE FAITHS OF MANKIND.   Origin of religion, nature of primi- 
tive and classical religions, history of  contemporary non-Christian faith. 
Not offered in 1941-42. 3. 
218. PROBLEMS OP RELIGION. The meaning of religion and its place 
in human life, in particular to aid in the solution of those religious problems 
confronted by undergraduate thought. 
Prerequisite, course 112.   Not offered in 1941-42. 3. 
221. THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE. History of the writing, preservation, 
and translation of the Bible; study of the various Hebrew literary forms; 
special study of the masterpieces of biblical literature. VI. 3. 
302. CHRISTIAN MISSIONS. History and development. (Geographical, 
racial, religious influences upon the various peoples. The problems and op- 
portunities in the mission fields.  The meaning of the present situation.    II, Z. 
305-306. SECOND YEAR OF FIELD WORK IN RELIGION. Not more than 
four hours of credit in field work may be counted toward graduation.       Arr., I, 
311,   METHODS OF TEACHING RELIGION.   A practical study of the prin- 
ciples and methods of pedagogy as applied to the teaching of religious sub- 
jects for the development of Christian character. 
Prerequisite, course 115.   Not offered in 1941-42. 3. 
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312. STORY TELLING ASP DRAMATIZATION. Selection, compilation and 
Mured of story material as used in religious instruction. The educational 
value of the dramatized story, methods of dramatization. 
I'< .requisite. course 115.   Sot offered in 1941-42. 3. 
321. WbMBIt 1MB HYMHCCOCY The nature and function of worship, 
the principle' of program making tor various types of religious worship. 
The history of the great Christian hymns, and principles of their evaluation. 
Prerequisite, course 115. //, 3. 
SOCIOLOGY 
MR. DKTWEILER 
ConrtC 222 is required of all majors. In addition a year of Mathematics, 
a reading knowledge oi a foreign language, and a year of Economics are 
required of major students. 
211    CRIMI MID COMMUNITY, 
TWO Mi H  ■■*   U  i    UVi . ;Vi.. m.i \1on.,  Tues , Thurs. VI, 3 
212.    M                  tMD TBI   FAMILY. The  significance  of  the  family  in 
civil],-A-                                             .   closely related  to  marriage,  practical   ap- 
plication to the life of the individual. 
Prerequisites. Soc. 211 and Hygitnt 201 H; the latter may be taken concur- 
rently.   Two sections, meeting as in 211. VI, 3. 
222. SOCIAL [KVI Study of rtadstical reports; evaluation 
and collection of *«>cial data. 
ploM, four dock-hours  a zveek. Hours arranged.   Prerequisite, 
Math. 116 or 207-8. 2. 
309. SOCIAL AXTHSOPOLOGY. Primitive peoples, races of mankind, Cul- 
tures th- world, with special reference to Africans and 
American Indians. 
Qertd m 1941-42, IV, 4. 
312.   RACI PBMLRMS IN THE UNITED STATES.   Immigration; Orientals, 
Mexicans, Negroes, and other minority groups in the United States. 
Prerequisite, three hour* of Sociology.   Offered first semester only in 1941- 
42. Omit Wed.  IV, 4. 
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319. PRINCIPLES or SOCIOLOGY. Human life seen as group life. Pres- 
ent-day tendencies and movements. 
Prerequisites: History 111-112 or its equivalent. Psychology 211, Sociology 
211.  Not offered in 1941-42. /, 4. 
412. SOCIAL WOHK. Prcvocational study looking toward social work; 
public policies concerning relief, unemployment, the public assistance cat- 
egoriei of social security; approved methods of dealing with individual cases. 
Three class periods a week account for three credit hours; at least one ad- 
ditional hour must be earned by field work at the rale of fifty clock hours 
for one hour credit. A maximum of credit by field work alone will be three 
hours. Field work is not necessarily done during the semester in which the 
class is held. 
Classes At on.. Tues.. Thurs. IV, 4, 5, or 6. 
SPEECH 
MR. CROCKER, MR. E. A. WRIGHT, MR. BAILEY 
Couriei in Public Speaking 
211-212. ELEMENTS or SPEECH. Introduction to the fields of speech 
activity; interpretation, debating, public speaking, acting. 
Students will be expected to give fifteen minutes a week for personal con- 
ferences. II, VI, VII, 3.  Mr. Crocker. 
210. INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING. The questions to be used in the in- 
tercollegiate debates will be studied and members of the men's and women's 
teams will be chosen form this class. 
A lotal of six hours in debating may be counted toward graduation. 
Mon., VI-VII, 2.   Mr. Crocker. 
220. THE ART ot LEADERSHIP. HOW to lead and take part in group 
discussions.   Partiiamentary law, conferences,  discussion,  argumentation. 
///, 3.   Mr. Crocker. 
221. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL SPEAKING. Advanced public speak- 
ing.   Prepared speeches appropriate to business and professional life. 
Open by permission from the instructor. Ill, 3.   Mr. Crocker. 
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.•11     THI TEACHING o* SPBCCB.    Historj of rhetorical thought, pty- 
■   K)       -'Literal  reading, the shaping of 
Bpeech curriculum, the leading of the clau hour. 
]Qt 76).   Prerequisite, F.duc. 211 
and 3 211.321 ll\<t   11 I'll. >.   Mr. Crocker. 
M2.    Ktiti Historical and critical  survey of the prin- 
t-ip.il iheofM I dclirery from Aristotle to the pres- 
ent time, with special emphasis on the classical period. 
17-17/. 2.   Mr. Crocker. 
Courses in Dramatic Art 
213-2M     OlAL  RaV r»ive  work  on  individual  voice and dic- 
tion problems, coupled with the basic principles of  interpreting the intellec- 
Uld emotional content of the best literature in essays, narratives (stories 
and dialect! I, dramas, and poetry. 
Limited to '0 students.   In registering, th,-   indent should keep both periods 
open XV h I'll. X   Mr. Wright. 
215-216. INTMOUCTKW TO mi TaiAtuc Theoo and practice of 
theatre production. Designed to increase the appreciation for the acted play, 
| in other fields a working knowledge of how to 
I fundamentals course for all students interested 
primarily in dramatics. Theatre history, acting, make-up, scene design and 
construction, lighting and costuming and direction. 
Credit not given for on.- semester only. VI, 3.   Mr. Wright. 
22-1-224. THKATKI WORKSHOP. A laboratory course at the theatre. Ac- 
tual practice in constructing scenery, shifting scenery, stage management. 
lighting, etc. Art., 2.   Mr. Bailey. 
227-22S.     ACTING   FOB   BCCINNIIS.    Acting  experience   in   all  types  of 
drama.     Emphasis   on   Itage   principles   and   traditions,   character   creation, 
emotional interpretation and projection.   Students in  thai class  favored in 
il  all major produ ' 
h 213-214 or 215-216 must precede or be taken with this course. 
VI. 2.   Mr.  Wright 
229-230 A ■■■■"'■• D A INC Work in all types of acting, with an 
emphasis on more classic material. Thi- cla^s will be organized as a reper- 
tory company and regulai theati I lied in other communities. 
cntty talented and experienced students 
Arr., 2.   Mr. Wright. 
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315-316. PLAY DIRECTION. Each student will act as assistant to the 
director of drama on at least one major production and will be responsible 
for the selection, casting, rehearsing and production of a series of one ad 
plays. Headings in direction and the preparation of a prompt book for a 
major production are also required. 
Consent of instructor and at least two previous drama courses are required. 
VII, 2.   Mr. Wright. 
Fine Arts 201.    "Introduction to Forms of the Fine Arts." 
See page 65 for full description. 
111. 3,   Mr. Kschman. Mr. Horace King. Mr. E. A. Wright, and Mr. Ward. 
Degrees Conferred in June,   I 940 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Wallace   S- 1  .unity 
inu,  I hot tOI "i   iMviniiy 
Wesley M Dot tor of Law* 
Aver> Albert Shaw, Doctor of Literature 
June  Dorothea   Ammon 
Jeanne  Anne  Hahr 
Bettj  Uac Barlow 
■ 
Mary  Elizabeth  Bolbi 
Katl rjm Clara B ttomley 
Betty Theresa  Braun 
Lillian Donna Chappcll 
i '■'■   ■•   ■ 
Dorothj   U 
iclair 
.man 
rlclei   Prances   Bvai i 
Elinor In 
Mi        Enkmc I" ■■ 
Ruth (ieral'linc  rranke 
Rel>ccca Jane Galloway 
Agnes Sophia Goodwin 
Sue Mi len rfomchis 
Bettj 
! Zimmerman Jacob 
Virginia Lut ille J    i 
I) ■■ Ktnney 
fane Elizabeth K'emm 
Ann Koos 
Helen Jeani ette Krieg 
Helen Culleru McCoy 
Dorii Perley Mandcl 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Virginia  Marie Mariindalc 
Gloria  H'-pe   Matthews 
Marjoric Jane Merchant 
Evdyn Morgan 
Macillc Jeajmette M«>wery 
Marian Pickering Orcutt 
Dorothy Pritchard 
Judith  Palmer   Kadehaugh 
Mary  Alice   Reed 
Muriel Janet  Rcvil 
Winifred Jeanne Sackett 
Jeanne  FJizabeth   Samman 
Mary Ann Sear* 
Ruth Louise  Shank 
'rice Anne  Shaw 
Mary  hlizabeth Sherwood 
Mary Frances Shinn 
Janet  Marie Shock 
iret  Sherman  Smith 
Nellie  Margaret  Sowle 
Hetty  Lou  S'immcl 
Plorence Edna Stoll 
1.1 tabeth Alice Taylor 
Helen Elizabeth Taylor 
ret Trueadall 
Gladyi Mizabcth Van Horn 
Barbara  Louise  Vorhis 
Barbara Walker 
Barbara Jane Watson 
no 
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Marion Edwina Welcher 
Priscilla Alden Westcott 
Elnora Virginia Wheeler 
Betty McCann Williams 
Wallace Vernon Ault 
Bernard Opison Arado Bailey 
Charles Benton Baker 
Merton James Barlow 
Charfefl Church Beardsley 
Alphonsc Joseph Bellavia 
Roger Martin  Bersted 
Donald Slimson Bethune 
I-cster James  Black 
Robert  Vickroy Blackburn 
Richard Forest  Blake 
Eugene Blasdcl 
Robert Herman Block 
John  Harlan   Brant 
David Campbell Carey 
N'ed Russell Vincent Collander 
Lawrence Wilford Curtis 
Donald LcQuire Daych 
Forest William Dean. Jr. 
Gordon Spencer Deer 
Richard  Smith  Dixon 
Donald Blinn Duffey 
Harry Sylvester Duffy 
Jesse Silcr Elliott 
Wilbur Keith Frost 
Bar!  LeRoy Giflin, Jr. 
Joseph Wallace Gordon 
Ames Carson Hanna 
Charles I.edlie Harrison 
William  Durwood   Hartley 
William Henry Hassard, Jr. 
William Andrew Hite, Jr. 
Norman Granville Hough, Jr. 
Archie Edward Hudson 
Charles Higgins Innis 
Arthur Gray Janssen 
Sterling Myers Jewett 
Joseph Scott King 
Burjo Lemar Lamb 
Eugene Fields LeRoy 
John Adolph Lindstrom 
James Malcolm McCollum 
Donald Earl   McCrory 
Robert William McGifnn 
James William Mclntyre 
Taylor Hopple Mackcl fresh 
David Lloyd Mandry 
Willard Horace Marquardt 
Franklin B.  Molen 
Frank Ignatius Monahan, Jr. 
Alfred Richard Musal 
Joseph Charles  Nelms, Jr. 
Charles Lewis Oxley 
Lewi-  Warren   Perry 
Thomas Evans Philipps 
Philip Storrs  Pierce 
Myron Edward Price 
William James Price 
Richard John Rehn 
Ralph  Riddell 
Paul Garvin Saunders 
James Joseph  Schulte 
Dclmar  Roland  Scrafy 
William Henry Sheldon 
Thomas Reese Shepard 
John  Herman  Shively, Jr. 
James Fuller Shryock 
George Samuel Siegrist 
Robert  Clair  Simpson. Jr. 
Monroe Frank Snider 
Willard James  Sweeder 
Samuel Edward Van Voorhis 
Jack  Hedley  Vcnning 
Robert Ades Vick 
Stafford Wilbur Webb 
Charles Wakefield Wheeler 
Richard Hiram White 
Robert Moore Wiley 
Russell Hallau Wilier 
Robert  Edward Wolfe 
Robert James Wright 
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BACHELOR OP MUSIC 
I) *Othy Alice I.indaman 
CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Dorothy Alice I.indaman 
DIPLOMAS l\ CONSERVATORY 
Dorothy   Mk<   Lh> Marlon James Barlow. Organ 
DEGR1 i - CONFERRED SEPTEMBER, 1940 
BACHE1 OR OP ARTS 
I.mi,. Evelyn Adams Virginia Lucille Sweet 
Morrison irk James Bisbce 
Dot       ■   Hanbloom  Sangren Joseph Samuel  Dickson 
Elisabeth  Shaffer : km  Gray Wilson 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in 1940 
Mb! BUS HI* :N   I'm BETA  KAPPA 
IINI0R8 
Lawrence Curtil 'Virginia  Jones Jeanne   Shaffer 
Charh I Mary Elizal>eth Sherwood 
Barbara Eschman •William   Price Robert   Wolfe 
Robert  Wright 
•EI« '"1 in Juni l  Year. 
J U NIORS 
Reid   Bryson Lillian (irimrn lane  Martin 
Edwards   Deeds Stanley Hanna Thomas Norpell 
Marcia Sipple 
'I'm: PBESBBAN CHEMISTRY PRIZE 
Aimer   Stuart 
TlIK  GlLFAItlCK   SCROLABSHIP  FOR  EXCELLENCE IN   MATHEMATICS 
Charle, Oxlej William Price 
Tut: WOODLAND CBIBISTBV PRIZE 
Elisabeth Cowgill 
Tin: LEWIS PRIZE CONTEST 
Tied lor First, John Neubert, Ira Price 
Tied for Third,  Warren  How-11.  Willard Kihby 
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THE SAMSON TALBOT PRIZES FOR BIBLE READING 
First, Donald Bcthune Second. Hugh Clrittenden 
Third, Joseph Dickson 
CHI OMEGA SOCIOLOCY PRIZE 
Dorothy   Deane 
THE RAY SANFORD STOUT ENGLISH PRIZES FOR PROSE COMPOSITION 
First, John Hammer Second,  Harriet Puffer 
JKANNIE OSGOOD CHAMBERS MEMORIAL PRIZES IN ENGLISH 
Pint, Ira Price Second, Joseph  Royce 
EBENEZKR THRESHER SCHOLARSHIP 
Oliver Welf 
GERTRUDE CARHARTT BRELSFORP MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Paul Converse 
DANIEL SHEPARDSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Marcia   Sipple 
E- S. SHEPARDSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Jeantiette Huff 
SAMUEL ROBERT SKINNER FRENCH PRIZE 
Barbara Eschman 
PRESSER FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Merton   Barlow Ruth   Vicrling 









Phyllis  Huffman 
Roberta Johnson 
Marilynn  Koons 
Anna  Krcider 
Barbara Love 
Jane Martin 














Earl  Haynes 
Warren  Howell 
Karl Klomann 
Hugh McCulloch 
Thomas  Norpell 
Charles  Oxley 
Ira  Price 






Dorothy  Deane.  Sociology Lawrence  Curtis, Geology 
Barbara Fjchman, Modern languages   Charlci Oxley, Chemistry, 
Virginia Jones, Cbuafc .. Language!       Mathematics, Physics 
Dorothy  I.indaman.  Mu>ic William  Price. Mathematics,  Physics 
Marjorie   Merchant.   English Ralph  Riddcll, Physical Education 
John Braiit, Engineering Science Robert Wolfe, Mathematics 
Robert Wright, Geology 
SrtCIAl HONORS 



















ELK rrr>s  10 IfgMBBtSHir IN PHI 
Thelma  McKell 
Jcanette  Marlow 
Sunn  Martz 
Patricia  Stodghill 
Aimee  Stuart 
Barbara Tight 







Stanley   Hanna 
SOCIETY 
Walter Close 
Paul  Converse 
Joseph Hattersley 









(For  the  First  Semester   1940-1941) 
SENIORS 
Balky, Taylor Hamburg.   New York 
Rerhoover.    Paul Hubbard 
Rarran,    Alfred Columbue 
Harrington.   John Naw   Waehlngtun 
Rursa.    Charki Granvillo 
Roitmnn,   Charki Baavar.   Pa. 
Rradtn.    Paul Newark 
Kraunlng,    Robert Zanaavilk 
Rryaon.    Raid Detroit,    Mich. 
Hurkhart,    Roy Toltdo 
Campbell.   Scott Elgin.   III. 
Cafl,   Jack East   Pakatlno 
Chittemkn.   Hugh PltUfleld.   Maaa. 
Deede,    Edward Granvllla 
Down*.   Jack Eaat   Cleveland 
Drake,   Ralph Jamaica,   N.   Y. 
Kdwarde,    William. . Kaat   Wllliaton.   N.Y. 
Flahell.    Richard Flndlny 
Flory,    David Dayton 
Iry^.    Richard Bexley 
(illleapk.    Paul Hammnnton,   N.   J. 
Hainee,   William Waatfleld,   N.   J. 
Hall.    Jamea Dayton 
Hall.    Richard Newark 
Hammer.    John Manafk Id 
Hanna.   Donald Canton 
Hanna.   Stanley Ventnor.   N.   J. 
flaya.   Robert Beaver, Pa. 
Ilarran.   John Chllllcothe 
Hoopes.    Jack Maryavlll- 
Howland.   Jamea La Jolla.   Calif. 
Hubona.    Michael Chicago,    III. 
Innla.    John Granvllla 
Johnson.     Howard Steubenvllla 
Klbby.   WMUrd Eaat   Cleveland 
Klepfcr.   Marian Buffalo.   N.   Y. 
Klomann.   Karl Berwyn.   III. 
Largekr.   Frank Eaat   Orange.   N.   J. 
Lahm.   Ward Baltic 
Uwttt,   Richard Detroit,   Mich. 
McClanathan.    Joecph Toledo 
MrKLnnk.   Curtis Springfield.   III. 
Miiciimber.    Robert Canton 
Marahall.   Jack Dayton 
Maxwell.    Robert Mt.    Lebanon.   Pa. 
Maxwell.   Thomaa Manaflcld 
Moore.   John Downera   Grove,   III. 
Neal.    Richard Wnrthlngton 
Nclme.   John Eaat   Ckveland 
Neubert. John Foreat Hllla. N.   Y. 
Norpell,    Thomaa Newark 
Owens.    Wlllard Cambridge 
J'areona.   Spencer Nashua,   N.   H. 
Paxton.   P.   Dickey Dayton 
Plfer.   Robert Lanalng,   MIrh. 
Podorean.    Charlea Granvllk 
Pratt,   John Relief on Ulna 
Price,   Ira,   II Chicago,   III. 
Radke.    Robert Toledo 
Klrharda.    Emory Rexley 
Koyce,   Joeepb Brooklyn.   N.   Y. 
1 
Saxton.    Frank Tokdo 
Scarrltt.   Ralph River   Foreat,   III. 
Servle.   John Detroit,   Mich. 
8horta.    Wilbur Ckveland 
Swarta.   Timothy Cincinnati 
Taylor.   David South   Lyon,   Mich. 
Thomaa.   Howard Mt.   Vernon 
Timrud.   David Brooklyn.   N.   Y. 
Turnbull,   Franklin Milwaukee.   Wle. 
Uhlman.   Frederick Bowling   Green 
Walker.    Rarton Evaneton,    III. 
Walker.   Eugene New   Philadelphia 
Weal.   Raymond Glen   Ellyn.   III. 
Wllllamaon,   Donald Pataakala 
Wilton,   William Philadelphia.    Pa. 
Ackerman.   Leila Lelpalc 
Adama.   Charlyn Parkeraburg,   W.   Va. 
Anderson.   Rarbara Chicago.   III. 
Beckham.    Adela Dayton 
Rlalr,    Mary Curwenavllle,   Pa. 
Bonnet.   Ellm Bronx vl Ik.   N.   Y. 
Bookaer,   Barbara Detroit,   Mich. 
Boughner,   Betty Clarksburg.   W.   Va. 
Brown.    Shirley Eaat   Cleveland 
Buchanan,   Lola Waahlngton,   Pa. 
Bunk,    Jean Flndlay 
Cockerill,   Jane Greenfield 
Colltna,   Katharine Norwood 
Cowglll,   Ellaabeth Port   Clinton 
Cralg.   Carolyn Waahlngton   C.H. 
Dann.   Dorothy Sewlckley,   Pa. 
Davla,   Emajean Granvllla 
Deal,    Elisabeth Canton 
Kinky,    Barbara Columbua 
Ford.    Ruth Zatieiville 
Foray the.   Marian Cleveland   Helghta 
Foeter,   Elisabeth Chicago,    III, 
Foeter,    Rachel  Newark 
Freer.   June Alhland 
Funk,   Dorothy Wayneaburg.   Pa. 
Galloway.   Dorothy Cedarvllk 
Gardiner.   Mary Mlddktown 
(iat*».   Jenny   June Columbua 
Gatton.   Dorothy Mt.   Vernon 
Gregg,   Mary Jane Lima 
Gregg,   Meta Bexky 
Grimm.    Lillian Cincinnati 
Hammerk.     Vlrgina Maryavilk 
Huff,   Jeanetto Glendak.   Calif. 
Huffman.   Phyllia Alexandria 
Iiant,    Margaret Warren 
Jeffrey,   Lucille Union town.   Pa. 
Johnaon,    Elaine Elyria 
Jonea.   Winifred Jarks»n 
Kllllan,    Barbara Tokdo 
Kllllan,   Jean Toledo 
King.   Jane Detroit,   Mich. 
Klemm,   Jeanne) Bloomlngton.   111. 
Koncana.    Jean Cleveland 
15 
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K..v*chy.   Lillian  
Kulhanek. LaVerne . . 
Lancashire. Mary.... 
i a Man Virrmi».. 
Lafcow,  BOMB 
U*II,   Ann  
i.'i.-y 
.   Marjorie.   .. 
Murtin.     Jane. . 
Mather.   Julia   ...   Na» 
-      . 
Eleanor  
i . J*aa,.. 
ills  
Reynolds.    Mary   Jan*. 
Rapp,   Madeline  
Ruschli.   Barbara       . 
Ryan.   Mary   LOU  
Schubert.    Virginia.. 
Sett.   Mary   K story n 




I      .   «k-o.    Ill 
Rochester.    N      \ 
lit 
.Chi.-ag...   Ill 
' re.    Mali 
,...cu*m  111 
1       n      I 
Dayton 
- N • 
Fort Wayne. Ind. 
■ 
.. .Granvill* 
 Lafav ■ 
Cincinnati 
.Rome.    '      * 
Sharkev.    8u* Dayton 
Shuebruk,    Diana Newark 
Sliumaker,    Eleanor Gran vl Me 
Sipple.   Mania Warren,   R.   L 
Skalak.      Cimillr Oberlin 
StaaW,   Elisabeth Balls ton   Spa.   N.Y. 
Smith.   Jeanne Tallmadge 
Smith.   Mary   Ernestine Marlon 
Smith.    Kulh Columbua 
BU   .       Pryllis Bexley 
Stewart.   Betty Granvilla 
Stilwell.   Constance Shaker    Height* 
Sirailli.   Virginia Detroit.   Mich. 
Thomten,    Rctrrly Edge water,    N.   J. 
Trehlng,   Charltna Lakewood 
Van     Horn.    With Nashville,    Tenn. 
Vierling.   Ruth Oradell.   N.   J. 
Wallgren.   Vtolei I'nlversity   City.   Mn. 
Watkina.    Phyllis MassiMoi. 
Wiley.   Ann ,.,    . Chattanooga.   Tenn. 
Wright. Kliiabeth Port Washington. N. Y. 
Jl'MORS 
Aaataett.   Joseph .... 
Aahlay.    DoaU 
Baumgartner.   Rofcert 
Bellar.    Jack    
Bowen.   Th .mas . 
Boy).   Jackaon    . 
Brannan.   Delhert  
Hrannon,    Karl 
Bridge,   Kir hard. 
Brlgham.   Jack  
Campbell.      Edm<>nd 
Chspln,   Sidney 
Christie, Ji.mrs . 
(  harks 
Cook.  Jar'. | 
Crawford.    Chsrl.« 
DeLong.   David 
DtatOft,   Clarence 
Dewey.   John  
Dtppery,     Franklin 
D-uglau.   William. 
Elmer.    Richard 
Fox.  Thomas 
Geneser.    Wilar.ii 
Gaanell,    Dale 
Goux. Charles 
I    lumbui 
Detroit.   Mich 
: Mich. 
' ■ himhui 
Columbus 
Cincinnati 
Summit. N. J. 
Zanesvllle 
.Groan  Point*.   Mich. 
.   Winnatka.   111. 
Dayton 
.       Cleveland    Height* 
.     .Detroit.   Mich. 
Newark 
Newt.m.   Maaa. 
Dayton 
Ann   Arbor.   Mich. 
Castile.   N.   Y. 
Western   Barings,   III 
Van   Wert 
 Detroit.   Mkh 
       Tota* 
Groaae   Point*. Mich. 
Chicago.    III. 
Granvill* 
.Detroit.   Mirh »." i i*» c
Griffin.   William.. Norwood 
Harrison,    Rofaaii  Newark 
Hastings,    Robert    Ravenna 
Haynes.   Earl Newark 
tjotdan,   J«n.«. Granvill* 
Howard.     R I- rt Masslllnn 
Hudson,    Raymond Rf shelter.    N.    Y. 
•      Howald . .Cincinnati 
Jewett. 
Johnson. Kay... 
J 4 at, Charlet. . . 
Jack .... 
■I. .. | 
Ken-lalt. Robert 
Landfvar 
Lewis.   Paul  
I        '   ■        R     l-Tt 
Mi  I     n ■ T.      Richar-I 
I  '.-»h!rr. 
.Evuiton,   Hi 
Mt.   Lebanon,   Pa. 
Granvill* 
Gl 
. Downera   Grove.   III. 
Bedford 
Newark 
roeae   Point*.   Mich. 
I«I> niriiri.        ni m n 'Vinihridge 
McCarthy.   Robert .Detroit.   Mich. 
■Deceased. Dec. 1940. 
Marijuardt.   David Dayton 
Mini   ' .   Stephen Beaver.   Pa. 
Mo.>re.    Wayne Granvilla 
Morlan.   Robert North   Madiaon 
Mi.ench.   G*orga Chicago.   III. 
Murrhy.   John Gainea.   Mich. 
Neuachel.   Robert Hamburg.   N.   Y. 
NWhOt,   John Mt.   Vernon 
Oberhelman.    William Cincinnati 
Orwig.   John Fostorla 
Plartnn.    Philip Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Place. John Plttaburgh,   Pa. 
Reed.   Georg* Brilliant 
Re*d.   Roger St.   Petersburg. Fla. 
Riley.    Jack Canton 
Roberts.   Dudley 
Robey.    Robert  
Sehroeder.   Robert 
Sri1..   L*Koy    
Smith.    Clifford. 
Smith.   David  
Snerry, Edward. .. . 
Staddr.n. Arthur . 
Stevens.     Edgar 
snvlll* 
Caldwell 
 Evaneton.   III. 
... Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Canton 
. . Plttaburgh.   Pa. 
Battle Craek.   Mich. 
Dayton 
.Akron 
Swainhart.    Robert Akron 
Taylor.   Fred*rirk Mt.   V«mon 
Taylor.    Robert Newark 
Taylor.    William Lancaster 
Tiemann.    Jam*a N*wark 
Tnwnsley,    Harry   Lancaster 
Trautman,    Georg* Columbus 
Ward.   Frank   Evanston.   III. 
Willlama.    Clyde Columbus 
Wyman.   John Cleveland 
Adams.   Mary   Kay Marion 
Armstrong.   Joan Bex ley 
A mold.   Margaret Manianola.   Colo. 
At water.   Mary Indianapolis.   Ind. 
Backus.   Nancy..     Bloomneld   Hills.   Mich. 
Bash.   Nancy. . .Toronto.   Ontario.   Canada 
Bateman,    Rosamond Cleveland 
Bayrd.   Georgia Chicago.    111. 
Bnse*.    Carolyn GarrattavllI* 
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Burkholder,   Dorle Alpena.   Mich. 
Rutinmn.   Betty Rocky   River 
GBR.   Elisabeth Shaker   Height* 
Collins.    Peggy Geneva.    III. 
Col lord,   Martha June Detroit.   Mich. 
Cony,    Rebecca Chardon 
I   iwlM,   J*rry River   Forest,   III. 
Cmlg.    Betty Dayton 
Danktla,   Mary Shaker   Height* 
DayhotT,   Hit* Oak   Park.   III. 
Durwy.   Elisabeth Findlay 
horsey.   Marian Cleveland    Heights 
Dttttlap,    Mary Columbua 
Ernest.    June Akron 
Finish.    Pansy Thornville 
Crates.    Jacqueline Akron 
Greene,   Janet Royal   Oak.   Mich. 
Hare.   Sally Upper Sanduaky 
Hofellch.   Margaret Detroit,   Mich. 
Hoffhint.    Mary Bexley 
Howard. Ruth Jamestown, N.   Y. 
Ireland.   Virginia Birmingham,   Ala. 
Klclndienat, Viola Maple wood, N. J. 
Kohler.   Mary Santa   Monica,   Calif. 
Kornman.   Mildred...   New   Brighton.   Pa. 
Kreider.   Anna Auburn.   Ind. 
Luwood,   Marjorle Albion,   N.   Y. 
I*we.   Barbara Ml.   Vernon,   N. Y. 
McO.rnack.   Emily Chicago.   III. 
McFadden.   Lillian Park   Ridge.   III. 
Metcalf.   Carolyn Salem,   N.   J. 
Mitchell.   Patricia Detroit.   Mich. 
Mulh.   Shlrlee Norfolk,   Va. 
Myler.    Elizabeth Xsnla 
Myler.    Prlscllla Xsnia 
Needham,   Helen Greenville, Pa. 
Nixon,   Elisabeth Rochester,   N.   Y. 
OPP.    Mary Detroit,    Mich. 
Phillips.   Alison Highland   Park,   111. 
Pilgrim.   Mary River   Foreit,   III. 
Pullls,   Myrle Clifton, N.   J. 
Ramsower.   Isabel Columbus 
Richards,    Louise Bexley 
Roach.   Margaret Muscatine.   la. 
Root.    Brines Canton 
Scott,    Marian Lake wood 
Sesgrave,    Leells   Mas Granvills 
Shepard.    Alice Granvllla 
Sherbondy.   Pauline. . .West   Newton.   P.. 
Nhlvel y.    Wllma Dayton 
SUnder.    Marian na Mansfield 
Swartx,   Joann Albion.   N.   Y. 
Thomas.    Dorothy Pittsburgh.   Pa. 
Todhunter.   Mary Mt.   Vernon 
Wslker.   Betty Sooth   Orange.   N.   J. 
Waterworth.   Elisabeth.Cleveland   Heights 
Watklna,   Hasel Mnsalllon 
Weeks.   Elisabeth Leonla,   N.   J. 
WHIett.   Mary   Alice Granvllle 
Woody ard,   Sara Jane Oak Park,   III. 
SOPHOMORES 
Allan.   John Wettfleld.   N.J. 
Andrews,    Robert Cambridge 
Anthony.    William Maaslllon 
Apneluuest.   Edward Leonla.   N.   J. 
Athey.   Gerald Milwaukee.   Wts. 
Athey.   Wsllare Milwaukee.   WIs, 
Bailey.   Stephen Columbus 
Beery.    Forrest Hlllsboro 
Branson.    Robert Bay   Village 
Hrickels.    Bruce Gran vl lie 
Hriggs,    Robert Lakewood 
Bright.   Gens Toledo 
Hp.wne.   David Lake   Geneva,   WIs. 
Brownholti, William..Mt.   Vernon. N.   Y. 
Mi.tlrrmore.   Richard.Parkersburg.   W.Va. 
tarter.   Robert Detroit.   Mich. 
Cartwrlght.   Dana Cincinnati 
rnvaBjrottl,   John Rochtiter.   N.   Y. 
Chllde.    John Wyoming 
Chirm. William South   Orange.   N.J. 
Cb-ndening.    Carl Cincinnati 
Close.   Walter Ben   Avon.   Pa. 
Collins.    Frank Hlllsboro 
Converse.   Paul Concord.   N.   H. 
Cook.    Ralph Newark 
Copnell.    Donald Chilllcothe 
« raig.   Joseph Washington   C.II. 
Currier.    Jack Bexley 
Curtln,   George Clarksburg,   W.   Va. 
Davin.   Grayburn Wilkinahurg.   Pa. 
Decker,    Jsmes Pnrmn 
Deniaon,   Albert PtttafUld,   Mass. 
Ih-verenux.   Robert Chicago,   III. 
Dlckson,   Albert RochesUr.   N.   Y. 
DJTirro.   Joseph South   Euclid 
Downing,   Max Detroit,   Mich. 
Duncan.    Robert Newark 
Ellor. John South Orange. N. J. 
Fellabaura.    Warren Toledo 
Fife.    Harold Galllpolls 
Fitch.   Donald Chicago.   III. 
Fleming.    Robert Manaflcld 
Ford.    James Columbus 
Freese.    Martin , Columbua 
Gibbs.   David Parma 
Gibson,    Robert Norwood 
Goodell.   Byron Granville 
Goodrich.    Robert Zaneavills 
Grabner.    Robert Cleveland 
Gray.    Robert Dayton 
Grimm.   Robert Evanaton.   III. 
Hannaway,   Robert Columbus 
Hartenlan,    Edward Cincinnati 
Hsywood.   William Toledo 
Hlginbotham.   Frederick Ithaca.   N.   Y. 
Holt.   Ward San   Mateo. Calif. 
Holt*.   Edgar Parkeraburg,   W.   Va. 
Hopkins,   William Summit Station 
Howell.    Warren Toledo 
Hubona.   Urban Chicago,   III. 
Hylbert,   Paul Parkersbure;,   W.   Va_ 
Irvln.   Frank Shaker   Heights 
Johnson.   Delvln Steubenvllle 
Johnson,   J.   B Klyrla 
Kstss.   William Philadelphia.   Pa. 
Klnney.    Aldon Mariemont 
Klnney.   John Chicago.   111. 
Lsntx,   James Lancaster 
Lay. John Port Clinton 
McCulloch.   Hugh Evanaton.   III. 
Mr Fadden.    Edward Newark 
MrKlnney. Robert Sagtnaw,   Mich. 
Mackenzie,   Robert Adrian,   Mich. 
Mallssewskl. Edward Orosse Points, Mich. 
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Miller.    William Hamilton 
MolTord.    Rueaell 'm.lnnati 
Moll.    Wllhelm  Granule 
:..  John        K.  ky   Uw 
Moyer.    Jinwi OOumbue 
•Muri'hy.    William Newar* 
Murton.   William    Rocky   Rhrr 
Nygren.   Donald        Chicago.   III. 
0\U-y.    Philip Granvllle 
Packard.   Hall    Birmingham.   Mich. 
Patrick.    Robert Norwalk 
Peir-..   Robert Maa* 
Pctrequin.   Richard Shaker   lleighta 
Proech.    DW k.... IWwyn.    HI. 
I'urv )*.    Donald  . l'ltubur«h.    Pa, 
Randolph,    ROM Granvlllc 
Raitkin,    Wlllard Dayton 
Hni.il..  Jamta Ck •■ land   H. [ghta 
Knhlnaon. t^rald Y.-ad.m.   Pa 
ROMMM.   Howard Newark 
Rurker,   John Iv-rborn. 
Sauer.   David Minneapolis.   Mum 
Sear Is.   John Datroit. 
Sihhlaon.   Robert Shaker    lleighta 
ard       .  Ntm   totk,   N.   v 
rim,   Paul.        Orange.   M    J 
G     Robert Grtiete   Polnto.   frfllefc. 
■parka,   Prank Cranston.   R.   I. 
Stemler.    Rokart .    ... »'inrinnati 
an,    David. . . . I  ppai    Sar.,1 ulrj 
St u.    Richard Warren 
Stralth,   Richard        Detroit.   Ml   b 
St.mpf.    Ralph        Ray     V 
Tuggart,    Prank W 
Thi«le.   Jack Chicago.   III. 
Th.tmi.ann.    Robert Sea-ark 
Tr-ut.    Thomae Pindlay 
TschanU,    Dick Canton 
■   •     R-h*rt Salem 
W elf.    l I'i.er  .Cleveland 
White.    Eugene Coehorton 
Wigle.   Arnold Detroit. 
Wilaon.   Gane Ntwtnn   Centre.   Mesa. 
B      I ler.    Rirhard Lake wood 
Wine.    Joeeph Wayneshurg 
Wright.    Harold Granvllle 
Wright.    Max Granvlll, 
Wuichet.   Th'.maa Coluit bue 
Wygant.    Willis.                                Mo.iVH 
.-.    Charles Newark 
Alexander.   Antoinette ,,      Akron 
Arnold.   Suaan Manaanola,   Colo. 
Ashtnger.   Kathryn Pittsburgh,   fa. 
Anlt.    Roberta.. 
Baldwin.     R.tey Birmingham.     Mich. 
MaryLuui-e Grose* Point*. Mich. 
Bartfc      Batty., I I 
Bartholomew.     Ann       . .port    Waene.    Ind. 
Rechtold.     Betty WlUuughby 
Harjotia  Akron 
Ilfeike.    Barbara 
1 i BHMbaik  ..... 
Brown. June Oak   Park.   III. 
Barbara Mansfield 
Iiim.ll*ker.   Irma Detroit    Mil. 
Hvgden.   Virginia Port   Clln'on 
Call.   Caaella     0*1    Par..    111. 
Campbell,    Elisabeth Akron 
Chrietena.   Soa Indlananotia,   ind 
'Dereaaed. Dec. 1940. 
Cowan.    Natalie Granvllle 
Crakg.   Mary   Jane Detroit,   Mich. 
CrleV,      Je*n Elyria 
Danes.   Marjorle.    .       Port   Thomaa,   Ky. 
Dawaoo,    P.inahcth Dayton 
deRary.   Ellen Leonla, N. J. 
Derkman.   Martha Naw York.   N. Y. 
Dolle.    Ruth Dayton 
Donner.   Dorothy Cleveland   Height* 
Elkins.    Marvin Rocky    Rlear 
Eechman,    Alice Cranvllk 
Evana.    Margaret AtlanU.   Ga. 
Pahrenhach.   Jean Cleveland 
lr»aeiuWn.   Jean Norwood 
feller,    l.ynden      Algonac.   Mich. 
Cratl*.   Margaret Philadelphia.   Pa. 
B*fk      Harbnra Richmond.   lad. 
llama.   Marjocle Mt.   Vernon 
lUrt.   Mary Canton 
llinkaon.   Jean Dayton 
Holier.    Louie* Galllpolli 
Hoopar,   Jean Jenklntown,   Pn. 
Hopklna,   Ann.       Benton.   Harbor.   Mich. 
Morn.   Jean        South   Orange.   N. J. 
Houser.   Mary Kenilworth,   111. 
Hunt.    Martha Toledo 
II .ntor.    Anne Hellbrock 
Charlotte Evanaton.III. 
Johnson.    Roberta Cleveland    lleighta 
.!'••>.   Ii..\re Detroit.   Mich. 
Junea.   Jane Mt.   Vernon 
J' ata,    Mar-el la Newark 
UapMT,   AIU Dacatur,   Ind. 
■    uiee Lakewood 
Konns.      Marilynn  .Springfield 
Legler.    Barbara Dayton 
Lentz.    Virginia Toledo 
LlMhieum.   Mary Baltimore/.   Md. 
Loewenthal.   Jane Englewood,   N. J. 
Lotto   i.race     Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
McKell.   Thelma Short   Hill..   N. J. 
McMillan.    Betty Lakewood 
Marlow.   JeannetU Elisabeth.   N.   J. 
Marts.   Suaan Thlella.   N. Y. 
Matthews.    Anna Newark 
Meddaugh.   Mary   Kay. ... Berkeley,   Calif. 
Meisner.    Constance Akron 
Meltefc,    Pare Roeevlllc 
Milter.   Joan Port   Huron,   Mich. 
Moody.   Mary   Louisa Atlanta,   Ga. 
Moon.   Mary Plymouth.   Mich. 
Morte.   Betty   Jane Akron 
MUIO,    Ira    Maa Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Murray,   Janice Indianai-olis.   Ind. 
Myers,    Susan Dayton 
Nelms.   Elisabeth Eaat   Cleveland 
O 'Bryan.     Janet kit.     Vemon 
Parka.   Marian River   Foroat.   III. 
Patnoe,   Joyca Rocky    River 
Perky.    Mellaan Dayton 
Peters.   Doria Pel ham,   N.   Y. 
PI lllppa,    Mary Granvllle 
Pratt.    Martha Alexandria 
Ral«».   Eleanor Alderson.   W.   Va. 
Reid,    Phyllia Niagara    Palls.   N.Y. 
!'.< mmel.   Ruth LaGrange.   III. 
Roaenthal.   Joan Tiffin 
Rugg.   Audrey Newark 
Batten,   Florence 8heIton,   Conn. 
Schubert.    Eleanor Cincinnati 
Schumann.   Barbara.... Royal   Oak.   Mich. 
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Shaw.   Eleanor Buffalo,   N.   Y. 
Sheldon.   Dorothy Ashlahula 
Shepard.   ADD Dayton 
Sir pletn.    Marcel la Lake wood 
Smith,    Betty Chllllcothe 
Smith,   Marjorle Denver.   Colo. 
Snow,   Alice Chicago,   W. 
Mark,   Jeanne Wllmette.   III. 
Stellhorn.    Barbara Aihvllle 
Stevens.   Eloiae Castile.   N.   Y. 
Stoddard.    Glrvlna Dayton 
Stoddard.    Lynette Lima 
Sluart,    Almee Newark 
Ttghl,   Barbara Man   Francisco.   Calif. 
Townsend.   Eleanor Sycamore.   111. 
Upham.   Jean Mt.    Vernon 
Van   Natta.   Mary Lakewood 
Webb,    Virginia Geneva 
Wfiie.   Betty GUncoe.   III. 
Wendt,   Carolyn Columbua 
Westcott,   Ruth River   Foreit,   III 
Wheelock.   Phyllis Wllmette,   III. 
White,   Maryllne. .Bloomfleld   Hilli.   Mich. 
William.    Barbara Salam 
Wllaon,   Dorothy Geneve,   N.   Y. 
Wlnana.   Dorothy Aehland.   Ky. 
Wolf.   Mary   Loulae Akron 
Young. Joan Piedmont, Calif. 
Yoxall.   Llndaty London,   England 
Zlmmer.    Grace Newcomentown 
Zimmerman.   Jeanne Columbus 
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Acker.   William Sharon.   Pa. 
Adams,   John Springfield 
Akers.   Charles Cleveland   Heights 
Alder.   Jonathan Lakewood 
Alpsugh.   Walter Lockland 
Anitaett,   Robert Columbua 
Ashbrook.    William Johnstown 
Athey.   Howard Milwaukee,   Wli. 
Atkinson.   Thomae Columbia,   Mo. 
Back,   Robert Media.   Pa. 
Henua.    Thomaa Weetervllle 
Rrucker,    Robert Cleveland 
Bushing.   Raymond Fort Wayne,   Ind. 
Caawall,   Edward Cleveland   Heights 
Chapman.    Everett Cincinnati 
<T.llde.    Eric Hamilton 
Clark. Sheldon Shaker   Heights 
Clarke.   Calvin PorUmoulh 
Clippert,   George Detroit,   Mich. 
Cochran.   James Bellalre 
Conrad.   Richard Wayne,   N.   Y. 
Courtney.    Jamea Bexley 
Crysler,   Robert Syracuac, N. Y. 
Curtis".   Frederick Syracuse.   N.   Y. 
Culler.    William PotUvllla.    Pa. 
Deacon.   John Detroit.   Mich. 
Deeda,    Richard Granvllle 
Ileea.   Marvin Cleveland 
Dell.    Richard Mlddletown 
DeMuIh,    Herbert Falrvlew 
Denes.   Frank Elyria 
D-ntel.    William Toledo 
Desmond,    Phillip Wlnnetke,    III. 
Doeller.    Thomaa Dayton 
Drake. Jamea Jamaica, N.   Y. 
Kdmunda.   Bradley Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Kdwnrds.   Thomaa Iron ton 
Ellis.    Robert Wilmington 
Klenesser.    Donald Canton 
Ferger.    Roger Cincinnati 
Free.   Hamilton Toledo 
Flnefrork.    Don Mansfield 
Usher.    William Columbua 
fowler.   Bruce Jackaon,   Mich, 
t.rny.    Howard Dayton 
*-r*etg.    Richard bexley 
Guffln.   George Gary.   Ind. 
''*""•    J°hn Galllpolla 
Hall.   Charlea Dayton 
Harris.   Lewis. Crosse Pointe Shores. Mich. 
Heath.    William Columbua 
Holbert, Theodore Sussex. N. J. 
Hoover. Charlea Chicago.   III. 
Hughes,   John Mansfield 
Hunsinger.   David Cincinnati 
Irwln.   Hugh Churchville.   N.   Y. 
Isley.   Robert East   Cleveland 
Jaachke.    George Toledo 
Johnson.    Edward Steubenvllle 
Johnson.    Stanley Mt.    Vi-rivm 
Karlovec.    Robert Cleveland 
Kennedy. Hugh Clayton, N.Y. 
Langley,   Leonard.. East   Amherat,   N.   Y. 
Lanman,   David Eaat   Chicago,   Ind. 
Larson.   Kenneth Warren 
Latlmer.   John. Hamilton 
Leggett.    Mortimer AahUbula 
Lewis,   Charlea Birmingham.   Mich. 
Link,    Richard Wlnnetka.    III. 
I-oehnert.   John Bexley 
Loaler.   Ludlow Glen   Ellyn,   III. 
I.umm.    William Toledo 
Lytle.    Robert Watervllle 
McClellan.   George Upper   Darby.   Pa. 
M--Chirr.    George Columbua 
McCollum.   Albert Granvllle 
McFarland.   Charlea Toledo 
McGraw.   Nell Groses   Polnte,   Mich. 
Marouardt.   Richard Dayton 
Martin.   Robert Birmingham,   Mich. 
Mead.   Edwin Chicago.   III. 
Moorehead.    John Cambridge 
Morgan.     Richard Msnsficld 
Muellenhagen.   Walter Detroit,   Mich. 
Myers.   Jamea Akron 
Neff.   Robert Cincinnati 
Oakea.   John Chicago.   III. 
Ogle,    Robert Newark 
Ortman,   Charlea Evanaton,    III. 
Palmer.    William Columbus 
Parker.   Robert Lancaster 
Patrick.   Charlea Norwalk 
PaUlson.   Stewart. .Newton   Centre,   Masa. 
Powers.    Wilbur Newark 
Pruyn. Scott Sunnyslde. L. I.. N. Y. 
Radford.    Richard Mlamlsburg 
Raymond.   Miner.   Ill Cincinnati 
Richards.   Marmet Berwyn,   III. 
Richards.   William Chicago.   III. 
Robinson,    Richard Logan 
Rogers.   William Wheeling.   W.   Va. 
Rohrich,    Gene Akron 
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Root.    Thomas Plymouth 
Saundert     John Princeton.    N     J 
Scharer. Leonard.... 1'aaadena. Calif. 
Schn.id.r.    Arthur llranville 
SrhuUr,    James. . . . . Lake wood 
Schulklns,   Thomas. .Santa   Manic.   Calif 
BcbwsrtS,   iMk Orlando.   FU. 
Seehof.   John    K.anaL.n.   Ill 
Shlpan.   James      Garfield   Heights 
Siegfried.    David Gtencoe.   III. 
BltVtrt,    Richard   Toledo 
Simpson,   tic>rge.. Ashland.   Ky. 
SkrlteU      Rudolf      Klyrla 
Smith.   Earl Chicago.   ML 
Smith.   Robert    P.,  NflVUk 
Smith.    William.. 
David .     . .Cfcaarrln  Falls 
Spike.   Robert Braekport,   N    v 
Robert .    North   Baltimore 
mutton.   Ruan.ll Ash tabula 
Slathers.   William        Clarkahurg.   \\     V. 
Staudt.   Charles Canton 
Stearns.   George Chicago.   III. 
Stelter.   George  I'rbaia 
Mites.   Alfred Onancock.   V*. 
Stitt.    JOBB. ... Warrn 
Stacker. Edwin Wnuni springs.  III. 
Stokes,    William    . .   Dayton 
irari Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Stransky.     Edward Glencne.     ||| 
Straub.    Robert Wooater 
Sutton.   All.n Dayton 
Sutton.    Walter Granvllle 
Swift.   William    Cleveland   Hcighta 
TmWM,     Robert Mansfield 
Thierwechlcr.    David Oak    Harbor 
Thomma,   Dean Re Iford 
Tohey.    Julian   . Cincinnati 
Trovel.   Lynn. ....... . .   .Tiffin 
Turner.   Jam*.   ... ..CTltoMW.   I!l 
Cnham.   David      Mt     Vernon 
Ward.    Phillip   ... Eianeton,    III 
Wrtklna.   George. .     Maaaillnn 
Weiaa.   Morton Rochester. N.   Y. 
Wellbaurn.   Jamefl Sendusky 
Wrnt...   Kemard. Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Warts.   Herbert Johnitown.   Pa. 
Wlltia.   Harris Washington   C.H. 
Wir.kelhauaen.   Earl Columbus 
Wlnalow,   Rainaford    BvasWtoa,   III. 
Winters.   James Pord   City.   Pa. 
Witte.     WiUi.m                                       Waterville 
Wolfe.   William Columbus 
Allan,   Sally Battle   Cre*k.    fflefa 
Ailing.   Mary        Ana   Arbor.   Mich. 
Amos.    Jean Cleveland 
Avey.    Margaret Columbua 
Rahler.    Ruth Suiarcreek 
Ban**,   Betty Milwaukee.   Wla. 
Bechtel.   Sally Baal    Cleveland 
Benson.   Virginia Garfield   Heights 
Rertram.   Marie Monlclair,    N.   J. 
Iliahop.   Virginia Cincinnati 
MlattenberE.   Ann Lima 
Rloodgood.   Allda Naugatuck.   Conn. 
Rowers.   Marion*    Lakewood 
Bowman. Joan Cuyahoa»   Falls 
Brinsmaid,    Elranor Cincinnati 
Brown, Sally Cleveland   Hcighta 
Hu.-hnnan.     Lois Alliance 
Baker.    Jane Bellvllle 
Camlln.    Jane Newark 
Card,    l»or.»thy Shaker   Heiahta 
Call.   Phyllis Renaaalaar.   Ind. 
<     Natalie Rocky   River 
1-orraine Columbus 
CouHarnat,   Helen Portervllle.   Calif. 
Cowen,   Laura   Las St.   Clairsvllla 
Oanglc.    Barbara Cleveland 
CrlltolMM.   Nancy. . .Windsor.   Ont.. Can. 
Callta.   Muriel Sault   Ste.   Marie.   Mich. 
Camming   Gram East   Cleveland 
Daalat,   Frances Yonkara.   N. Y. 
David.     Virginia Winnetka.    111. 
Davit.    Anne Newark 
DeVoa,   Ruth Detroit.   Mich. 
Pfebrants,   Betty Milwaukee.   Wla. 
i  ad,    Jane Birmingham.    Mlcb. 
I   t-l-rtf.   Nancy   Maplewood.   N. J. 
Francis.    Marjorie Toledo 
(intes.    Evelyn Granvllle 
Gates.   Meryl    ...   Wsatftald.   N.   J. 
Ganrlsr.    Rosemary    Evanston,    III. 
Griffin,    Marian Cleveland   Heights 
Haarman.   Blllle Jean     Lyndonville.   NY. 
Handyiide.      Barbara Bedford 
llanna,   Betty Rochester,   N.   Y. 
Hard.    Mary Elyrfa 
Hart.    Dorothy Shaker    Heights 
Hayne.   Barbara. ......   Dumont.   N.   J. 
Heidenreich.   Phyllie Indianapolia, Ind. 
Heneh.   Fayetta.. Hinadale.   HI. 
Hillman.    Marilyn       Akron 
Hilwher.    Etma   Mae Canton 
Hull.   Mildred...Queens VII.,   L. I..   N. Y. 
Ilnran.   Kathleen Omaha.   Neb. 
Kampar,  Ruth TIpp city 
Kerr.    Dorothy Dayton 
Klmmel.    Marianna Dayton 
King.   Barbara Mt.   Clemena.   Mich. 
Klammt.   Maria Yonkara.   N. Y. 
Klein.    Alice Granvllle 
Knoeppel,    Dorothy Marlemont 
Knieger.    Helen   .  Sanduaky 
Lldater.   Jean Chicago.   III. 
Lindaay.   Lola Mt.   Clemens.   Mich. 
l-iughridge,   Margaret Detroit.   Mich. 
I»ster.    Martha Glen    Bllyn.    III. 
McCartney.   Mary   Ix»u Cambridge 
-Id,   Barbara Lake — -! 
McMlllen.   Jeanne   Van   Wart 
Manrhester.    Karri.I St.    Louis.    Mo. 
Martin.   Mary Fort   Wayne. Ind. 
Matthews,    Jean Sidney 
Melheyer.   Marilyn Kaglnaw.    Mich. 
Mitchell.    Jean Baxley 
Morgan.   Martha Van   Wart 
Mi ma,    Katharine Reynoldsburg 
Mudd.   Betty   Lou Dayton 
Naab,    Norma Lakewood 
Naah,   Nancy Rlpon.   Wla. 
Navln.   Ruth Birmingham.   Midi. 
North.   Martha River   Forest.   III. 
Nowaa.    Marjorie Lakewood 
Olds.    Ruth Tola" Jo 
Pace.   Joan Chicago.   III. 
Palmar,   Nancy Shelby 
1'arker.    Patricia Cincinnati 
Pease.   Fanny Cincinnati 
Peregrine. Marilyn Oak   Park. III. 
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Plummer.   Roxana Eraniton,   III. 
Price.   Betty   Jeanne Akron 
Putnam,   EHiaheth Uonla.   N.   J. 
Reynold!. Virginia Cleveland Height! 
Riegner.   Alice Indlanapolla.   Ind. 
Rol*rte.   Virginia..Pleaaant   Itidgc. Mich. 
Ron,   Hetty Wlnnetka.   III. 
Schnenherg,     Jean Dayton 
Shield!.   Margaret McMechen,   W.   Va. 
Sinclair.   Marjoric Cleveland   Height! 
Smith.    Anne Mackihurg 
Smith,    Belty Bexley 
Smith.   Donna Lakewond 
Steven-. Janice New   Mllford.   OOBD. 
Stevens,   Jeanne Toledo 
Stock.   Marjorle Dayton 
Stich.   Marcla Dover 
Swain.    Charlotte Newark 
Swartt.    Verna Hehrnn 
Hwnne.   Norlnt I)read»n 
Taylor.    Ruth Toledo 
Thomoiaen.   Claire Maple wood.   N.   J. 
Thnmpaon.    Jean Cleveland 
Thompaon.   Martha Rocky   River 
Thomberry,    Adelaide Cambridge 
Tilden.    Dorfa Canton 
Tilden,   Nancy-Jane Hartadate,   N. Y. 
Tomlln.    Honllyn Provldenre,   R.   I. 
Vereoe.   Mary Highland   Park, III. 
Walih.   Helen Shaker   Helghta 
Warren, Marcla Indlanapolla. Ind. 
Watklna.    Bernelee Dayton 
Weaver,    Nellmarle Mlamlsburg 
Weltner.   Jean Logan 
W«!t,    Barbara Troy 
Welt,   Margaret Cleveland   Height! 
Whlaler.    Patricia Wlllard 
White.    Bonnie Danville 
Whit*>,   Klofae Shaker   Height! 
White.   Molly Shaker   Heights 
Whlteley.   Alice Wheeling.   W.   Va. 
Willett.   Thelma Granvllle 
Wlleon.   Virginia Geneva.   N. Y. 
Woodard,   Peggy Cincinnati 
Woodyatt.   Jacqueline Oak   Park,   III. 
Wright.   Winifred Denver.   Colo. 
Yorkey.   Jean Marie wood,   N. J. 
Young.    Virginia Wadiworth 
PART-TIME STUDENTS 
Baker,   Richard Newark 
Davit,    Berne Homer 
Dorrii,    Victor Granvllle 
Irwln.   Donald Churchville,   N.   Y. 
Johe,    John Granvllle 
Phimley.   Owen Jackaontown 
Turnbull,   John Milwaukee.   Wl». 
Arnold,   Dorothy Newark 
Camlln,    Katherlne Newark 
Carr.   Dorli   (Mra. E. J.) Granvllle 
Johnaon. Mr!. A. J Granvllle 
Jonea.    Loulat Granvllle 
Shaw.   Cornelia CoahocUm 
EXTENSION* STUDENTS 
Dorrli.   Victor Granvllle 
Greider.   George Newark 
Harmnn,   Robert Upper   Sanduiky 
Munaelle.   Carl UUca 
Welli.   Kmmett Newark 
Yotmg.    Robert Newark 
Arnold.   Mra.   UlUr Newark 
Bfumtr.    Dorothy Newark 
Camlln.   Katherlne Newark 
HolUiter.    Loula* Newark 
Hoover,   France!  .Newark 
NlchoU.   Anna   (Mra.   1.    S.) Newark 
Roblnaon.    Roeemary Newark 
Sachs,    Joaephlne Newark 
Swcarlngen,   Martha Utlea 
White.   Ruth   (Mra.   Walter) Newark 
Wlndom. Mn. Florence Newark 
ADDITIONAL ENROLLMENT 
For Second Semester 1939-1940 
(Not included in catalog (or January, 1940) 
SENIORS 
Duffy.   Harry Wlllard 
JUNIORS 
DeLong. David Ann   Arbor.   Mich. 
Thomaa.   Dorothy PltUburgh.   Pa. 
SOPHOMORES 
Cook.   Ralph  
DeJute,   Jamei  
Hoover,   John  
Button. Jamea  




.. . Kenmore.   N.   Y. 
.Mt. Carmel.   Conn. 
Welles,   Claude Evanaton,   III. 
Bookaer. Barbara. .Highland   Park. Mich. 
Kornman.   Mildred New Brighton,   Pa. 
Overberk.   Shirley Columbue 
Zlmmer.   Grace Newcomentown 
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Lareon.      Kenneth  
Hrklnney.   Robert. 
Melina,    Carl  
Mllifr.      William 
Toledo 
Samnaw,    Mich. 
.   A ah tabu la 
Hamilton 
Moll.   William Vienna,   Germany 
Beer..   Margaret Traversa   City,   Mich. 
Peter..   Durla Pelham,   N   .Y. 
WasSeott.   Marcaret Columbue 
POST GRADUATE 
Bsptsr,   Label Mt    Vemon 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
1   40-1941 
Phyllla     Huffman 
Ruth   Vierline Mradell.   N    J. 
Public   School   Mu.ic 
Alexandria       rharlrn   Adam.   ..   Parkaribur«.   W.   Va. 
Jt-anclte   Huff C.lendale.   Calif. 
Paul     Braden Newark 
Unclassified 
Mu 
[     :  . 
freak.    Mich. 
< '. reland 
■ 
Spoilt,    Ind.. 
i   TihrMff* 
I  . 
Ft    Wayne.   Ind. 
Kaet    i 
v. 
Cincinnati 
Allen.    Sally   . 
Am...    Ji 
Swan 
At»ater 
Ault.     R 
■'■   rjaret.. 
■ aw,   Ann 




'*ri.    Ann 
Marjorta l.akewood 
Bowmaa,  J«an— Cqyahofo  Fi 
Ilreerh.   Alice. 
Bi      Btf,     Barbara  
Hur>,anan.    Marfretta 
Buker.    Jan*  
■r.    Irma 
Bygden.   Virginia, .   . 
Camlln.    Jane  
Campbell,    Elltabeth . 
I      !» troth J, 
Mt   Vsnwn 
Manafteld 
Alliance 
..  B 
■    Mich 








I,   Fliiabeth... 
Cumminga.    Carol, . 
Dauenhauar.     G 
D        •        Ann  
!'■    I msa,   Martha. .   
Donner.   Dorothy. 
Ernest,   June 
Kachmun.    A tin 
l 
■ 
St    riair.ville 
Port   Clinton 
Gran vilU 
, Ntwark 





Fvan.,    Margaret Atlanta,   Go 
i '   M    Mn    Dili Newark 
Hehranti.   B-tty " w   , 
Gardiner.     Mary Middlelown 
'    "'-       kllOS 'iranvllle 
'•■■'•      EvolyS ■■ dmnvllle 
Griffin.   Marlon Cleveland   Height* 
Hall,    (ieraldine Granvtlle 
Hai.dy.ld*.    Barbara    Bedford 
llarri..    Merjori* Mt.    Varaon 
Hart.   Dorothy Shaker   HalshU 
H kit,   Mary Canton 
- Harriet (iranvllle 
Barbara I turnout,    N.   J. 
Marilyn Akron 
■     Martha Tolodo 
Iiant,    Mantaret Warren 
Johnnn.   Charlotte Evan* ton,    III. 
Jonep.   Jane Ml.   Vernon 
Kmlly Gran villa 
Alice Granvlllo 
Knooppol,   frothy Marlemont 
l« if > r.     Barbara Dayton 
'    Jean Chicago.   111. 
Mndwy.   I.o. Mt.   Clomona.   Mich, 
urn.   Mary Baltimore.   Md. 
I    -       Barbara Mt.   Varnon,   N. Y. 
- Martha Glan   Ellyn.   III. 
McCartney,   Mary   lx>u Cambridge 
MrMillen.    Jeanne Van    Wart 
Maiii-heater.   Harriet St. Loula. Mo. 
Marlow. Jeanetu- . . Klluboth,   N. J. 
Martin.   Mary Ft.   Wayna.   Ind. 
Mather.   Julia Newton   Centre,   Maaa. 
Matthew..    Ann Newark 
Mei.ner.    Gonitance Akron 
Mitchell.   Jean Be.ley 
Moon, Mary   Kathryn   ...Plymouth.   Mich. 
Moots,   Mr..   Walter   Coahoctnn 
Moras,   Betty   Jane Akron 
Mudd.    Hetty   |y>u ........Dayton 
Mylar,    Elisabeth Xenla 
Myler.    Prleellla Xenla 
Nixon,   Elliaheth Rocheeter, N.   Y. 
Nowak.   Marjorl* Lake wood 
O Bryan.   Janot Mt.    Varnon 
Pace,   Jnan   Chicago.   III. 
I'-rk-r.    Patricia Cincinnati 
Parka. Marian River Forett.   III. 
PsrsgrlM,   Marilyn Oak   Park,   III. 
Patera,   Dorl. Pelham.   N.   Y. 
Philllna.   Allaon Highland   Park.   III. 
Plummer.    Rnxana, Evanaton.   III. 
Pulli..   Myrle Clifton.   N. J. 
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R,«*e.   Mr..   Everett Newark 
Kcl.l.   Phy"l! Nlwrt Falls.   N.   Y. 
Roberts.   Virginia. .Pleasant   Rldgs. Mich. 
Bommfl.   Ruth LsGrang*.   ill. 
RUM.   Hetty Wlnnetka.   III. 
Rugg.   Audrey Newark 
Rupp.   Mr».   M.   E. Granville 
Ruschli.   Barbara I^fayette.   Ind. 
Schubert,    Elinor Cincinnati 
Scott.   Marian Lakewood 
Shepard.    Alice Granville 
Shucbruk,    Diana Newark 
Shumaker,    Eleanor Granville 
Sieplein.    M arc* Ha Lakewood 
Smith.   Arllne Granville 
Smith.   Betty Chllllcothe 
Smith.   Donna Lakewood 
Smith.   Jeanne Tallmadge 
Smith.   Marjorle Denver.   Colo. 
Stevena.   Elolae Castile,   N.Y. 
St*vena, Janice New   Milford.   Conn. 
Stock.   Marjorle Dayton 
Swain.   Charlotte Newark 
Swarti,    Vcrna Hebron 
Swop*,   Norine Dreaden 
Taylor.    Ruth Toledo 
Thomaeaen.   Claire Maplewood,   N.J. 
Thompaon.   Jean Cleveland 
Thurnlxrry.    Adelaide Cambridge 
Tllden.    Dorla Canton 
Tllden,   Nancy-Jan* Hartadale,   N.   Y. 
Townacnd.   Eleanor Sycamore,   111. 
Van   Horn.   Edith Nashville,   Tenn. 
Wal.h.   Helen Shaker   Height! 
Watklnn.    Berneice Dayton 
Weaver.    Neltmarle Mlamiaburg 
WeMner.   Jean Logsn 
Weil.   Margaret Cleveland   Heighte 
Weatratt.   Rath River   Forest.   111. 
Wlllett.   Thelma GranvUte 
Wllllama.    Barbara Salem 
Wright.   Winifred Denver.   Colo. 
Young.    Virginia Wadaworth 
Allan. John WeatAeld,   N.   J. 
Alpaugh.    Walter Lockland 
Anataett.    Robert Columhua 
Aihbrook.   William Johnatown 
Alhey. Howard Milwaukee, Wli, 
Athey. Wallace Milwaukee. Wli. 
Benua.    Thomaa Westervlllo 
Bo wen.   Thomaa Columhui 
Hrannan.   Delbert Summit.   N.J. 
Branson.   Robert Bay Village 
Hraunlng.   Robert Zaneavllle 
Brown,   John Granville 
Brown,.   David Lake   Geneva.   Wli. 
Chrlitls,   Jamea Detroit,    Mich. 
Clark.   Sheldon Shaker   Height! 
'Mppert.   George Detroit.   Mich. 
Collins.    Frank Hlllaboro 
fonrad.   Richard Wayne.   N.   Y. 
Converae. Paul Concord.   N.   II. 
Cook. Jamea Newton.   Maaa. 
Cralg.   Joeeph Washington.   C.   H. 
Davli. Grayburn Wilklniburg.   P" 
Dearon.   John Detroit.   Mich. 
Decker.   Jamea Parma 
Devereaux.   Robert Chicago.   III. 
Dlppery.   Franklin Van   Wart 
Doeller.    Thomaa Dayton 
Duncan.    Robert Newark 
Edmunda.   Bradley Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Ellle.    Robert Wilmington 
F.lsacaser.   Donald Oa&tM 
Feaa.    Hamilton Toledo 
Fleming,    Robert Mansfield 
Frees*,   Martin Columbia 
Gllleaple.   Paul Hammouton.   N.   J. 
Goodrich.    Robert Zaneavllle 
Gray.    Robert Daylon 
Grimm.   Robert Evanaton.   III. 
Hull.   Jamea Dayton 
Hartenian.    Edward Cincinnati 
Heating!,    Robert Ravenna 
Higlnbotham.   Frederick...   Ithaca.   N.   Y. 
Holhert. Theodore Sussex, N. J. 
Holta,   Edgar Parkereburg.   W. Va. 
Hoover.   Charlea Chicago,    III. 
Johnson.   Edward Steubenvtlle 
Johnson.   J.    B Elyrla 
Johnson.   William   H Granville 
Jonea. Charles Mt.   Lebanon.   Pa. 
Joitva.   Dr.   Roland   W Newark 
Kates,   William Philadelphia.   Pa. 
Kendall,   Robert Downera Grots.   111. 
Kinney.   John Chicago.    III. 
Landfear,    Tom Bedford 
Little.   Robert Groess   Points,   Mich. 
Lumm.    William Toledo 
McClure.    G*orge Columbus 
McKlnnle.   Curtis Springfield,   III. 
Msrtln.   Robert Birmingham.    Mich. 
Mlnton.   Stephen Besver,   Pa. 
Moore. John Downera Grove.   III. 
Moore,    Wayne Granville 
Morgan.    Richard Mansfield 
Mover,    James Columbua 
Muellcnhagen.   Walter Detroit.   Mich. 
Murton,   William Rocky   River 
Norpell.    Thomas Newsrk 
Petrequln.    Rlchsrd Shaker   Heights 
Proech,    Richard Berwyn.   III. 
Purvla.   Donald Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Rankln,    Wlllard Dayton 
Rlchardi.   Marmet Chicago.   III. 
Robey,    Robert Caldwell 
Rogers,   Wllllsm Wheeling,   W.   Va. 
Rohrlch.   Eugene Akron 
Sauer.   David Minneapolis.   Minn. 
Saunders,   John Princeton,   N.   J. 
Sax ton.   Frank Toledo 
Slbblaon.   Robert ShaVsr   Heights 
Siegfried.   David Glencoe.   III. 
Siverteen. Paul Orange. N. J. 
Smith.    Clifford Canton 
Smith. G.  Robert...Gross*   Point*. Mkh. 
Smith,    Robsrt Newark 
Smith.    William Columbua 
Stan ton.     Russell Aihtabula 
St.rn.it.   Charlss Canton 
Slathers, William... .Clarksburg.   W    Va. 
Stralth,   Richard Detroit.   Mich. 
Button.   Allen Dayton 
Sutlon,    Henry Granville 
Taylor, David 8outh   Lynn.   Mich. 
Taylor.   William Lancaster 
Thlele,   John Chicago,   111. 
Toy.   Jsmes Granville 
Trout.    Thomas Flndlay 
Turner,   Jamea Chicago.   III. 
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Williama.    Clyda  
Wince.   J»a*i>h 




.Evanaton.   111. 
.Ford   City. Pa. 
Wright.    Max Granvllb 
Wygant.    Wlllla Manafield 
Wyman.    John Cleveland 
ADDITIONAL ENROLLMENT 
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Hinder.    Jeanetle   Newark 
HuUman,   Betty. 
Call,   iwlli  <».,k    Park,    Ill 
Cooper,    [.orralnv Colurobua 
Evant.   Mra     Kiiia Nawarli 
Fenn.   Beatrice TOfOato,   OnL, Can. 
Funk.   Dorothy Waynreburg.   Pa. 
Hit*.     Joan  . . . I  (Ira 
J.-ffny.   I.ucllb     ,   , 
I.inthicum.   Mary Baltimore.   Md. 
MrK.f.    Suaan..   Ea»t    Cleveland 
'   ..n   Port   Huron. Mich. 
Myera.   Suaan.... [>ayt><n 
Ibynolda.   Mary Cleveland   lltifhtt 
Sanirr.ii.    Dorothy Granvll'* 
Diana . . Newark 
Shumaker.    Ebanor Granvilb 
Watklna.   Haul Mnaaillon 
Webb.    Virginia.. irfneva 
Wataat,    Helen                Nawarli 
Ratfe Rlvt r  t   raafc   1 I 
Allen.   John  Waal 
Bowan, Thomaa Columbus 
Brannon.    Earl  ZanMVtlla 
Daych.   Donald  .      .    New  York. N.  Y. 
IbJuW,    Jamea .    Nlba 
DcvervauK.   Robert Chicago.   III. 
Dewey. John    WiiUm   Seringa.   III. 
Gilbai>ie.   Paul Hatnmontun.    N.J 
Goodrich.    Robert Zaneavllb 
Grimm   Robart Evanaton.   ill. 
Hall.    Richard Newark 
Hanna.    I>onald Canton 
llama.   Char lea Jackaon.    Mich. 
ILrriaon.    Charba New.rk 
H '    all Cambridge 
htoltt,   Edj*I Charbaton.   W.   Va. 
M --..r.    John Granvtlb 
Kibby.    Wlllard Cleveland 
Km if.     11.,rare Granvllb 
Lay. John Port Clinton 
Lutton.   Bertram Evanaton,   III. 
Mackelfreah.    Taylor Cincinnati 
Malbiewakl.   Edward. Groaaa Polnte. Mich. 
McCulloch.   Hugh Evanaton.    III. 
McFadden.   Edward Newark 
MrKinnie.    CurUa Springfield.    111. 
Mellna.     Carl Aaht.ihula 
Morgan.     Richard Man-field 
Munirer.   George Detroit.   Mich. 
Reed,    George Sbubenvilb 
Roberta.    Dudby Granvllb 
Root,    David    Medina 
Saaton.    Frank Tobdo 
Vlrkera.    Robart Salam 
Ward   Frank Evanaton.   III. 
Winalow.   Ralniford   Evanaton.   Ill 
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SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT BY STATES 
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
Firs! Semester 1040-1941 
Stall Men 
Alaltama                         0 
California    4 
Colorado  0 
Connecticut  1 
Florida     2 
Georgia    0 
Illinois                        45 
Indiana                3 
Iowa                               0 
Kentucky    1 
Maryland                  0 
Massachusetts    6 
Michigan     36 
Minnesota    1 
Uissouri      1 
Nebraska    ...-  0 
New  Hampshire  2 
New    Jersey. 
New   York.... 








Pennsylvania   
Rhode  Island  
uee  
Virginia   -  
West   Virginia  6 
Wisconsin     5 
Total   United  States  4.14 
Canada    0 
England     0 
Grand Total (full time)  434 
Part-time   students  T 
Conservatory (non-college)  6 
Extension   students  6* 
Grand Total 
(exclusive  of   repetition)... 








































































12) DCNISON UNIVERSITY BUIXBTIN 
SUMMARY OF SI I DENT ENROLLMENT 
1     |  ScnwMcr,  I'>40-I941) 
Ut»                Womtu Total 
7'-                       86 152 
79                       6° 148 
"•                                         124                     131 245 
Freshmen                                             155                     135 290 
111   Poll tin                            r-i                      411 845 
Pan-lime                        ink)                  ?•                       6* 13* 
Conservator) <«i Untie <«"!  rani                            125 224 
■jatc  tank)                      '»                       12 18 
Extcnsioa                                                 6*                      \\» 17» 
Total                                 552                      565 1117 
(".rand Total  (exclusive 
••i   repetition)                       452                     439 891 
'I >« man and one woman repeated. 
CONSERVATt »RY REGISTRATION 
i Kir.: Scantier, 1940-1941) 
Seniors                                                              V                           U 22 
17                        7 24 
r" **s                                            37                       43 80 
Freshmen                                                      36                          62 98 
N"on-co!legiate   rank                                   ',                           \2 18 
105                      137 242 
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Greek    71 
Guidance     33 
Health  Service.  Hospital 23 
History,   Dcnison     17 
History 8> 
Honors 58. 112 
Incidental   Fee      
Italian 
Journal oi the 
Scientific   Lalioratories.. 
Latin    
Library 
Library Staff  








Mathematics     84 
Modern   Languages. 
Music     
Organizations 
Departmental 
Musical   . 





    24 
Phi Beta Kappa ...   57 
Philosophy    94 
Physical   Education 2n 
for  Men    95 
for  Women    97 
Physics  101 
Placement      35 
Prizes 59, 112 
Psychology    103 
Recitation  Schedule 63 
Registration  37 
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Rhodes Scholarship. 59 
Scholarships 53 
Sociology    106 
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Speech   107 
Trustees,  Board  of 7 
Tuition          48 
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